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Sickly Sentimentalism: Pathology and Sympathy in American Women’s Literature, 1866-1900 
examines the work of four American women novelists writing between 1866 and 1900 as 
responses to a dominant medical discourse that pathologized women’s emotions. The popular 
fiction of Metta Fuller Victor, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Sarah Orne Jewett, and E.D.E.N. 
Southworth mobilized sentimental style and sympathetic affect to challenge the medical trend of 
treating female sentiment as a sickness. At the level of narrative, this challenge took the form of 
deviating from the domestic and marriage plots prevalent in women’s popular fiction of their 
period. Through forms of sentimental writing my selected authors imagined new possibilities for 
female subjectivity outside the limitations of pathology and domesticity. This dissertation joins 
the critical work of scholars of American studies seeking to attend to the writings of overlooked 
women writers. I argue that a broader consideration of nineteenth-century women’s literature 
that more thoroughly encompasses popular fiction can expand our understanding of 
sentimentalism as both a genre and cultural discourse. My study is in large part a recovery 
project, aiming to shed new light on popular female authors whose work is still overlooked and 
remains out of print despite critics’ best efforts to expand the nineteenth-century canon. 
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American Physician E.H. Clarke’s Sex in Education (1874) presents a biological 
justification for the long-held belief in women’s mental inferiority, arguing that women are ill-fit 
for education because they menstruate. In an essay included in Julia Ward Howe’s Sex and 
Education: A Reply to Dr. E.H. Clarke’s “Sex in Education” (1874), activist and author 
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps rejects Clarke’s theories:  
The woman who is physically and intellectually a living denial of every premise and of  
every conclusion which Dr. Clarke has advanced, has yet right to an audience…. No 
clinical opinion, it will be remembered, bearing against the physical vigor of any class of 
people, is or can be a complete one. The physician knows sick women almost only…. 
Thousands of women will read that they are prevented by Nature’s eternal and irresistible 
laws from all sustained activity of brain or body…. Thousands of women will not believe 
what the author of “Sex in Education” tells them, simply because they know better. (129) 
The activity of women’s “brains and bodies” was of predominant concern in the American 
nineteenth century. Despite what Phelps writes, as the century went on there was an increasingly 
prominent belief that a “clinical opinion” (assessments of women established through supposedly 
empirical evidence) could indeed lead to a complete understanding of the female subject. The 
development of neuroscience and the establishment of a codified medical system away from the 
pseudo-sciences of the first half of the century led to a growing conviction that the body tells 
truths; that physiology can be accurately read for information about the internal self. Previous to 
this, medicine had been more speculative and less committed to empirical assessments of gender. 
Thus, for example, what began in the first half of the century as an unsubstantiated belief that 
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women simply could not receive the same advanced education that men could, had by the end of 
the century transformed into Clarke’s physiological theory.  
“Sick women,” in Phelps’ terms, are everywhere in the treatises and studies on the 
dangers of education and reading for the female population. Clarke proposes the readability of 
women’s bodies, treating them like texts that reveal sickness—a theory that reverberates through 
conceptualizations of women’s writing and reading. Often referred to as “sickly sentimental,” 
women’s novels were positioned by medical discourse as both expressing and provoking 
emotional pathologies. Too much reading could be a symptom of hysteria, while regulating it 
could be part of the cure. Literature also contained hysteria in its overwrought style and 
unrealistic plots, telling what physician Charles Withington called “ill-balanced” stories that 
created similarly ill-balanced readers. For Withington, “sentiment is not a sign of hysteria; 
sentimentality is. The former is, as it should be, controlled by reason and common sense; the 
latter is devoid of any such control” (195). In his essay warning of literature’s power to spread an 
apparently contagious form of hysteria, Withington specifically implicates popular sentimental 
literature. Physician F.M. Turnbull, like Withington, finds “sickly sentimentalism” to reside in 
“such magazines one can buy in every news stall” (294). Phelps seizes their language to rebuke 
their position, arguing that “sickly sentimentality” lies in the system that regulates women’s lives 
and confines them to domesticity (Unhappy Girls 149). So too does radical feminist Victoria 
Woodhull diagnose sickly sentimentalism as a symptom of hegemonic power, asserting that the 
cure is found not in regulating women but rather in loosening excessively rigid social mores. 
After famously revealing esteemed preacher Henry Ward Beecher’s affair with his congregant 
Elizabeth Tilton, Woodhull accuses Tilton’s husband of sentimentality when he refuses to join 
her feminist cause: his “bogus sentimentality, pumped in his imagination, because our sickly 
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religious literature, and Sunday school morality, and pulpit phariseeism had humbugged him all 
his life into the belief that he ought to feel and act in this harlequin and absurd way on such an 
occasion” (qtd. in Spectral Sexualities 12, emphasis my own). In her speech The Elixir of Life 
(1873), Woodhull entreats her audience to “throw off the sickly sentimentalism about sexual 
love—your sham morality and mock modesty about the most common and harmless, as well as 
the innocent and beautiful of things” (173, emphasis my own).  
Both outspoken feminists, Phelps and Woodhull argue that rigid moralism and the 
irrationality of conservative ideals generate society’s sickness, and not women’s unmediated 
contact with sentimental literature. As I argue, in the hands of the novelists considered here, 
sentimentalism is the salve for patriarchal values through its refiguring of female embodiment 
and emotion. In its various turns of phrase, “sickly sentimentality” evokes frailty and excess, 
illness and cloying sweetness. According to Sari Edelstein, such denunciations of women’s 
literature were commonplace as “the penny press fervently represented sentimental literature as 
feminized, unhealthy, and unimportant” (64). Edelstein quotes James Gordon Bennett who, in 
The New York Herald, declares “the singular perversity in the taste of the age” to be the “trashy 
publications” that have “degenerated into vehicles of mere sickly sentimentalism, fit only for the 
kitchen and the laundry” (64). In Bennett’s view, these home spaces are where women indulge 
the perversities of sentimentalism, its contagious sickness spreading from the text to the mind 
and, in Withington’s terms, the “body corporeal” and eventually even the “body politic” (194). 
Sickly Sentimentalism: Pathology and Sympathy in American Women’s Literature, 1866-
1900 looks to the various ways the second half of the nineteenth century conceived pathology as 
a means to define and enforce the limitations of the domestic realm, and how, in turn, popular 
sentimental literature, so often accused of being both “sickly” and a symptom of “sickly” 
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womanhood, registered these discourses of illness. In the hands of reformers and physicians, 
“sickliness” is at once a descriptor for overly emotional writing and for the women who consume 
it: as both a symptom and a cause, literature can be pathological and can provoke pathology. 
When taken up by nineteenth-century feminists however, “sickliness” takes on revolutionary 
potential as a label for society’s perverse and retrograde subjugation of women and the fear that 
undergirds patriarchy. For Woodhull and others, society’s illness stems from an inability to 
recognize women’s autonomy as citizens and their sexuality within marriage. My dissertation 
examines the relationship of sentimentalism to embodiment: in Shirley Samuels’ terms, 
“sentimentality acts in conjunction with the problem of the body and what it embodies” (5). “The 
crucial position of sentimental aesthetics,” according to Samuels, is “in redefining a politics of 
the American body” (5). The late-nineteenth century was a seminal period in the history of 
defining the body as the rise of neurology created a push to legitimize mental pathologies 
through labeling them as anatomically verifiable.  
In the history of nineteenth-century literature, female authors of best-selling fiction are 
still often overlooked in criticism, a legacy of dismissal that is rooted in the frequently cited 
notion that they are, in Hawthorne’s terms, “scribbling women.” There have been important 
recent studies of women’s popular fiction and print culture such as Dorri Beam’s Style, Gender, 
and Fantasy in Nineteenth-Century American Women’s Writing and Sari Edelstein’s Between the 
Novel and the News, and I hope to further contribute to this expanded understanding of 
authorship in the nineteenth century. Edelstein looks to the impact of newspapers on women’s 
literature, and I also take up the subject of print culture through attention to dime novels written 
by Metta Fuller Victor and E.D.E.N. Southworth. Pamela Bedore’s Dime Novels and the Roots 
of American Detective Fiction and Shelley Streeby’s American Sensations: Class, Empire, and 
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the Production of Popular Culture, examine how dime novels represent gender and race. This 
dissertation is in dialogue with these critics too, as I am interested in looking at how dime novels 
are embedded within a larger cultural history rather than cordoning them off as ephemera.  
Thus I extend my study of nineteenth-century sentimental style to authors whose works, 
though often described by critics as sentimentalist, are nevertheless not usually included in 
studies of this genre. Of the four authors I consider here, Victor and Southworth have received 
the least critical attention, likely because of their status as dime novel authors. Melissa 
Homestead and Pamela Washington’s recent edited volume, E.D.E.N. Southworth: Recovering a 
Nineteenth-Century Popular Novelist, is the first full-length study of Southworth’s extensive 
oeuvre. Catherine Ross Nickerson’s The Web of Iniquity: Early Detective Fiction by American 
Women and Mason Stokes’ The Color of Sex: Whiteness, Heterosexuality, and the Fictions of 
White Supremacy, include sustained readings of Victor’s novels. I contribute to this body of 
criticism in my fourth chapter, Hysterical Sentimentalism: E.D.E.N. Southworth and the 
Excesses of Marriage Law, which analyzes how Southworth subverts the traditional marriage 
plot. In my first chapter, Follow the Money: Circulation and Sentiment in Metta Fuller Victor’s 
The Dead Letter, I investigate how Victor sentimentalizes the detective plot. In bringing Victor 
and Southworth into the context of sentimentalism and medical discourse, I aim to show the 
important place of dime novels in the history of women’s fiction.  
Thus Sickly Sentimentalism encompasses texts that are not usually included in studies of 
sentimentalism and women’s literature but are nevertheless a part of that history. Through 
attention to this history, I am interested in how sentimentalism expanded beyond the middle-
class domestic novel and into dime novels and story papers where it was often blended with 
sensational themes. Popular from the mid-nineteenth century to the early-twentieth century, dime 
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novels were an inexpensive literary form that, along with mass-produced newspapers, emerged 
with advancements in technologies of the printing press. Due to the speed of production, the 
stories respond often directly to shifts in nineteenth-century culture.  
As Streeby explains, dime novels were commonly sensationalist in style, and “sensational 
literary modes were often identified with men and with the ‘masculine’ resistance to 
feminization, middle-class pieties, and a genteel sphere of literary production” (American 
Sensations 33). The major dime novel publishing firm, Beadle and Adams, did however release 
novels by and for women. Because sensational literature was often seen as “both unwomanly and 
declassing,” female dime novel authors “often combine sentimental and sensational modes” 
(American Sensations 36). Female authorship was routinely disguised through pseudonyms, as 
was the case for Victor’s The Dead Letter written under the name Seeley Regester. This 
avoidance of women writers had “dramatic consequences for how the dime novel as a literary 
and cultural institution has been remembered,” establishing it as a form assumed to be written by 
and for men (Cheap Sensation 242). This does not necessarily suggest that only boys read dime 
novels, as Streeby points out, but rather that Beadle and Adams found it “more profitable to 
target a large mass audience not explicitly marked by gender” (Cheap Sensation 242). As the 
works of Southworth and Victor clearly demonstrate, dime novels also included sentimentalized 
stories of domesticity and marriage.  
Beginning in the 1970s, sentimentalism has been the subject of extensive criticism as a 
way to more thoroughly account for the history of women’s literature. In The Feminization of 
American Literature (1977), Ann Douglas argues against the critical importance of 
sentimentalism in its use of language that has “gone bad,” echoing, as Sari Edelstein points out, 
with the nineteenth-century accusation that it was “rancid” and “sickly” (64). Jane Tompkins, on 
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the other hand, argues for the value of sentimental literature as a cultural form capable of 
evoking sympathy in its reader and thereby enacting personal and social transformations. For 
Tompkins and other critics such as Shirley Samuels, the view that sentimentalism is “bad 
literature” is problematic because it is rooted in the devaluation of the feminine and valorization 
of modernist aesthetics. For Tompkins, the “popular domestic novel of the nineteenth century 
represents a monumental effort to reorganize culture from the woman’s point of view” (134). 
“Expressive of and responsible for the values of its time,” in Tompkins’ words, sentimental 
literature is a form “halfway between sermon and social theory” (134-5). Thus feminist critics 
looked to how texts like Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin utilized sentimental feeling 
to enact social reform by evoking a reader’s sympathetic response. As Jennifer Williamson 
explains, “[a]s the reader sympathizes with the suffering and moral education of characters in a 
novel, she transposes those lessons upon her own life and onto the real world, creating a 
metaphor through which she views her role in society and her potential for transforming that 
society” (5). Similarly, Samuels understands sentimentality as a “set of cultural practices 
designed to evoke a certain form of emotional response, usually empathy” (4). “Literally at the 
heart of nineteenth-century American culture,” sentimentality “acts in conjunction with the 
problems of the body and what it embodies” (Samuels 4-5). 
I am also in dialogue with critics such as Randall Knoper and Cynthia Davis in their 
analysis of the relationship of nineteenth-century literature to medicine. Focusing on the genre of 
realism, Knoper explains:  
American literary realism flourished in the late nineteenth century along with rapid  
developments in the science of the brain and nervous system. The literature that was so  
devoted to accurate representation, in other words, grew in tandem with the science  
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devoted to explaining how humans perceive and apprehend the world. (715) 
Cynthia Davis, in Bodily and Narrative Form, demonstrates how late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth century works “negotiate emergent or existing medico-scientific understandings of 
embodiment” both “structurally” and “thematically” (2). Like Davis, I am concerned with 
“embodied existence as defined by medical and scientific communities,” and how literature as an 
“aesthetic form” engages such ideologies (3). My study chimes with Davis’ investment in both 
the structure and content of novels, and in how narratives register and transform medical themes 
on a multitude of levels. I depart from Davis and Knoper, however, to argue that these questions 
take on a particularly unique shape in women’s popular fiction wherein the domestic is at once 
reaffirmed and reconfigured. That is to say, the often subversive messages of the novels I 
consider here are delivered through stories of the domestic realm wherein the affectual ties of 
family play an important role. By participating in sentimental style, these authors do not overturn 
the status quo, but rather their novels assert the latent potential of the domestic realm to foster 
new forms of sympathetic exchange that privilege female subjectivity.  
The relationship of domesticity to medicine was a pressing concern for female physicians 
of the period who faced significant backlash from the medical community and society at large 
for pursuing work outside the home. According to one of the first prominent female physicians, 
Harriot Kazia Hunt, it is precisely women’s place in the home that makes them effective 
physicians as they are capable of being both “healers” and “consolers” and therefore good 
doctors (109). Women’s special ability to express “sympathetic love” and access patients’ “heart 
histories” was for Hunt and other female physicians a justification for their practice. Patients’ 
“inward vital experiences” are available to female physicians naturally inclined to sympathetic 
exchange (Hunt 139). In this figuration, women’s interiorities cannot be objectively “read” like a 
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text on their body, as male physicians so often believed. Instead, Hunt explores how 
communication between a doctor and her patient enacts an affective, embodied exchange 
through phenomenological practice. The “heart history” thus creates a pathway of sympathetic 
communication between the public and private spheres by dissolving the traditionally stringent 
binary between doctor and patient. In Hunt’s theory, palliative care is possible only once medical 
practice is infused with the sympathetic bonds traditionally found in the home. Hunt transforms 
the intimacies of the private sphere into vital tools for medical practice, advocating for a dialectic 
relationship between domesticity and medicine. Doctors such as George Beard and S. Weir 
Mitchell, on the other hand, used medicine to reinforce the boundaries of the home, confining 
women to their bedrooms as part of the rest cure. As Tom Lutz has pointed out, Beard’s cure for 
nervousness in which women stayed at home and men went into nature, served to reinforce the 
gendered boundaries modernity threatened to disintegrate.  
Sympathy, as a pathway for communication between a doctor and patient and as the 
central affect of sentimentalism’s dangerous “sickliness,” was a concept intrinsic to nineteenth-
century medical discourse. Justine Murison has looked at the role sympathy played in the 
conceptualization of the nervous system wherein it was transformed into a “medical theory of the 
nerves” in which “all of the organs within the body are united to each other through nervous 
sympathies” (23). “Sympathetic physiology” began in the eighteenth century and persisted in the 
nineteenth as the “foundation for the theory of an ‘open body’” (Murison 24). This “open body,” 
as Murison labels it, was characterized by its susceptibility to cultural shocks; “an affect such as 
anxiety was somatic and cultural or, more accurately, somatic because cultural” (3). Sympathy is 
the defining affective experience of sentimentalism, a genre that asks the reader to “feel like” a 
character, to enter into their experience and be compelled to moral action on their behalf (Public 
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Sentiments 5). Sianne Ngai categorizes sympathy as a “morally beatific state” that brings about a 
“symmetrical circuit of affective ‘communication’ in which the reader feels what a character 
feels” (81-2). In States of Sympathy: Seduction and Democracy in the American Novel, Elizabeth 
Barnes defines “sympathetic identification’ as “one of the foremost elements of sentimental 
literature” as it “works to demonstrate, even to enact, a correspondence or unity between 
subjects. In American literature sympathetic identification relies particularly on familial models. 
Readers are taught to identify with characters in such a way that they come to think of others--
even fictional ‘others’--as somehow related to themselves” (x). I look at how all the authors 
considered here use sympathy to refute the limitations the interrelated paradigms of medicine 
and domesticity place on female subjectivity. Thus, for instance, Phelps’ Beyond the Gates 
(1883) features a deceased male physician whose sympathetic exchanges with other ghosts leads 
him to the realization that his scientific knowledge is useless in the afterlife. So too do 
Southworth’s sentimental novels show that hysteria emerges not from women but from the 
marriage laws that restrict them, while Victor’s novel pits the power of sympathetic exchange 
against male egoism.  
Like Hunt, Phelps was also concerned with medical discourse’s treatment of women and 
the tenuous place of female physicians in the profession. Not only did she write a novel that 
featured a female doctor, Doctor Zay (1882), but she also was an outspoken advocate for 
women’s rights on a range of issues, and a critic of the medical care women received from male 
physicians. In her correspondence with S. Weir Mitchell, Phelps reflects on the place of 
homeopathy in her writing. She tells him she hopes he “will be liberal enough to grant [Doctor 
Zay] professional courtesy” despite the fact that this character is both a “woman and a 
homoeopathist” (qtd. in Tuttle 86). Phelps knows that neither homeopaths nor women, and 
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particularly female homeopaths of which there were many, are trusted by Mitchell and the 
medical establishment at large. Indeed, the professionalization of medicine was bolstered by the 
rejection of both female physicians and homeopathy. As physician Edmund Andrews is reputed 
to have said, “the primary requisite of a good surgeon...is to be a man,--a man of courage” (qtd. 
in Morantz-Sanchez 53).  
The archetype of the courageous stoic male doctor necessarily precluded the emotionality 
so often associated with women. Clarke explains the roots of such exclusion to be biologically 
sound: if a woman “follows the same method that boys are trained in” she will not be able to 
“retain uninjured health and a future secure from neuralgia, uterine disease, hysteria, and other 
derangements of the nervous system,” thus “boys must study and work in a boy’s way, and girls 
in a girl’s way” (18). Not surprisingly, a “girl’s way” entailed a less thorough education that 
barred her from entry into a profession like medicine. If a woman does overextend herself, 
according to Clarke, she will fall into “derangements of the nervous system” and “hysteria.” The 
trope of the nervous and hysteric woman is pervasive in the nineteenth century; as Mitchell 
famously proclaimed in his 1888 Doctor and Patient, “the man who does not know sick women 
does not know women” (10). Sick women are unavoidable, in Mitchell’s account, and it is not 
just education that can provoke illness, but literature, feminism, and even religious practice. 
According to nineteenth-century writer Helen Hunt Jackson, “in the field of literature, we find a 
hysteria as widespread, as undetected, as unmanageable as the hysteria that skulks and conquers 
in the field of disease” (194). Withington also proclaims that popular literature, like women, is 
suffering a widespread hysteria marked by “ill-balanced emotionalism” and “rampant and 
effusive” style (195). Thus Mitchell advises that “reading and writing” be prohibited as part of a 
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hysteric’s cure—not a surprising claim considering that the literature itself, according to 
Withington and Jackson, is also rife with hysteria. 
In this dissertation, I examine how networks of sympathetic identification in women’s 
popular literature offer the reader alternative visions of female embodiment beyond pathology. I 
bring sentimental literature together with medical discourse as a means of understanding the 
contested significations of women’s affective and embodied experiences, looking at how 
sympathetic exchange becomes a channel for critiquing domestic ideology and reimagining 
women’s roles within both the public and private spheres. I argue that a broader consideration of 
nineteenth-century women’s literature that more thoroughly encompasses popular fiction can 
expand our understanding of sentimentalism as both a genre and cultural discourse. My study is 
in large part a recovery project, aiming to shed new light on popular female authors whose work 
is still overlooked and remains out of print despite critics’ best efforts to expand the nineteenth-
century canon.  
Specifically, I aim to show how these authors are doing more socially subversive work 
than is usually assumed. They all, as I will show, challenge the institution of marriage by 
employing sentimental discourse to reimagine the possibilities for women’s lives against the 
restrictions of dominant psychological discourses. Their works interact with significant cultural 
shifts brought on by economic panics, the rise of radical feminism, and the development of 
psychology and neuroscience. For the authors considered here, sentimental style becomes a 
frame through which to consider the place of gender within these various paradigms. Thus, in a 
broad sense, this dissertation argues for a new perspective on the cultural impact of women’s 
popular literature during this period. Like critics such as Glenn Hendler, I see sentimentalism as 
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a cultural discourse with implications for the construction of both the public and private spheres, 
while I also remain attentive to it as a genre category with particular tropes and plot structures.  
Hendler has expanded our reading of sympathy’s function in the public sphere by 
understanding it as what Raymond Williams calls a “structure of feeling.” Hendler argues that 
“sympathy in the nineteenth century was a paradigmatically public sentiment” in the sense that it 
was “not a primarily privatizing emotional exchange between reader, text, and author” (Public 
Sentiments 19). Similarly, as Samuels understands it, sentimentalism is “not so much a genre as 
an operation or a set of actions within discursive models of affect and identification that effect 
connections across gender, race, and class boundaries” (6). On the other hand, Joanne Dobson’s 
seminal study focuses on sentimental literature as a genre rather than “solely as a cultural 
discourse” (263). In her more recent study, Williamson also addresses the formal qualities of 
sentimental literature:  
Sentimental literature deliberately employs the familiar, using clear language to convey  
ideas while also drawing upon repeated, recognizable themes in order to make use of the  
social and cultural resonance an author expects a particular trope to hold for the reader.  
Rather than recycling flat, melodramatic imagery—as modern critics have accused— 
sentimental writers incorporate images and ideas that already possess deep cultural  
meaning for their audiences. (5) 
The extensive body of critical work on sentimentalism has laid the groundwork for a 
recent genre of scholarship that looks at the sentimental in more specific cultural contexts. Lori 
Merish’s Sentimental Materialism argues that consumption was “feminized” beginning in the 
late-eighteenth century and with it emerged “an ethic of feminine consumption and the literary 
genre of domestic fiction” (2). Merish reads sentimental novels for the way they “helped write 
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into existence a modern consumer psychology in which individuals ‘express themselves’ through 
consumption and ‘identity’ with personal possessions” (2-3).  In his study Apocalyptic 
Sentimentalism: Love and Fear in U.S. Antebellum Literature, Kevin Pelletier challenges the 
widely held scholarly view that “love is the autonomous force of the sentimental tradition” to 
instead demonstrate how authors like Stowe evoked fear as an “indispensable engine of cultural 
and political transformation” (3). In Family, Kinship, and Sympathy in Nineteenth-Century 
American Literature, Cindy Weinstein also argues for a more expansive reading of sentimental 
affect “beyond a reader’s “identificatory structure of sympathy” (3). As Weinstein puts it, “much 
criticism on the subject of sentimentalism seems incapable of considering this body of literature 
for its aesthetic qualities,” an absence I also look to remedy through close readings of the novels 
considered here (Family, Kinship 5). Like Weinstein, I aim to expand our reading of affect in 
sentimentalism by extending my critique into unexamined sentimental novels as well as medical 
discourse also concerned with sympathetic feelings. My specific intervention is to read 
sentimental language both within under-examined popular novels as well as medical discourse to 
understand how sympathetic exchange shapes representations of female embodiment. Like 
Pelletier, I am interested in how new “genealogies” of sentimentalism can be established through 
attention to different “emotional economies” beyond “self-generating and self-
sustaining…sympathetic love” (4). In line with Pelletier and Weinstein, I aim to show the 
different routes sympathetic exchange can take, particularly in the interchange between literature 
and medicine.  
 Through my attention to print culture, I explore how authors disrupt the conventions of 
the popular marriage plot and the structures of sympathetic exchange it usually entails. Thus for 
instance Phelps’ Doctor Zay ends in the female protagonist’s reluctant marriage, while The Dead 
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Letter’s male protagonist marries the sister of the woman he truly loves. Jewett’s protagonist of 
A Country Doctor refuses marriage altogether, while Southworth’s novels are so mired in the 
complexities of marriage contracts that it takes an entire trilogy for the protagonist to finally 
marry. Delaying the gratification of the resolute marital ending or defying it altogether creates 
possibilities for all of these authors to challenge domestic ideology. Sentimentalism’s generic 
conventions and the affective interplay of sympathy serve as the frame through which to 
reimagine women’s position in the home and family.  
Beginning with Victor’s dime novel The Dead Letter, which Catherine Ross Nickerson 
has identified as the first full-length American detective novel, Chapter One explores how Victor 
merges sentimentalism with a crime story. I argue that the novel’s male narrator, “morbidly 
sensitive” after being accused of murder that leads to his professional failure, embodies a larger 
cultural anxiety over the threat to masculinity posed by economic turbulence, and specifically the 
Panic of 1857. Forced to take a position at the dead letter office, the narrator finds his usual 
sentimentality deadened by his new monotonous work and replaced by acute nervousness. His 
neurasthenic demeanor is resolved only once the central crime is solved and his professional and 
domestic worlds are restored. At the text’s end, the “chill” is lifted from his heart and he enters 
back into the affectional ties of the domestic realm. In looking at how Victor mobilizes 
sympathetic language as a way to reflect on the economy, I join other critics who have recently 
explored the impact of the economy on literature. In Paper Money Men: Commerce, Manhood, 
and the Sensational Public Sphere in Antebellum America, David Anthony looks to how 
antebellum popular fiction responds to money’s fluctuating value, while Scott Sandage’s Born 
Losers: A History of Failure in America examines the rhetoric of self-help, and David 
Zimmerman’s Panic!: Market, Crises, and Crowds in American Fiction offers a model for 
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reading economic panic in literature. The financial ruin Victor’s narrator suffers when he is 
falsely accused of a murder that took place in 1857, is representative of the impact the panic of 
that same year had on both the public and private spheres. The novel infuses its detective story 
with sentimental style, ultimately demonstrating that the narrator’s commitment to sentimental 
feeling cannot stand up to the harsh realities of economic uncertainty and the nervous 
pathologies it provokes.  
Moving into the 1870s and 80s, Chapter Two explores the dynamic relationship between 
feminism, Spiritualism, and the writing of Phelps that engaged with both. Spiritualism began in 
the 1840s and claimed that communication with the dead was possible through (most often 
female) mediums. The Spiritualist séance usually took place in the home and featured mediums 
tied up in cabinets making chairs fly and tables quake. Spiritualism both literally and figurative 
upended the sanctity of the domestic sphere as, in the midst of its flying chairs, it also became a 
platform for radical feminism. In the séance, social mores were violated, “faces and knees were 
caressed while the lights were out...and the most private recesses of the past and present were 
exposed to the public eye” (Spirited Sexuality 67-8).  Spiritualism was founded on the belief in 
nonlinear time and mutable boundaries of embodiment, and its alternative vision of the world 
provided a haven for progressive thinkers. The religion grew as a platform for radical feminism 
as the century went on, evolving into a theoretical framework through which sex was conceived 
as a form of sympathetic union akin to contacting the dead.  
Phelps’ most famous novel, The Gates Ajar (1868) and its two sequels, Beyond the Gates 
(1883) and The Gates Between (1887), take up Spiritualism as a paradigm through which to 
reject science’s claims to objectivity. I examine this trilogy in Chapter Two to argue that Phelps 
challenges the confinement of domesticity reinforced by medical discourse to instead privilege 
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the more mystical worldview of Spiritualism. As Phelps returned to Spiritualism through the 
century—there is a striking fifteen-year gap between the first novel and the second—her interest 
in the religion become more focused on its relationship to female embodiment. Her novels 
ultimately reject science’s claim to the readability of women’s supposedly pathological bodies, 
to instead uphold the domestic sphere as a Spiritualist center of sympathetic exchange. 
Influenced by radical feminism, Phelps seizes the transformative power of Spiritualism to 
reimagine domesticity in lived reality.  
In her 1890 treatise From Generation to Regeneration, feminist writer Lois Waisbrooker 
asks rhetorically “if spirit or psychic life is, as has been claimed, evolved from a recognition of 
the spiritual in sex; are not those who ignore sex-relations except for offspring, thin and poor in 
their spirit bodies?” (104). For Waisbrooker, the “spirit aura of sex” supports the “spirit body,” 
and sexual attraction is analogous to contact with the dead as both occur through magnetic 
forces. “Love, that which obtains between the sexes, begins in the blending of their magnetic 
spheres,” Waisbrooker tells her reader, and “[t]his blending of the magnetic spheres is akin to 
spiritual blending” (Tree of Life 107). This “embrace of spirits” in the séance and in sex 
“electrifies” bodies and “generates new life force for each” (Tree of Life 107). She emphasizes 
that if we are too focused on “brain labor” we will miss the “spirit essence” and “magnetic life” 
of the sexual body and the soul (From Generation 42). Like Hunt’s “heart histories,” 
Waisbrooker’s theory of magnetic soul connection is a form of sympathetic exchange that 
transforms female embodiment. Sexuality is elevated to a form of spiritual union that can only be 
enacted if female agency is recognized. A man must be “in sympathy” with a woman so that 
their “spheres” can be powerfully “blended,” rendering this a form of affective communication 
that transcends the earthly world (From Generation 33).  
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In forging channels of communication across the spheres of life and death, public and 
private, Spiritualism was unsurprisingly met with backlash from the medical community 
interested in reinforcing such boundaries. Physicians like George Beard pathologized 
Spiritualism by arguing that its transcendental claims could be traced to the pathologized body.   
According to Beard, “brains” and not “houses” are haunted, and “spirits only dwell on the 
cerebral cells” and not in the outside world (Psychology of Spiritism 67). I take up this facet of 
medical discourse in Chapter Two to demonstrate how, as with E.H. Clarke’s claim to women’s 
biologically-proven inferiority, doctors like Beard refute Spiritualism on the grounds of 
physiological evidence. Spirits do not exist in the external world, but rather are internal 
manifestations of a nervous system gone awry. According to physician Matthew Field, in his 
essay, Is Belief in Spiritualism Ever Evidence of Insanity Per Se? (1888), by foregrounding 
communication between the past and present Spiritualism dangerously denies linear time: “as 
most religions treat of a future life, and of the participation of the soul or of the spirit in the 
enjoyments or miseries of the hereafter, and that spirits have communion one with another, it is 
but a step to believe that spirits may return to this earth” (2). Field, like many other physicians in 
this period, emphasizes the sanctity of boundaries; spirits cannot “return to the earth” and 
religion is meant to look to the future. Elizabeth Freeman’s theory of chronormativity is helpful 
in understanding how profoundly Spiritualism challenged societal norms that are bound up in 
gender identity. Chrononormativity, according to Freeman, is “a mode of implantation, a 
technique by which institutional forces come to seem like somatic facts” (3). Spiritualism denies 
supposed “somatic facts” to instead assert a new form of magnetic communication across 
borders of time and gender.    
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I continue to pursue my interest in Phelps and her relationship to medical discourse in 
Chapter Three through an examination of her novel Doctor Zay (1882). Phelps along with Sarah 
Orne Jewett in her novel A Country Doctor (1884), wrote narratives that featured female 
physicians conflicted over whether to practice medicine or get married. This chapter takes up 
Hunt’s memoir Glances and Glimpses (1856) to historicize Phelps’ and Jewett’s representations 
of how female doctors reconciled domesticity with professional work. While Jewett is typically 
grouped with other regionalist writers, her inclusion here is intended to show how she, too, posits 
sympathetic exchange as a central facet of the female doctor’s experience. Her novel, like the 
others I look at, interrogates the viability of marriage as a form of satisfying narrative resolution 
for her female protagonist. Through the nineteenth century, female doctors were pathologized as 
masculine and abnormal. The theory of the “heart history” and women’s special access to the 
sentimental discourse of which sympathy is such a central part, are fundamental themes in 
Phelps’ and Jewett’s writing as well. All three authors advocate for female doctors against such 
cultural discourse that deems them unnatural because they so often did not marry or have 
families.  
In Chapter Four, sentiment crosses over to its more excessive and “sickly” side through 
the melodramas of dime novels, story papers, and cheap paperbacks. According to reformers like 
Anthony Comstock and doctors such as Withington, inexpensive throwaway literature could 
provoke irresponsible and even illegal behavior in a susceptible readership: young boys risked 
committing crimes while women readers would become hysterical. Withington among others 
argued that exposure to the over-wrought sentimentalism of melodrama could lead to similar 
hysteria in the female reader. Such “sickly sentimentalism” created a similarly “ill-balanced” 
woman who could not control her emotional response to the text (Withington 195). Those of the 
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“Southworth school,” to use M.F. Sweester’s terms, as well as Southworth herself, were 
classified among these ill-balanced writers (13). Reviewers and even one of Southworth’s early 
publishers, Henry Peterson, criticized her work for being “wild” and “uncontrollable” and for 
representing women’s travails in marriage (qtd. in Naranjo-Huebl 124). I demonstrate how 
Southworth did indeed represent the unrelenting restrictions of marriage law on women’s lives, 
and the illogical and frenetic actions undertaken by her male characters to enforce such laws. 
Southworth thus locates hysteria not in the female reader, or the womb as medicine claimed, but 
rather in the laws that govern women’s lives and sequester them in undesirable marriages. I aim 
to contribute to a study of Southworth’s extensive oeuvre beyond her most famous work The 
Hidden Hand to draw out her ongoing critique of marriage.  
Throughout Sickly Sentimentalism, I bring together novels and medical texts that, for the 
most part, are out of print and have received little or no critical attention. Together the novelists 
considered here wrote hundreds of works that offer an invaluable resource for understanding 
women’s lives in the late-nineteenth century. As a means of beginning to open up this archive, I 
have offered what is in part a formalist study to reveal the unexpected complexities of these 
novels’ plots that often challenge, rather than reassert, the institution of marriage and the 
confines of domesticity. During this period of industrialization and urbanization, gender roles 
shifted and medical theories of pathology were actively codified, and I aim to show how popular 
fiction responded to these changes. Much of the medical writing considered here placed limits on 
women’s embodiment and emotion, while concepts such as Hunt’s heart histories and 
Waisbrooker’s spiritual sexuality aimed to reinvent and expand female subjectivity through 





Follow the Money:  
Circulation and Sentiment in Metta Fuller Victor’s The Dead Letter 
 
 In an 1857 article from the New York Times entitled “The Causes of the Panic: An 
Interesting and Instructive Letter from a Business Man,” the author imagines himself as a 
physician diagnosing the economic panic of 1857:   
Our patient—and it is the worst symptoms that I notice—is suffering from a derangement of 
the nervous system, produced partly by dissipation and partly by terror. He has evidently […] 
drank much bad liquor, read bad newspapers, and what is equally injurious, injured his moral 
sense by accustoming himself to call that good which in his heart he knew to be evil. If you 
ask me how I know all this, I point to the ulcers in the shape of defalcations, forgeries and 
perjuries that have broken out over his body. (Freedley, 2)  
Likening the economy to a patient prone to overindulge in liquor and newspapers, the author 
diagnoses the American marketplace with a nervous disorder so severe it manifests itself bodily. 
The author describes the “patient’s” body by collapsing the metaphor’s distance to turn 
“forgeries and perjuries” into physical symptoms. This article offers an example of the 
intertwined discourses of psychology and economy—inherent in the very word “panic”—that 
persisted through the nineteenth century. And in nineteenth-century discourse the metaphor 
moved both ways: George Beard’s writing on nervousness or neurasthenia finds the language of 
economy the best suited to explain this disease: “A nervous person…is one who has a narrow 
margin of nerve-force. A millionaire may draw very heavily on his funds and yet keep a large 
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surplus; but a man with very small resources—a hundred dollars in the bank—can easily 
overdraw his account…There are millionaires of nerve-force” (9). 1 
 This chapter unpacks how popular literature registered nervousness as both a symptom of 
economic volatility as well as a metaphor for it. I examine how Metta Fuller Victor’s 1866 dime 
novel The Dead Letter: An American Romance, what Catherine Ross Nickerson has argued is the 
first full-length American detective novel, uses a story of crime to express anxieties surrounding 
the Panic of 1857. In Victor’s hands, the detective story becomes an allegory through which to 
explore the damages of economic panic on both the home and male professionalism. Critics such 
as David Anthony, Dana Nelson and Scott Sandage have recently examined how the period’s 
market instability and numerous economic panics resulted in “the image of the specie-poor, 
failure-anxious citizen” and “countless representations of fiscally imperiled professional 
manhood” (Anthony 4). Interested in “disgrace and dispossession as hallmarks of American 
life,” Sandage looks to unexamined personal letters and diaries that make up what he labels the 
“archive of failure” to trace how the nineteenth-century United States became entrenched in the 
language of striving and ambition—the new “holy host in the religion of American enterprise” 
(14). The shift from a mercantile to a capitalist economy radically altered the meanings of 
masculine subjectivity, and the proliferation of financial panics “bespoke a new economy with 
new emotions and moral dilemmas” (Sandage 23).  
 Other critics such as David Zimmerman and Mary Templin have looked specifically at 
the place of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries’ financial panics in the period’s 
literature. Templin’s recent work provides a different perspective on the relationship of economy 
                                                
1 See Beard’s American Nervousness, Its Causes and Consequences (1881). Beard popularized nervousness or 
neurasthenia and understands the disease as a symptom of American modernization and industrialization. He argues 
that only “brain-workers” can be afflicted by it.  
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to gender than that of Sandage, Anthony and Zimmerman, as she focuses on what she labels 
women’s antebellum panic fiction. Templin defines this as a “distinct genre, differing from male-
authored panic fiction and from the broader category of domestic fiction by virtue of the explicit 
intersection between economics and domesticity manifested in the plots, themes, perspectives, 
and narrative styles of these texts” (3). The authors included in Templin’s study all, she argues, 
focus in varying ways on economic loss to then share an agenda of “protecting the home from 
the ravages of panic and failure” (5). The work of critics such as Templin and Zimmerman is 
useful for understanding Victor’s novel interested in both the damage done to the home by the 
"ravages" of panic as well as its impact on concepts of masculinity.    
 Looking at panics from 1898 to 1913, Zimmerman argues that they provided writers an 
“exemplary instance of and metaphor for baffling excess and unplottable contagion” (2). A 
perfect source for exploring modernity, pathos, and social relations, economic panics offered 
“novelists story lines and symbols for remarkably varied forms of modern excess and confusion” 
(3). Zimmerman is interested in how the volatile marketplace was at once a metaphor for and a 
source of modern anxiety, and how authors like Frank Norris and Theodore Dreiser harnessed 
these symbolic resonances in their fiction. Further motivating these investigations into literature 
and the economy has been a recent drive in nineteenth-century criticism to partake in what 
Patricia Clough labels the humanities’ "affective turn." Exemplified by critics such as Michael 
Millner and Christopher Castiglia, such criticism looks at affect within nineteenth-century (often 
antebellum) popular culture: these critics rethink the Habermasian notion of the rational public 
sphere by looking at how popular culture and affect function within it. Anthony defines 
Habermas’s theory: “For Habermas, the public sphere acted as a space of discourse in which 
citizens were able to bracket inequalities of status and private concern, and to engage in 
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unrestricted and rational political discussion devoted to the common good” (22). Similarly 
undergirding this chapter is the notion that an understanding of affect in dime novels like The 
Dead Letter can help elucidate their relationship to and place within the culture and economy. 
Dime novels are emotive in their unwieldy winding plots, looking to provoke a range of feeling 
in the reader. Along with this mix of emotion comes an attendant blend of genre conventions—a 
novel like Victor’s Dead Letter can easily move between sentimentalism and sensationalism 
within a few pages. The Dead Letter, in LeRoy Panek’s terms “joins a number of plot 
conventions,” bringing sentimentalism together with the detective genre to tell a story of murder, 
romance and professional loss (23).  
 Dime novels often blend sensational and sentimental formal conventions.2 By infusing 
the detective story with domestic themes, The Dead Letter represents the wide-reaching chaos of 
economic loss, featuring an unsolved murder that leads to the narrator’s professional and 
domestic failures. Ultimately The Dead Letter stages a resolution of such anxieties through a 
detective figure that successfully restores the economies of both the public and private spheres: 
the text moves from a peaceful domestic hearth rocked by murder and economic loss and 
recuperates it in the end. Sharing its October 1857 date with the economic panic of that year, the 
text’s central murder is allied with economic turmoil.  
                                                
2 Such traversing of genre boundaries has interesting implications for the construction of the public sphere. Critics 
such as Millner, Anthony and Castiglia look at sensationalism’s place in the public sphere, while Glenn Hendler and 
Bruce Burgett who focus on sentimentalism’s role within it. Anthony labels his reconceptualized public sphere as 
the “sensational public sphere” while Millner works to understand what he calls the “mass public sphere.” Millner 
argues that sensational, erotic, and controversial literature did not run counter to the formation of citizenship and the 
public sphere, but rather was essential to it. Hendler and Burgett look to how sentimentalism functions in the public 
sphere (Public Sentiments 12). These various designations speak to a larger interest in rethinking popular culture’s 




 The novel begins in 1859 with the narrator Richard Redfield who, once a promising 
young lawyer, now works at the “monotonous” dead letter office in Washington DC. While 
working, a letter dated October 1857 catches his attention and the plot moves back to 1857 and 
the murder of Henry Moreland in Blankville, a small town outside of New York City. The dead 
letter is written in “contraries” and means the opposite of what it says—once its code is broken at 
the end of the text it reveals the murderers and their plot. As the text opens, we learn of 
Richard’s various ties to Eleanor Argyll, Henry’s fiancée, and her wealthy family: a close family 
friend of the Argylls, Richard was secretly in love with Eleanor and once on track to become a 
partner in her father, John Argyll’s, law firm. As the novel’s 1857 storyline progresses, Richard 
becomes a suspect in Henry’s murder, loses his bid at partnership in the firm, and feels 
increasingly like a "hanger-on" to the Argyll family. He thus works closely with the detective 
Mr. Burton to solve the murder and reinstate himself within the Argylls. Tipped off by the 
narrator's persistent bad feelings about the Argyll nephew James, who is also in love with 
Eleanor, it is clear to the reader early on that James is in some way involved in the murder. This 
unsurprisingly proves to be the case as James’s love for Eleanor leads him to hire George 
Thorley, a corrupt doctor from New York, to murder Henry.  
 The plot’s romantic entanglement increases when it is revealed that George has personal 
stakes in the murder as well—he is in love with Leesy Sullivan, an Irish sewing girl who worked 
for the Argyll family and maintained an innocent love for Henry throughout. Jealous of Henry 
and angry that Leesy will not marry him, George is happy to help James kill Henry. George and 
Leesy's plot is further complicated as George marries Leesy's cousin in order to get closer to 
Leesy: frustrated that this scheme did not work and that Leesy continues to refuse his advances, 
George eventually abandons his wife and their child. Leesy’s plotline is important because it 
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establishes an initial dichotomy between the ordered upper-class home of the Argylls and Leesy's 
tumultuous lower-class life. This dichotomy does not hold up however, as the Argyll home is for 
a time destroyed by the murder that simultaneously disrupts Richard's own professional 
trajectory. Richard’s anxiety over his employment is pronounced, thereby imbuing the text with 
themes of economic instability and masculine disempowerment.  
 As Nickerson points out, Henry’s murder at the hands of James demonstrates that crime 
can emerge within the supposedly safe confines of the home. This internal violence in many 
ways contradicts the often sentimentalized depictions of the Argyll home, demonstrating the 
fusion of genre in Victor’s text. As Nickerson explains, “in Victor’s hands, the detective story 
becomes a more moral form, shaped by the domestic novel’s interest in sentiment and in the 
problems of the middle-class home.” Victor is concerned with “the emotional intensity of a 
household living out the aftermath of violent crime” (Dead Letter 4). The Dead Letter 
nevertheless ends with the restoration of home and family, as James is exiled and Richard is 
accepted once again, marrying Eleanor’s sister Mary, and thereby reinstating his familial 
relationship to the Argylls.  
 Henry’s murder is set in 1857 during one of the nineteenth century’s biggest economic 
panics. Though the period from 1850 to 1857 was one of great economic prosperity and calm in 
the US, 1857 saw a serious economic crash both domestically and globally. The primary cause of 
the Panic of 1857 is debatable—a central cause is likely the failure of Ohio Life, a bank which 
lent significant amounts of money to railroads, and was the site of potentially fraudulent 
activities on the part of its management (Calomiris 808-9). Another major source of the Panic 
was the “speculative boom and bust in investments in the West during the 1850s” (Calomiris 
809). The railroad system changed drastically in the US during the 1850s: what began as isolated 
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and localized railroad lines eventually expanded into a massive transnational system linking the 
West and East. As railroad lines “aggressively” purchased land aiming for transcontinental 
expansion, speculators were confident in the market and invested heavily. This confidence was 
based in the idea that the unprecedented expansion in immigrant population would result in the 
growth and prosperity of the West. By mid-1857 however, the profitability of Westward 
expansion fell drastically (Calomiris 811). 
 
A Question of Paternity: The Dead Letter’s Complicated Circulation 
 Michael Denning, in his foundational work on the dime novel, understands this form as a 
"contested terrain, a field of cultural conflict where signs with wide appeal and resonance take on 
contradictory disguises and are spoken in contrary accents" (3). Popular from the mid-nineteenth 
century to the early-twentieth century, dime novels were an inexpensive and mass-produced 
"throwaway" literature that emerged with advancements in technologies of the printing press. For 
Denning, they offer an important window into the relationship of the working class to larger 
social structures permeated by inequality: interested in an “economics and poetics of the dime 
novel,” Denning examines how these novels manifested social and cultural tensions. Shelley 
Streeby's American Sensations provides a look at how these often sensationalized novels reflect 
and partake in various facets of American empire and imperialist expansion. Pamela Bedore's 
Dime Novels and the Roots of American Detective Fiction (2013) is a sustained reading of 
detective dime novels in which she points out that they have been largely excluded from histories 
of American detective fiction—a sizable gap considering the thousands of dime detective novels 
published from the mid-nineteenth century and into the twentieth. Bedore examines the range of 
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character types and genres merged in these novels to argue that the American detective novel 
was a much more varied and complex form than it is traditionally thought to be.  
 Victor was a prolific author of popular literature and dime novels, publishing short 
stories, poetry, westerns, house wife’s manuals, and histories under a range of pseudonyms at the 
Beadle and Adams publishing house. Beginning in 1859 she was the editor of Beadle and 
Adams’ Home: A Monthly for the Wife, the Mother, the Sister and the Daughter. Her most well-
known work, the abolitionist dime novel published in 1861 entitled Maum Guinea and Her 
Plantation “Children,” or, Holiday-week on a Louisiana Estate: A Slave Romance, has received 
some contemporary critical attention by authors such as Mason Stokes, though overall Victor’s 
work is largely overlooked.3 This gap speaks to a larger critical neglect of dime novels, 
particularly those written by and for women. Furthermore, though critics like Nickerson and 
Stokes offer important readings of Victor’s novels, such critical attention generally tends to 
neglect the publication history of her work. This is understandable as dime novels like The Dead 
Letter were published and republished in various series across decades and under different 
names. Attention to this tangled publication history can however illuminate both the novel’s 
historical context and its internal thematic structures.  
 The Dead Letter first appeared as a serial publication in Beadle’s Monthly in 1866 
attributed to Victor’s pseudonym Seeley Regester after which it was published multiple times, 
appearing in Beadle’s The Fireside Library under Seeley Regester in 1878 and again in F.M. 
                                                
3 See Mason Stokes’ The Color of Sex: Whiteness, Heterosexuality, and the Fictions of White Supremacy (Duke UP, 





Lupton’s The Chimney Corner Series this time under Victor’s name.4 The Dead Letter’s multiple 
iterations demonstrate a larger trend in the publication history of dime novels that were often 
published in multiple series, also known as “libraries,” and under a range of pseudonyms. Much 
to Beadle and Adams’ frustration, The Dead Letter was even modified and published in the 
British Cassell’s Illustrated Family Paper. Regarding The Dead Letter’s Atlantic crossing, Lucy 
Sussex argues that “it is a measure of how similar English and American modes of detective 
fiction then were that a text’s setting could be so easily changed—there is little sense of national 
character in The Dead Letter, either in locale or speech, except in the exotic Californian setting” 
(qtd in Watson 104). However, it is precisely the issue of “national character” at stake for 
Beadle’s when Cassell’s modifies and republishes their Dead Letter. More specifically, Beadle’s 
is angry that Cassell’s takes the novel and changes its American locations to English ones, and 
thus contrary to Sussex’s reading the publishers felt that The Dead Letter’s American locations 
were anything but interchangeable.  
 In the January 1867 edition of Beadle’s Monthly, the editors’ “Notes, Notices, and 
Gossip” includes a tirade against Cassell’s for stealing The Dead Letter:  
The way some things are accomplished in Great Britain is forcibly illustrated in the 
course pursued by the well-known London publishers, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, who 
republished our Dead Letter in their “Illustrated Family Paper,” but have so changed its 
local allusions as to give to it the features of an original English story! These publishers 
are regarded as among the most eminent and honorable in England; but we can not 
reconcile their proceeding as either courteous or excusable. They were at liberty to 
                                                
4 The research in this section comes from my archival work at Northern Illinois University’s Albert 
Johannsen dime novel collection.  
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‘appropriate’ the story, in the absence of any legal restraint; but, it is an unusual exercise 
of the liberty of appropriation to superadd the right to suppress altogether its paternity, 
and the credit due alone to the American author. Had the Dead Letter been less of a 
success than it has proven to be, on this side of the water, it is not improbable that the 
owners of the copyright here would have borne the reputation of having palmed off on 
the public an English romance, simply altered to adapt it to this market—so unwilling 
must our press have been to believe that Messrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin could have 
been the real transgressors. (97-98)  
In the February 1867 edition the editors continue their tirade against Cassell’s. According to 
Beadle and Adams, Cassell’s replied in London’s Anthenoeum to the “exposure of the deception” 
brought out by Beadle and Adams. As the editors of Beadle’s Monthly put it, the British firm was 
willing to “admit the ‘appropriation,’ and justify it upon the principle—‘I steal your property 
because some of your neighbors steal my property’” (192). They claim that, in the absence of 
much-needed international copyright law, Cassell’s changes “were copious enough to make the 
work read as if written by a British author expressly for their columns! Upon what principles of 
commercial or social courtesy they can excuse such impostor we are not enlightened.” 
Ultimately Beadle’s Monthly agrees with Cassell’s statement (which they republish) hoping that 
an international copyright will “exist before long” to prevent such unethical theft.  
 Beadle’s is most angry that Cassell’s version of The Dead Letter suppresses the novel’s 
national “paternity” by erasing its American identity. The Beadle and Adams publishing house 
wants to maintain an American literature distinct from a British one, although in publishing the 
intricacies of their conflict they also clearly relish that an American work was stolen by a British 
publishing house in the first place—a novel worthy of theft valorizes the American literary 
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enterprise and their publishing business. However, even in their anger against Cassell’s, Beadle’s 
does not reveal Victor’s name and continues to refer to her as “he,” thereby discounting the 
importance of authorship. This irony in which ownership of the novel is simultaneously 
protected and disregarded complicates our understanding of the history of dime publications by 
firms such as Beadle and Adams. As critics have argued, the dime novel genre emerged from the 
leniency of copyright laws and the reproducibility of texts between publications. Generally 
considered a low-brow literary form, dime novels and their publishers are not typically 
associated with aspirations to establish a distinctly American literature. Furthermore, as authors’ 
various pseudonyms and the multiple republications of works such as The Dead Letter attest, the 
dime novel form thrived on a general disregard for authorship and ownership. Beadle’s Monthly 
begins in 1866, six years after the publication of Ann S. Stephens’ Malaeska, the Indian Wife of 
the White Hunter, generally believed to be the first dime novel. These processes of textual 
appropriation were thus well underway, and indeed even Malaeska itself was originally 
published in The Ladies’ Companion in 1839 and then reissued by Beadle’s.  
 The conflict between Beadle’s and Cassell’s taps into themes central to The Dead Letter 
itself, as the two firms argue about ownership, propriety, and circulation of text. In the novel, the 
murderer’s identity is revealed through the coded language of the dead letter discovered by 
Richard. The Dead Letter proliferates anxieties about unwieldy circulation both internally, as the 
letter tends to end up in the wrong hands before it finds its way to Richard, and externally as The 
Dead Letter moves across the Atlantic and through multiple publications. Deconstructionist 
criticism offers a way to think about this kind of textual movement. Shoshana Felman’s 
examination of Henry James’s Turn of the Screw in Turning the Screw of Interpretation (1977) 
as well as the various readings of Poe’s The Purloined Letter in The Purloined Poe (1988) 
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established ways of reading how textual themes reverberate in the surrounding criticism. Like 
Victor’s novel, Poe’s and James’s works contain plots similarly focused on mystery, 
interpretation and detection. Felman argues that the language of haunting in The Turn of the 
Screw persists in its reviews and criticism, while The Purloined Poe similarly traces patterns of 
repetition transferred outward from the story. As Felman explains of The Turn of the Screw’s 
criticism, “when the pronouncements of the various sides of the controversy are examined 
closely, they are found to repeat unwittingly—with a spectacular regularity—all the main lexical 
motifs of the text” (98). I see a similar phenomenon in Beadle and Adams’ publishing battle with 
Cassell’s wherein the novel’s themes of circulation and appropriation are perpetuated. As I will 
show, both the dead letter and money circulate through the text bestowing power on their 
possessors.  
 Not only is there a similarity in the conversation surrounding Victor’s and Poe’s texts, 
but in fact Victor arguably borrows from Poe's Purloined Letter (1844) in their similarly 
analytical detectives who both maintain close relationships with their respective narrators. Lacan 
argues that the purloined letter’s importance lies not in what it says but in its position within a 
system of exchange: the letter does not hold inherent power, but rather its power is transferred 
between characters. In one sense Victor’s dead letter is similar to Poe's insofar as its possessor is 
imbued with a great deal of power—in finding the letter, Richard eventually solves the murder, 
restores his life, and escapes employment at the dead letter office.  
 After he is accused of murdering Henry and must leave his position as a lawyer, Richard 
is relegated to Washington DC’s dead letter office or what he calls the "magnetic center of all 
unemployed particles” (142). The novel opens with a description of Richard's dissatisfaction at 
his job:  
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 Over a year's experience in the dead letter office had given a mechanical rapidity to my  
 movements in opening, noting and classifying the contents of the bundles before me; and,  
 so far from there being any thing exciting to the curiosity, or interesting to the mind in the  
 employment, it was of the most monotonous character. (13)  
Such mechanized work is potentially a reference to Melville's Bartleby (1853), where Bartleby’s 
failed stint on Wall Street similarly results in his employment at Washington's dead letter office. 
Richard explains that following Henry’s murder he was “driven…from the friendship and 
presence of the Argylls, and from [his] prospects of a long-cherished settlement in life”: “The 
gentleness of my nature had been hardened; I was bitter, sneering, skeptical; not from my own 
mother would I accept the sympathy which my chilled heart seemed no longer to crave” (137). 
Not only must he endure the repetitive task of sorting dead letters instead of working as a lawyer, 
but his now “chilled heart” is resistant to the sympathetic exchanges it once craved. The dead 
letter office is thus the site of deadened emotion and monetary loss, reflected in the failed 
circulation of the letters themselves. At the text’s end when the narrator is permitted entrance 
back into the Argyll’s domestic hearth as well as their law firm, the “chill” is finally lifted from 
his heart: “I felt verdant…I felt young and happy—years seemed to have dropped away from me, 
like a mantle of ice, leaving the flowers and freshness to appear” (206).  
 The absence of sentimental feeling within the dead letter office is emphasized when 
Richard finds love letters. The department has little interest in these letters, believing sentiment 
to be "below par," which Richard finds disheartening. His colleagues are only interested in 
"bank-bills, gold-pieces, checks." As a result, Richard often finds himself "at intervals" feeling 
without the "heart and imagination to invest in the dull business of a Government office" (1). 
This opening scene establishes a dichotomy between money and sentiment, and between the 
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marketplace and the home. To Richard's disappointment his coworkers are only interested in 
letters that contain money and offer only "sardonic smiles" to the "ridiculous character" of 
pressed flowers and bookmarks (1). Money, eventually associated with criminality and gambling 
within the text, is here set up against the ephemera of sentiment and feeling. Thus when the 
narrator stumbles on that pivotal letter, one of his coworkers asks "[w]hat is it, Redfield? A 
check for a hundred thousand?" (14). This is the only kind of letter the coworker can imagine 
holding any interest or significance, however Richard is, as Victor will emphasize throughout the 
text, a “morbidly sensitive man” and thus a markedly different kind of male figure than those he 
works with motivated not by money but by sentiment.  
 Richard discovers the crucial dead letter through his sentimental impulses that draw him 
to its date of October 18th, 1857 and its addressee in Peekskill: "I know not what magnetism 
passed from it, putting me, as the spiritualists say, en rapport with it… I had been a resident of 
Blankville, twenty miles from Peekskill--and something about that date!" (1). "Something about 
that date" indeed, as the Panic struck New York the hardest by October of that year. As James 
Huston explains, “the second week of October brought the Panic of 1857 to a climax” (22). With 
the letter in hand, the narrator recalls Henry's murder and the text then moves back in time to tell 
its story. In sharing its date with the Panic, Henry’s murder is a stand in for its social and 
economic chaos, profoundly disrupting the Argylls' and Richard’s lives. The letter is concerned 
primarily with money, and thus its contents similarly resonate with the Panic. As Victor reveals 
later, the letter is written in “contraries” and means the opposite of what it says. Signed by the 
"negotiator," it states, "if you're at the place of payment, I shan't be there, not having fulfilled the 
order" (14). Though the letter is decoded to eventually show that it is from George to James 
telling him that he will be prepared to receive the money, their contents are at first "neither lucid 
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nor interesting." Richard explains that for the reader to be able to understand why the letter’s 
contents "affect [him] as [they do]," he must go back "to the time at which it was written,” the 
time of the financial panic (14). The opening chapter promises that the text will work to solve the 
mystery of the enigmatic letter and to restore the domestic and economic order lost in October 
1857.  
 Victor’s detective Mr. Burton is essential to restoring this stability, and is in many ways 
similar to Poe’s Dupin—he is analytical and cunning, "cool, calm, and vigilant" (125). As in 
Poe's Purloined Letter, the narrator and the detective maintain a particularly close relationship, 
though their relationship takes on a paternalistic tone, with Burton acting as Richard's father. As 
Watson points out, Burton refers to Richard at one point as "like a son" (108). Additionally, 
Burton has a sordid past that further infuses the detective story with economic themes. Though 
he now works as a detective and "accept[s] no salary for what was with him a labor of love," he 
had previously been a "forwarding-merchant, universally esteemed for integrity, carrying about 
him that personal influence which men of strong will and unusual discrimination exercise over 
those with whom they come in contact" (51). He leaves this business-class job when a fire 
destroys a warehouse that held uninsured merchandise for which he was responsible. This was 
not an accident as it originally seemed however as “men of wealth” started the fire in order to 
receive the insurance money. Richard explains these men were of "the highest position at 
business firms—high and mighty potentates, against whom to breathe a breath of slander, was to 
overwhelm the audacious individual in the ruins of his own presumption" (51).  
 Burton eventually gathered enough proof "strong enough to hang them twice over" and as 
the narrator describes, it was as if Burton "with the thread in his hand, which he had picked 
out…unraveled the whole web of human iniquity" (51-2). The case ends up in court and the 
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perpetrators of the crime are represented as ghoulish villains, "laugh[ing] at [Mr. Burton] from 
their stronghold of respectability" (52). And eventually their "inexhaustible means of corruption 
at their command" results in their victory and freedom. Despite this loss, Burton is inspired by 
his work solving financial crime to become a detective. Burton’s background brings economic 
corruption to the forefront of the text, and as Nickerson explains, his position within the business 
class “reinforce[s] the importance of the insider-detective in domestic detective fiction.” Thus 
Victor “remakes the idea of the detective in fiction and asserts that his place is really in the 
home, investigating those who seem to be above reproach” (Dead Letter 4). The significance of 
Burton’s place in the business world also aligns Henry’s murder with financial corruption as both 
are crimes Burton must solve.  
  
“Unplottable Contagion”: The Excesses of Panic  
 In her emphasis on the domestic ramifications of economic turmoil, Victor fits in 
Templin’s category of women’s panic fiction. The very word "panic" foregrounds the 
entanglement and parallels between economic and personal anxiety, and Freud's conception of 
anxiety can be useful here in better understanding how these forces function in Victor’s novel.5 
Indeed Zimmerman’s emphasis on economic panic as a symbol for "modern excess" resonates 
with Freud’s conclusion that personal anxiety is primarily characterized by excess, thereby 
exemplifying the overlap between the language of marketplace failure and that of personal 
anxiety. Freud states that anxiety is “in the first place something that is felt”: an “affective state,” 
anxiety is characterized by “unpleasure” though at the same time is distinct from “other feelings, 
such as tension, pain, or mourning” in that it goes beyond the feeling of unpleasure (Inhibitions 
                                                
5 See Inhibitions, Symptoms, and Anxiety for Freud’s most thorough explanation of his theories on anxiety.  
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58).  For Freud, anxiety originated as a biological reaction and through modernity was 
transformed into an overblown feeling lacking direct or discernable stimuli. It is thus rooted in an 
original “realistic anxiety” which has now become neurotic. In this new irrational form, anxiety 
arises when a “situation [of danger] merely threaten[s] to occur, in order to call for its 
avoidance” (Inhibitions 88). Freud emphasizes that anxiety is an affect that is both self-
perpetuating and self-defeating characterized by a “quality of indefiniteness and lack of object” 
(Inhibitions 91).  
 Anxiety’s “lack of object” is similar to Zimmerman’s reading of economic panic as 
“unplottable,” in that both characterize anxiety as resistant to narrative cohesion. The unruly 
“unplottability” of economic panic “challenged and enabled novelists to work out a number of 
literary problems—how, for example, to convey the endlessly unpredictably ramifying social 
effects of a financial panic within a narrative form that privileges closure” (Zimmerman 4). 
Panics as “historical events, political symptoms, cultural allegories, and aesthetic objects” led to 
“remarkable kinds of literary experimentation” according to Zimmerman (4).  
 The sentimental feeling of Victor’s narrator stands as an opposing force to such 
threatening social and economic uncertainty. Hendler explains that the experience of sympathetic 
identification “characteristic of the sentimental novel…functioned as psychological preparation 
for the readers’ participation not only in the reading public, but also in the political public. The 
novel was thus not just part of an institution of the public sphere, providing an occasion for 
‘rational-critical discussion,’ it was also an instrument of subject formation, producing, through 
acts of identification, a publicly oriented form of subjectivity” (Public Sentiments 22). This kind 
of productive subject formation runs counter to the social hysteria of economic panics and the 
stuckness of individual anxiety—both of which Victor represents through her nervous and 
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financially distressed narrator. The narrator’s transition out of his “chill” at the text’s end 
positions sympathetic feeling as a way to recuperate economic loss.  
 
Meaningful Exchanges: The Circulation of Money in The Dead Letter  
James, the Argyll nephew and Henry’s true murderer, is Richard’s main source of 
romantic and professional jealousy and anxiety even before his crime is revealed. James is in 
many ways Richard’s morally corrupt doppelganger, a threatening double both financially and 
romantically. The narrator describes their shared secret love for Eleanor Argyll: "I have said that 
I loved Eleanor. I did, secretly, in silence and regret...I was quite certain that James loved her 
also, and I felt sorry for him; sympathy was taught me by my own sufferings, though I had never 
felt attracted toward his character" (7). Though of course the narrator is horrified at Henry’s 
murder, it nevertheless marks a moment at which James is empowered in his pursuit of Eleanor’s 
love. With his “bad associates in the city” and in debt from too much gambling, James is a force 
of criminality the Argylls assume exists outside of the confines of their home. Before the Argylls 
are made aware of James’s true nature, he is able to exert a great deal of power and persuade the 
family of Richard’s guilt. “A panther in cunning and strength,” in Burton’s terms, James 
convinces the Argylls that Richard may have been the murderer and thereby takes his place in 
the family firm (122). Richard is thrust into a feeling of nervous shock that goes so far as to 
disrupt his very sense of self: “I had sustained so many shocks to my feelings within the last 
forty-eight hours, that this new one of finding myself under the eye of suspicion, mingled in with 
the perplexing whirl of the whole, until I almost began to doubt my own identity and that of 
others” (42). Here Richard begins his transition out of the sympathetic domestic realm of the 
Argylls and into anxiety, sustaining “shocks” that provoke a lost sense of self.   
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In creating this suspicion of Richard, James holds an immense amount of power. It is not 
surprising then that Richard feels an uncomfortable and even perverse pleasure in witnessing 
James lose money while gambling. He experiences “evil, unwarrantable, uncomfortable” 
thoughts and feelings in reaction to James’ loss:  
One feeling I had…which I would not fairly acknowledge to my own soul—which I 
quarreled with—drove out—but which persisted in returning to me now, banishing 
slumber from my eyelids. When I had stood behind those silken curtains, and beheld 
James Argyll losing money in play, I had experienced a sensation of relief—I might say 
of absolute gladness—a sensation entirely apart from my sorrow at finding him in such 
society, with such habits. Why? Ah, do not ask me. (87) 
The narrator is repelled by his own “feeling of gladness,” further speaking to the essential and 
conflicted place of money in this text. Money comes to occupy a central role in the murder 
investigation, Richard’s anxiety, and ultimately the dynamics of Richard and James' doubled 
relationship. Monetary interactions are routinely fraught throughout the text and elicit a range of 
“uncomfortable” emotions and thoughts in Richard. Money is also a key part in the transactions 
that surround Henry’s murder: James has a gambling problem and steals money from John 
Argyll to pay George for the murder. Emphasizing the disruptive force of James’s actions for the 
domestic stability of the Argylls, the money stolen was originally intended for Eleanor’s 
wedding dress.  
As a result, much of Part Two of The Dead Letter is spent chasing a five-hundred dollar 
bill across the country to California and even into Mexico. Burton and Richard discover the bill 
had come into the possession of Wells, Fargo, & Co. six months after the robbery and was then 
sold for specie in California. As Richard explains, they are chasing the exact bill that was stolen 
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because it was one of only two “which left the city of New York the week of the robbery” (144). 
Burton and Richard follow the money to California and then to Mexico to eventually link it to 
George and thereby solve the murder. The bank note holds a particularly interesting position in 
relation both to Richard’s masculinity and to the place of the Panic within the text. The bill 
circulates throughout the text to ultimately become evidence of James’s moral corruption, his 
crime, and in turn the narrator’s redemption. Money is thus at the center of the narrator’s 
trajectory—the bank notes, in leading to George, bring on James’s conviction, his financial loss, 
and reinstate the narrator monetarily and personally within the Argyll family. As the bank notes 
change hands so too does power shift between James and the narrator—the money initially the 
currency of James’s power, becomes the narrator’s.  
The bank notes are thus over-endowed with meaning; they play a central role both in 
moving the plot forward and in restoring Richard’s lost masculinity. Much of the Panic of 1857 
centered around the devaluation of bank notes: Huston explains, in the second week of October 
1857 (the date of Richard’s dead letter) “the banks of New York mightily resisted a general 
suspension of specie payment. Massive runs on the banks occurred on Friday and Saturday, the 
ninth and tenth, resulting in the failure of several important banks” (22). Nevertheless, many 
New York banks continued their “resolution to uphold financial integrity,” and were met by a 
mob of “twenty to thirty thousand frenzied New Yorkers” (22). Finally banks in New York had 
to suspend specie payment, leading to a general public disavowal of New York’s banking 
practices (Huston 22). The exchange of bank notes for specie is a central trope in Part Two of the 
text, and unlike the period’s bank notes whose very value and meaning were on the line to a 
catastrophic extent, The Dead Letter’s bank notes are ultimately imbued with a great deal of 
value. Money in the text holds the power to determine one’s potency as a man—before stealing 
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from his uncle James had been borrowing from him which the narrator understands as “tak[ing] 
away half his manliness” (82).  The bank notes’ unwieldy circulation across national borders 
both reflects cultural anxieties over the instability of their meaning, while also offering a fantasy 
wherein this meaning is guaranteed as they ultimately restore financial and masculine power to 
the narrator. 
 
Between Nervousness and Sentiment: Natural Wealth and Domestic Order 
As Justine Murison has recently argued, sympathy and nervousness are fundamentally 
linked in nineteenth-century psychological discourse, as the nervous system and organs were 
believed to engage in internal sympathetic communication with each other. Answering 
“theological questions about the nervous system,” the theory of nerve sympathy provided a 
scientific explanation for the soul (23). Murison explains that “to be nervous in the nineteenth 
century was…more than a passing description of individual personality; rather, nervousness 
characterized the basic psychological assumption of the century” (2). “Nervous diseases such as 
hypochondria and hysteria were disorders of the internal sympathies of the body”: nervousness 
was both a somatic and psychological concept—and thus the emphasis on the nerves’ 
communication with one another roots theories of nervousness firmly in the body (18).  
Victor’s novel oscillates between the intertwined affects of nervousness and sympathy to 
express the threat to masculine subjectivity that economic loss entails. As Bedore highlights, 
“detective fiction functions through a careful balancing of tensions around potentially 
contaminating threats and the narrative strategies used to contain them” (2). In her analysis of 
The Dead Letter, Watson briefly identifies the presence of “nervous disorders” within the text, 
noting that “there are frequent descriptions of quasi-hysterical symptoms in the narrative, and 
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these are not confined, as might be expected, to the women in the text: James Argyll, Mr. Burton, 
and Richard Redfield all exhibit a kind of hysteria at times” (106). Pathology is thus located in 
the male characters and the fraught circulation of money between them, challenging predominant 
nineteenth century medical discourse in which the sick woman was a persistent trope. Instead, 
Victor’s male characters, and in particular Richard, struggle to harness their erratic feelings and 
impulses in the face of romantic and professional desires. James and Richard compete not only 
for Eleanor but also for a position in the law firm—and James’s outrageous decision to murder 
Henry that brings on Richard’s downfall into nervousness mark them as the most pathological 
characters.  
Richard’s emotionalism permeates the narrative as his “morbidly sensitive” demeanor is 
characterized by both overwhelming sentiment and fraught nerves. Richard is, in Nickerson’s 
terms, an “intensely emotional” character, describing himself as nervous in response to the 
murder, the uncertainty surrounding his professional position, and James. His anxiety over 
economic loss is ultimately resolved by domestic fulfillment: in order to reestablish himself as a 
lawyer, Richard must become a part of the Argyll home once again. This complicates gendered 
separations between the domestic realm and the public sphere. Anthony argues that nineteenth-
century sensationalism often offers fantasy scenes in which men are in possession of valuable 
treasure, thereby defying the unstable world of paper money through an image of a more primal 
form of ownership. In Victor’s hands, the domestic becomes the fantasy space in which 
nervousness can be dissipated. Securing a place within the domestic provides a figure like 
Richard a simultaneous retreat away from the marketplace and a reentrance into monetary 
stability. This speaks to what Anthony identifies as nineteenth-century popular literature's 
endeavor to make "capital somehow comprehensible" (5). Before such comprehension can be 
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attained in The Dead Letter, Richard’s nerves are running high. While Burton possesses an 
“unshaken coolness of nerve and mind” in coping with the murder investigation, Richard on the 
other hand is “nervous and sleepless,” with James’ “serpent gaze” making him “nervous” (173, 
171, 56). In reaction to discovering George’s dead letter, the narrator describes himself as 
experiencing an “unnatural tension” of “mind and nerves,” subsequently making him ill (138).  
In recent reevaluations of sentimentalism, critics such as Glenn Hendler, Vincent 
Bertolini, and Bruce Burgett have looked at how masculinity is represented through the language 
of sentimentalism.6 Bertolini examines what he calls sentimental bachelorhood explaining that 
bachelorism was seen by reformers as a threatening liminal space outside the realm of traditional 
marriage. Sentimental bachelorism for Bertolini thus lines up ideologically with such reformist 
condemnation, regulating bachelorhood by eliciting the male reader’s “empathetic 
identification”: “By producing a subject who finds in himself the painful affects represented as 
belonging to bachelorhood (and who then desires to remake himself in the national image of 
ideal masculinity), bachelor sentimentalism mimics the operations of antebellum sex and gender 
ideology” (22).7  
 The Dead Letter’s Richard is in many respects this kind of sentimental bachelor. Richard 
sentimentalizes his time with the Argylls, and is often overwhelmed by his feelings of sympathy 
for Eleanor. Thinking about her life now that Henry is gone, Richard states, "I could not, for an 
instant, feel the least lightness of heart. My nature was too sympathetic; the currents of my young 
                                                
6 For both Hendler and Burgett, critics have overlooked the importance of nineteenth-century sentimentalism in 
constructing masculinity to instead reinforce the ideology of separate spheres. 
 
7 In Sentimental Men: Masculinity and the Politics of Affect in American Culture (eds. Mary Chapman and Glenn 
Hendler) Vincent Bertolini offers a fascinating reading of the sentimental bachelor in Donald Grant Mitchell’s 
hugely popular 1850 text, Reveries of a Bachelor. As Bertolini argues, Reveries demonstrates the place of 
sentimentalism in the shaping of nineteenth-century conceptions of masculinity, and thereby complicates the 
persistent narrative of ‘separate spheres.’ 
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blood flowed too warmly, for me to feel otherwise than deeply affected by the catastrophe" (39). 
The Arygll house is the locus of these sentimental feelings, and the narrator describes himself 
later in the text as "oppressed" by the rush of emotion he experiences as he approaches the home: 
"I would fain have laid my head against the pillars of the gateway and wept--tears such as a man 
may shed without reproach, when the woman he loves suffers" (54).  
 This sympathy takes on a strange tenor as Richard repeatedly rhapsodizes about the 
selflessness of his feelings, "[m]y grief aspired, and arose in passionate prayers to the white 
throne of the eternal justice -- it arose in tears, etherealized and drawn up by the rays from the 
one great source and sun--the spirit of Love. I prayed and wept for her. No thought of myself 
mingled with these emotions" (65). Asking that we don't think him "extravagant in [his] 
emotions," the narrator later visits Henry's grave stating that he had "so mused upon Eleanor's 
sorrow" that he had made it his own (77). His moments of intense sentimental feeling are evoked 
primarily in response to Eleanor's suffering, and thus sympathetic communication emerges in 
place of the more erotic relationship Richard had originally hoped for but could not attain. As 
such eroticism is replaced by sentiment Richard’s potentially threatening position as a bachelor 
and “hanger on” to the Argyll family is eradicated. Following Bertolini’s logic, Richard is for a 
time domesticated even as he remains outside of marriage. However, because he is a single man 
and a “hanger on,” it is easy for James to stoke the Argylls’ suspicions and transform Richard 
into a threatening bachelor rather than a sentimental one.  
 Early in the novel's move into 1857, Richard looks nostalgically back at life before Henry 
Moreland’s murder: he represents the Argyll and Moreland homes as idyllic domestic and rural 
retreats whose wealth is the source of comfort and familial prosperity. The narrator describes 
himself early in the text approaching the Argyll home before the murder has taken place. The 
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mansion is the “embodiment of calm prosperity,” “stately and spacious…[rising] from the lawn 
in the midst of great old oaks” (22). Though the village expands around it, the house nevertheless 
possesses “the air of a country place,” maintaining its valorized rural status (22). Henry’s 
mansion, in which he and Eleanor were supposed to live after their marriage, is described by the 
narrator in similarly idyllic terms that draw out an interrelationship between wealth and the 
natural world:  
 The place had never looked more beautiful to me…The frosts had turned to every  
gorgeous color the tops of the trees which stood out here and there…a grove of maples 
and elms glowed in the autumn sunshine; the lawn in front sloped down to the water’s 
edge, which flowed by in a blue and lordly stream, bearing on its road bosom picturesque 
white ships. (33) 
In both moments, wealth is naturalized and aestheticized through its association with the beauty 
of the landscape: the mansion is made organic, likened to the "old oaks" that grow from the 
lawn. The Moreland home is similarly embedded amongst "glowing elms" and "autumn 
sunshine." These descriptions both associate wealth with the natural world and romanticize the 
lives of the Argylls and Morelands before the murder.  
 The tranquil description of Henry’s mansion is quickly interrupted as the narrator then 
recalls his murder: "Here the mansion lay, bathed in the rich sunshine…so full, as it were, of 
conscious, joyous life, while the master of all lay in a darkened room awaiting his narrow coffin" 
(33). The sudden insertion of Henry’s darkened “coffin” into this flourishing description of 
nature emphasizes the disruptiveness of his murder to both the financial and domestic stability of 
the family. In associating domestic prosperity with both wealth and sentiment, and then in 
staging the disruption of such sentimental description with Henry's "coffin," the text establishes a 
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rhetorical and thematic structure that will be central throughout: sentiment and financial stability 
are disrupted by what become the interrelated events of death and economic panic. The mention 
of Henry's coffin links to a moment later in the text when Richard, in New York City pursuing 
Leesy, describes his experience in a graveyard:  
 I had gone from the city of the living to the city of the dead. Beautiful and silent city!  
There the costly and gleaming portals, raised at the entrance of those mansions, tell us the 
name and age of the inhabitants, but the inhabitants themselves we never 
behold…Nevermore are they 'at home' to us…Strange city of solitude! where thousands 
whose homes are ranged side by side, know not one the other, and give no greeting to the 
pale new-comers. (76-7) 
These "mansions" are not the warm or comforting homes of the beginning of the text, but rather 
resonate with descriptions of tenement houses that were often a popular symbol for the crowded 
anonymity of city life. Within The Dead Letter itself, the graveyard reflects back on the 
description of the "three-story frame building occupied by half a dozen families, mostly those of 
Irish laborers" where Leesy lives (29). Likening the graveyard to tenement housing functions to 
further establish a network of associative threats against the Argyll home—the death and 
destruction enacted against their family emerges in part out of the city’s working-class 
population represented by George and Leesy. 
 Before the family learns that George and James are responsible for Henry’s murder, they 
suspect Leesy who, as an “Irish laborer,” resides in the “shabby” part of Blankville where “the 
rougher portion of its working people lived” (29). Partly owing to her lower-class position, the 
Argylls suspect her of Henry’s murder—ultimately however, the threat comes not only from 
George, who “seeks to rise socially,” but also from within the family and the home, through 
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James. As Nickerson explains, “in the domestic detective tradition that Victor established, the 
murderer is almost always someone intimately related to the household” (Dead Letter 4). Despite 
the obvious signs of James’s guilt that punctuate the text, Leesy’s working-class status makes her 
one of the family’s earliest suspects.  
 The text takes a gothic turn as the servant Mrs. Scott repeatedly hears "startling" sounds 
coming from "overhead" in Henry’s villa—both Mrs. Scott and Richard believe it may be 
haunted by Henry’s ghost (102). Just as the domestic is the central site through which Victor 
blends sentimentalism and the detective genre, so too do descriptions of the home—here Henry’s 
villa—introduce tropes of the gothic. Richard explains his experience of Henry’s home: "When 
you enter into it, you feel the influence of those who were last within it, as if some portion of 
them lingered in the old locality. I confess that I felt an almost superstitious awe and dread, as I 
stepped over the threshold which I had last crossed with him" (101). This "influence" is 
compounded by evidence that someone has been living in Henry's room located in the attic, 
though it is eventually revealed not to be a ghost at all but in fact Leesy.  As Joan Copjec 
explains of this kind of uncanny gothic space: it "marks simultaneously a surplus and a deficit, 
an outside and an inside…by withdrawing itself from the rest of the house it marks the limit that 
allows the house to constitute itself as a whole, but a whole from which the room is absent.” 
Defining the house and its limits by being that which it is not, the gothic space is uncannily both 
part of and excluded from the home. This structure enacts important class-based tensions in The 
Dead Letter, as Leesy occupies a tenuous position in relation to the family as a “victimized yet 
simultaneously criminalized figure” (Watson 109). Leesy, with her knowledge of "the 
arrangement of the house, and…the habits of the family," is a kind of invader of tranquil spaces 
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and is associated with gothic tropes (60). By making a home for herself in the family's attic, she 
is simultaneously part of and separated from the Argyll family.   
 Leesy's contradictory position in the text also emphasizes that, though innocent, she is by 
virtue of her social status a threat to the Argyll home. Indeed Richard and Burton go to New 
York City in their pursuit of her, and therefore she is the reason the city and its crowded 
tenements and graveyards enter the text at all. Leesy thus remains an outsider to and force of 
destruction against the domestic realm and the family unit. An interesting foil to the narrator, she 
too is a kind of “hanger-on” who is similarly employed by the Argylls/Morelands and in love 
with one of them. On the opposing side to the gothic and lower-class tropes Leesy symbolizes 
and brings into the text is the sentimentalized and domestic. On the evening of Henry’s murder, a 
storm ominously disrupts the tranquil domestic scene of the Argyll family and foreshadows the 
bad news to come: 
The sight of the well-ordered table, at the head of which Eleanor presided, the silver, the 
lights, the odor of the chocolate overpowering the fainter fragrance of the tea, was 
enough to banish thoughts of the tempest raging without, saving just enough 
consciousness of it to enhance the enjoyment of the luxury within. (18)  
The phrase “well-ordered table” resonates with Victor’s 1865 House-Wife’s Manual that 
similarly links domestic order with financial stability— and an understanding of Victor’s manual 
can help illuminate the role of the domestic within The Dead Letter. Through detailed diagrams 
of dinner tables for various occasions, the “well-ordered table” of The Dead Letter is central to 
how her manual imagines domestic fulfillment: as she explains, “it is important, in all the 
courses, for the symmetry of the table to be preserved” (37). Both texts foreground the essential 
relationship of domesticity to the economy.  
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 Sold for ten cents as part of the Beadle's Dime Family Series, The House-Wife’s Manual 
advocates a systematized home with an acute sensitivity to the labor it entailed. As Kathleen 
McHugh points out, the domestic discourse characteristic of such manuals “wed…labor to a 
moralized construction of femininity that worked to solidify and justify different class positions” 
(16). Victor’s manual is a dime novel and thus is distinguished from those versions published by 
authors such as Lydia Maria Child or Catherine Beecher. As a dime publication, it would have 
been marketed towards a predominantly working-class female readership and thus exemplifies a 
specific discourse of working-class womanhood. Specifically, Victor’s manual is attentive to 
how labor that creates ordered and systemized spaces can stand in for and mask a lack of 
monetary resources. Victor published both The Dead Letter and the Manual in the 1860s and 
both texts position domestic stability and financial stability as fundamentally interrelated.  
Furthermore, in explaining the details of a multi-course meal and delegating tasks to the reader’s 
presumed servants, this manual presents an aspirational fantasy of female selfhood where 
monetary lack can be compensated for by good habits and the systemization of spaces.8 
 Victor’s manual is heavily imbued with the language of economy throughout, bringing a 
fantasy of domestic fulfillment together with a practical guide to managing and financing a home 
through good habits. Proclaiming order as “heaven’s first law” and “regularity as nature’s great 
rule,” the Manual offers practical advice laden with aspirational visions of domestic bliss. Victor 
links the language of economy and that of good domestic habit to firmly tie the public and 
private spheres as mutually reliant on one another and fundamentally similar: a tie that also 
structures Victor’s Dead Letter where financial economy and domestic economy are reliant on 
one another, and thus equally disrupted by Henry’s murder. The manual opens with a promise to 
                                                
8 See Denning for a more sustained analysis of the relationship of class, readership and dime novels. 
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her reader that she will provide a “fund of information” for “the housekeeper, the wife, the 
mother, and the daughter” (1). And the careful handling of funds is on her mind throughout, as 
she instructs the reader that “the best of every thing is the most economical, whether it be a 
pound of sugar, a carpet, a dress, or a piece of furniture” (13). She lays out “plans of 
employment” that delegate tasks like washing and ironing to specific days of the week. Her 
emphasis on organization and order extends to a repeated focus on the importance of “counting” 
as she instructs her reader to “count” her “furniture, china, plate, and linen” two or three time per 
year (14). She even provides direct instructions for how women should handle their money: “On 
walking out, if you require money, put it loose in your pocket…It certainly is not safe for ladies 
to look into shop windows, or in any way to loiter with money in their hands” (57).  
 Victor instructs her reader to “have a system and abide by it,” and the economic language 
of her Manual itself follows the kind of system she advocates. That is to say, her Manual asks 
that the home be treated as a kind of economy of carefully used resources, and her rhetorical 
style similarly avoids any unnecessary stylistic excess. This is in contrast to the usual Beadle and 
Adams dime publication and indeed to The Dead Letter, so excessive in their often complicated 
and drawn-out plotlines. While the Manual employs the language of rationality and economy, 
The Dead Letter, in its emotionality and sentimentalism, often does the opposite. Thus the 
Manual brings the language of economy and the marketplace into the home and into women's 
work, while The Dead Letter often represents the economy and male professionalism through the 
language of sentiment. Though they do so in opposite ways, both the Manual and The Dead 
Letter thus bring the domestic and public spheres together.  
 At the end of The Dead Letter, Richard’s position within both spheres is finally settled. 
He is welcome once again into the Argyll home, reinstated in the firm, and marries Eleanor’s 
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sister, Mary. Though the ending of the text marks a restoration of Richard’s happiness and the 
Argyll home, this is achieved only through compromise. Though Richard has loved Eleanor all 
along, even still thinking of her as he walks towards the mansion in the text’s final pages, he 
must now transfer his wealth of affection to Mary: “Through months I had been transferring the 
wealth of young, hopeful love, which craves the bliss of being shared, from the sister who was 
raised so far above mortal passion, to this dear semblance of her former self” (206). Though the 
domestic realm is once again restored through a sentimental rendering of love and marriage, the 
damage done by the murder still resonates, as Richard must shift his feelings from Eleanor to 
Mary in order to be finally “no longer mateless” (206). And economic language persists, shaping 
this romantic moment as feeling is rendered transactional and transferable. This compromise is 
the necessary means by which both sentimental style and the domestic realm are restored. In the 
psychoanalytic sense, compromise, or “compromise formations,” are at the root of neurotic 
symptoms wherein “the two forces which have fallen out meet once again…and are reconciled” 
(Introductory Lectures 446). Victor’s text can be read as a symptom of the Panic of 1857, staging 
a conflict between traditional domesticity and the marketplace failures that threaten it. Resulting 
in a novel that blends sentiment with the detective genre, this conflict ultimately produces a 
compromised sentimental ending: Burton dies, his daughter Lenore is left without a father, and 
Richard marries the wrong Argyll. The family is permanently changed by the events of 1857, 
and the novel similarly ends with a sentimental domesticity marred by the interrelated and 
perhaps now indistinguishable forces of panic and crime that permeate the text. Even the 
language of economy persists through the text’s final words, further emphasizing the kind of 
compromise that turns the home into an economy of debt, loss and exchange: “Lenore is with us. 
We shall keep her until some lover comes in the future to rob us of her….At present she is 
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overwhelmed with grief, and clings to Eleanor, who is her best comforter. In our love for her we 





A Medium for Reform: Feminist Possession in Nineteenth-Century Spiritualism 
 
 In an 1890 essay entitled Women’s Views on Divorce, popular author Elizabeth Stuart 
Phelps lambasts the institution of marriage as a form of “legalized prostitution” wherein the 
ideology of separate spheres demands women’s complete economic dependence on men. 
Victoria Woodhull, a Spiritualist and outspoken radical feminist, invokes the same terms in her 
fervent critique of marriage, published in 1874:   
The woman who sells her body promiscuously is no more a prostitute than she is who sells 
herself in a marriage without love. She is only a different kind of prostitute. Nor are either of 
them any more prostitutes than are the countless wives who nightly yield their unwilling 
bodies to lecherous husbands, whose aim is sexual gratification without regard to the effect 
upon the victim. (Tried by Fire 19)  
For both writers, marriage was in need of radical revision and both found in Spiritualism, a 
popular religious movement in the late-nineteenth century, a means through which to articulate 
their feminism. Spiritualism grew around the premise that communication with the dead was 
possible, most often through female mediums in private séances whose bodies would become 
vessels for ghosts attempting to make contact with the living world.  
 The movement’s focus on alternative temporalities and its break with social mores made 
it an ideal platform for women’s rights, providing a refuge for progressive thinkers both in how it 
reimagined the female body and how it in turn transformed domestic spaces and economies. As 
this chapter will argue, at stake in the intersection between feminism and Spiritualism is the 
debate over female possession in its various forms. In the séance female mediums entered trance-
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like states, most often in the private space of the home, waiting for ghosts—both male and 
female—to possess their bodies. Phelps, Woodhull, and another feminist reformer, Lois 
Waisbrooker, seized the revolutionary potential of the religion and saw in it the possibility for 
women to reclaim possession over themselves and their economic and domestic worlds, and both 
voiced their political beliefs through the language and worldview of Spiritualism. Woodhull’s 
connection to the religion began early in life, as both she and her sister Tennessee Claflin worked 
as clairvoyants to support their family. This chapter brings these writers together as a way to 
understand how the relationship between Spiritualism and feminism progressed through the 
nineteenth century, particularly as it was expressed in women’s print culture. The work of these 
writers exemplifies how Spiritualist theories of death and the afterlife increasingly became a 
vehicle for re-envisioning the meaning of self-possession for women in this world. 
 As defined by the Oxford English Dictionary, possession contains its own incongruities, 
particularly poignant for nineteenth-century women who found themselves straddling 
contradictory positions. It is “the action or fact of holding something (material or immaterial) at 
one’s own or in one’s control,” but can also signify the act of being held, and thus 
simultaneously suggests the maintenance of control and its loss. The term has legal meaning, 
referring to a “territory subject to a sovereign ruler or state,” and more broadly, “that which is 
possessed or held as property.” This power extends to both the psychological and religious—
possession means the “domination of a person’s heart, mind, or soul by a person or other agent,” 
an “idea, thought, feeling,” or even a “demon or spirit.”  
 In its significations that range from the economic to the spiritual, “possession” is at the 
heart of the overlap between Spiritualism and radical feminism. Looking closely at the work of 
Phelps, Woodhull, and Waisbrooker, this chapter argues that Spiritualism’s essential role in 
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forwarding feminist thought as well as its religious power hinges on its reconceptualization of 
what self-possession can mean for women. For much of the nineteenth century, women were not 
given the right to possess their bodies or their money. In a recent study, Ellen Weinauer argues 
that the “the death-dealing dynamics of legal marriage” led to representations of undead and 
ghostly married women in the period’s popular fiction. As Weinauer points out, once women 
married, they lost ownership of all personal property to their husbands as well as the right to 
enter into contracts or litigation, essentially dying in the eyes of the law (223). The law thus 
enforced a “transformative power” on married women whose “interior can be vacated and self-
possession exposed as a fiction” (229-30). Against these societal limitations, Spiritualism 
allowed women power through different kinds of gendered embodiment, as female mediums 
controlled séances and could be possessed by the ghosts of anyone regardless of age, gender, or 
class. Not surprisingly then, Spiritualism provoked a backlash from the medical community that 
saw it as an “epidemic delusion.” While physicians ostensibly focused on what they perceived as 
Spiritualism’s false science, this chapter draws out the ways in which such medical discourse 
was also motivated by a desire to disenfranchise the movement because it foregrounded 
feminism. 
 Scholars trace the beginning of Spiritualism back to the 1840s in Rochester, New York, 
when Margaret and Kate Fox heard rapping noises they believed to be communication from the 
spirit of a peddler. Their story spread through the popular press, and as Molly McGarry 
succinctly puts it, “what first attracted attention as a children’s ghost story, and later as an after-
dinner entertainment, quickly became a popular national phenomenon and a powerful new 
religion” (13). It was a form of “magical metaphysics” that did not have a central church and was 
instead practiced primarily in the home (McGarry 14). There were many versions of Spiritualism 
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throughout the country, and it eventually gained popularity in Europe as well. As Marlene Tromp 
notes, despite its “humble and strange beginnings in 1848,” the religion was not restricted to any 
one societal subset— “aristocrats, scholars, and scientists, along with ordinary men and women 
of all ages, were converted to the belief that death was no barrier to communication” (Spirited 
Sexuality 67).  The rise of Spiritualism was in part due to the extraordinary death toll of the Civil 
War which forced Americans to “embark on a new relationship with death” (Faust xi).1 It was 
tied not only to feminism, but also to the other reform movements of abolitionism and 
temperance, and even “dress reform, vegetarianism, and free love” (McGarry 14). A central 
question for any consideration of Spiritualism is why it fit so well with these progressive politics, 
and in particular how it came to play such a pivotal role in radical feminism. In answer to these 
questions, Anne Braude and Marlene Tromp provide important historical overviews of the 
religion, while McGarry has recently offered a theoretical study of the interrelationship of spirit 
communication with alternative sexualities. As McGarry explains, “actively engaged in a politics 
of the body and the body politic, Spiritualism encompassed a set of utopian practices and 
imaginings that, when understood together, uniquely linked many of the disparate political 
movements of the day” (14).  
Communication with the dead was accomplished most often through young women who 
served as mediums. “Mediumship was closely identified with femininity,” Braude explains, and 
mediums traveled the country to make contact with spirits in both public and private displays 
                                                
1 As Drew Faust explains, the Civil War was “bloodier than any other conflict in American history.” Faust provides 
the shocking comparative statistics: “The number of soldiers who died between 1861 and 1865, an estimated 
620,000, is approximately equal to the total American fatalities in the Revolution, the War of 1812, the Mexican 
War, the Spanish-American War, World War I, World War II, and the Korean War combined. The Civil War’s rate 
of death, its incidence in comparison with the size of the American population, was six times that of World War II. 
A similar rate, about 2 percent, in the United States today would mean six million fatalities” (xi). 
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(23).  This scene was often sexually charged, pushing against the boundaries of late-nineteenth-
century society as participants touched and even kissed their mediums. Tromp remarks:  
The darkened parlor of the séance invited and embodied the disruption of the ordinary. In  
this space, the linked hands of the sitters violated customary barriers of age and gender,  
and the intimate spaces underneath the tipping tables set the stage for more than simply  
spiritual stimulation. Faces and knees were caressed while the lights were out,  
gentlewomen submitted to be kissed by strangers, and the most private recesses of the  
past and present were exposed to the public eye” (Spirited Sexuality 67-8).  
Tromp further states that, by subverting social norms and providing female mediums sexual 
agency not usually granted to women, Spiritualism provided women with a “self-determination” 
they were otherwise denied by society’s very “narrow circuit” of behavioral expectations 
(Spirited Sexuality 68). And in destabilizing the divide between life and death, Spiritualism 
similarly subverted societal ideas about female embodiment.2 With the rise of psychology 
ushered in by the 1870s and 80s, a conservative medical community attempted to undermine 
Spiritualism as nothing more than the hysterical fantasies of what George Beard labeled 
“haunted brains” (Psychology of Spiritism 67). Phelps responded directly to this backlash in her 
1887 novel The Gates Between, in which spirituality triumphs over science as a more powerful 
way of understanding the world and the afterlife.  
 The Gates Between was the last in a trilogy of novels that included The Gates Ajar 
published in 1868 and Beyond the Gates in 1883. The plot and characters change in each novel, 
                                                
2 As Tromp points out, Elizabeth D’Esperance’s 1897 Shadow Land, or, Light from the Other Side is helpful in its 
account of a medium’s experience: “It must be my own heart I feel beating so distinctly. Yet those arms around me? 
Sure never did I feel touch so plainly. I begin to wonder which is I. Am I the white figure [the spirit] or am I the one 
on the chair [the medium]?…Certainly they are my lips being kissed. (qtd. in Spirited Sexuality 69). 
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and they are connected primarily by their shared interest in death and Spiritualism. Phelps’ 
interest in Spiritualism clearly persisted through the postbellum era as the fifteen-year gap 
between The Gates Ajar and Beyond the Gates attests. By the time Phelps is writing Beyond the 
Gates, Spiritualism itself has transformed, and activists such as Woodhull and Waisbrooker have 
embraced the religion as a means through which to rethink not only women’s societal roles, but 
more fundamentally revise ideas of gender and sexuality. Waisbrooker wrote extensively on 
what she understood as an inherent relationship between female sexual pleasure and spiritual 
living: just as souls are “magnetically” drawn to one another in the space of the séance, so too 
are living bodies spiritually and sexually bonded together. Thus Waisbrooker both legitimizes 
female desire and, even more radically, claims that women’s lack of sexual satisfaction can be 
grounds for divorce. Woodhull too chastises society for failing to recognize the importance of 
female sexual pleasure:  
Fully one-half of all women seldom or never experience any pleasure whatever in the 
sexual act. Now this is an impeachment of nature, a disgrace to our civilization—an 
eternal blotch upon the otherwise chivalrous conduct of men toward women. It is a 
standing reproach upon physiological science that this ignorance has existed so long; and 
upon medical science, that its dire effects have been so long concealed. (Elixir of Life 
179)  
Here Woodhull speaks directly to the medical community, addressing its ignorance about the 
female body. As this chapter will show, what began in the 1840s as a religion concerned 
primarily with the unseen and the dead became by the 70s and 80s a vehicle for understanding 
women’s sexuality and embodiment in ways that challenged mainstream medical discourse. This 
progression from heavenly concerns to earthly ones is echoed in Phelps’ return in 1883 to the 
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religion, and the differences between The Gates Ajar and the later Gates novels. As Justine 
Murison points out, The Gates Ajar stages a rejection of Calvinism in favor of a Spiritualist 
vision of a material heaven, while The Gates Between similarly denies medical paradigms to 
instead privilege Spiritualist theories of death. Departing from Murison however, I want to not 
only point to these similarly structured plots, but also understand Phelps’ return to Spiritualism 
in the 1880s as embedded within the radical zeitgeist of thinkers such as Woodhull and 
Waisbrooker. Compelled to return to Spiritualism, Phelps sees in it the power to subvert the 
male-dominated ideology of medical discourse—a discourse that foregrounded precisely the kind 
of pathologization of the female body that feminists so vehemently rejected. As Charlotte 
Perkins Gilman explains in her short essay Why I Wrote the Yellow Wallpaper, the rest cure, 
often prescribed to women, led her “near to the borderline of mental ruin” and thus she wrote 
The Yellow Wallpaper to save other women from “a similar fate” (271). Phelps too rejects 
medical discourse, but does so through an embrace of Spiritualist ideology.  
Thus in documenting the increasing concern with women’s lived experience in Phelps’ 
Gates novels, I wish to draw out the often-overlooked complexity of her feminist writing. Critics 
such as Elizabeth Duquette focus primarily on Phelps’ use of sentimentalism, while Nina Baym 
and Murison turn their attention to her relationship to Calvinism. And, as critics often point out, 
Phelps did confine her reformism to writing only, rather than taking direct action within the 
public sphere. Thus she may seem an unlikely fit with Woodhull’s radical ideology and her 
embrace of controversy, the most famous of which was her revelation of celebrated preacher 
Henry Ward Beecher’s extra-marital affair. Woodhull relished the popular press’s near-constant 
attention as the most effective way to forward her feminist message, and she was even the first 
female presidential nominee, selected by the Equal Rights Party in 1872. At her most radical, 
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Woodhull called for “treason” and “secession…on a thousand times grander scale than was that 
of the South” as “the only alternative left” to a world in which “women have no government” 
(Rebellion 34). Through a focus on Spiritualism’s progressive politics enacted by thinkers like 
Woodhull, I argue that Phelps’ work was more politically engaged than critics have previously 
noted and in fact participated in the kind of radical ideology Woodhull promoted. When 
Woodhull and Waisbrooker demanded that society recognize the agency of female embodiment 
as a religious imperative, so too did Phelps turn to the question of the body to reject the 
persistent trope of what the final Gates novel will call the “unwell woman.” In its break with 
conventional understandings of temporality, gender, and death, Spiritualism provided women 
like Woodhull and Phelps the space for both progressive writing and action. In bringing these 
very different figures together, my intention is to draw out a more thorough history of 
Spiritualism’s multi-faceted role in enabling the expression and enactment of a range of feminist 
ideals.  
  The religious nature of Phelps’ writing was informed by the Calvinist upbringing she 
eventually came to reject. Her father, Austin Phelps, was a prominent Calvinist minister, and her 
grandfather, Eliakim Phelps, was a clergyman of the Orthodox Congregational Church. Eliakim 
became a popular subject of the 1850s tabloid press when he heard rappings from spirits in his 
Connecticut home. In her book about her father, Austin Phelps: A Memoir, Elizabeth remarks 
upon her grandfather’s “experience of house-possession” as one that had “distorted” his name in 
the “public mind” (4). Both her Calvinist roots and her grandfather’s Spiritualist experience are 
clearly present in her Gates novels. Her turn away from Calvinism was in part motivated by her 
commitment to social reform and women’s rights which, like Woodhull, she understood as 
essential to an ethical and religious life. Phelps advocated for marriage and dress reform, arguing 
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that women needed more autonomy in their marriages and freedom from such dangerously 
restrictive clothing as corsets. In her 1873 book What to Wear, Phelps proclaims that a “danger 
to women’s physical fitness,” their clothing “deform[s]” and “destroy[s]” their bodies (16). 
These “present modes of dress” were for Phelps the reason behind “feeble physiques and 
prevailing ailments of the present generation of women” (17).  
 The Gates Ajar’s Spiritualist themes, in addition to their connection to feminism, also 
provided solace to a grieving post-Civil War nation through reassurance that the afterlife would 
be similar to this world and not a “great blank ocean.” This vision was clearly popular as The 
Gates Ajar sold 80,000 copies in the United States by 1900: Phelps, like Metta Victor, 
considered in the first chapter, was a prolific and best-selling author, publishing more than fifty-
five books in her lifetime (Baym vii). Unlike Victor however, whose work was generally 
released either in dime novels or affiliated publications, Phelps published in what were 
considered the more highbrow Harper’s and The Atlantic, and was treated as a serious author by 
Howells for whom she wrote a chapter in his multi-authored The Whole Family (1908). In one of 
the few sustained critical studies of Phelps, Susan Williams has shown how she consciously 
diverges from Howells’ brand of realism to instead write what Williams labels an “ethical 
realism” which she defines as “a matter of heart and soul as much as of mimetic accuracy” (175). 
As Williams points out, in Phelps’ autobiography, Chapters from a Life, she argues that “moral 
character” is “elemental” to “human life,” contradicting Howells’ claim that realist fiction is 
tainted when it gives way to “intense ethicism” and idealism (qtd in Williams 175). 
Merging depictions of the afterlife with domestic concerns and realist plots, the Gates novels 
do not fit comfortably in any one genre—which is perhaps, as Williams suggests, the reason for 
Phelps’ exclusion from the nineteenth-century literary canon. As I will argue, Phelps’ formal 
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experimentation provides her a means of articulating her feminist beliefs, and more specifically 
of exploring the relationship of Spiritualism to feminism. In writing a trilogy connected only by 
theme and not by plot, Phelps creates a dynamic world of female-centric spirituality in which 
women hold a primary understanding of spirituality, death, and emotion.  
Like Phelps, Woodhull wanted society to recognize both women’s spirituality and their lived 
experience. Woodhull challenged late-nineteenth-century concepts of gender and sexuality and 
achieved celebrity status because of her radical views. Her fame began when in 1870 she 
ventured into the male-dominated realm of Wall Street and started a financial brokerage firm 
alongside her sister Tennessee Claflin. They were derided by the popular press that depicted 
them as cartoonish and masculine, embarking foolishly on economic work that they could not, as 
women, understand. As Amanda Frisken explains in her comprehensive study of Woodhull, 
“publicity…was a primary goal in establishing the firm. [Woodhull] hoped to secure the most 
general and at the same time prominent introduction to the world that was possible” (2). While 
working on Wall Street, the two sisters published Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, which included 
a range of progressive content, from Woodhull’s writing on free-love doctrine to the anarchist 
message of Stephen Pearl Andrews.  
 Free love was a mutable term that encompassed women’s right to divorce, sexual 
freedom, and even the dissolution of marriage altogether. Though often hurled by the popular 
press at Woodhull in tandem with accusations that she worked as a prostitute, Woodhull 
promoted the term and even went so far as to leave the question of her work as a prostitute 
ambiguous. Near the end of the nineteenth century, feminist reformers had split into factions of 
varying progressiveness. Though Woodhull was originally aligned with the more mainstream 
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suffrage movement, her controversial ideas about sexuality and collaboration with anarchist 
thinkers led more mainstream feminists to distance themselves from her.  
 
Spiritualism in the Home 
 In her 1871 essay, Unhappy Girls, Phelps rejects domestic ideology’s construction of the 
home as emotional sanctuary and the mother as the center of “familial sentiment” (De Jong 31) 
when she proclaims that no one is more miserable than young women. The “culture of 
sentiment” was, by the mid-nineteenth century, “associated with women’s moral, nurturing role 
in the private sphere of the bourgeois family” and thus the home became the “locus of feeling” 
(Chapman and Hendler 3). Phelps’ Gates Ajar is often understood as a sentimental embrace of 
domesticity. Even in The Gates Ajar, which is less overtly progressive than the later Gates 
novels, Phelps is critical of the power of the domestic to provide comfort, particularly for 
women. Both Unhappy Girls and The Gates Between, go even farther in their rejection of 
domestic ideology’s claim to nurture and comfort. Unequivocally rejecting the rhetoric of 
“intensely sentimentalized domesticity” (McHugh 38), Phelps’ Unhappy Girls decries what she 
sees as a plague of women’s sadness: “the ordinary lot of the ordinary young woman is one of 
the most miserable and unnatural things in comfortably civilized life; and society will never 
adjust its distorted angles with any approach to proportion till some radical change is effected in 
it” (Unhappy Girls 149). Phelps identifies women’s lack of self-possession as the cause of their 
profound unhappiness. The “self-abnegation” demanded of women by their roles in the domestic 
spaces of the “sewing-room” and the kitchen, cause unhappiness because they are not allowed 
the “self-management” everyone needs. “[L]et any man try it” Phelps provocatively suggests:  
 Let him come home from the school-room with his young head half full of the love of  
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 great deeds and great men…and his young heart high with great hopes and dreams….Let  
 him put away his books upon the shelf….To-morrow his mother will make cake, and he  
 shall stone the raisins. No, nor need he take them down the next day. Why, my dear sir,  
 there is pickling on Wednesday! Will he snatch an hour to refresh his Horace? But it is  
 washing-day. Will he secure the last review of Darwin before the magazine goes to  
 Cousin Maria? There is nobody to set the table, my dear. Will he be off for a tramp in the  
 woods on this wiry morning, every vein aglow and every nerve in tension for a breath of  
 wild life to strike him through? We have the sewing-circle today. There are one hundred  
 biscuits to be buttered first. Run and get your apron, please. (149) 
Here Phelps is emphatic as she elucidates how domestic labor robs women of the time to read 
and experience nature. Her detailed explanation and series of real-life scenarios delineate how 
women are left “hopeless” and weary by being denied the enriching experiences men are 
allowed.  
 Domestic work demands women’s self-sacrifice, and Phelps argues that the resultant loss 
of “self-investment” is the main cause of unhappiness. Men are told to embrace the “largeness of 
their being,” while women must be self-sacrificial and “give us your self—your young energies, 
and ingenuities” (149). In this gendered economy, men’s “energies” are directed toward the self 
enabling both self-possession and the possession of things and experiences. Women, on the other 
hand, must constantly give themselves over to predetermined domestic tasks, losing any 
opportunity for personal agency. Thus Phelps’ exhaustive list of women’s daily duties implies 
two different systems of energy expenditure for men and women. For women, all personal 
resources are surrendered to the domestic sphere and the needs of family, thus demanding full 
“self-abnegation” that in turn bolsters men’s fruitful participation in the public sphere. Supported 
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by women’s labor, men then turn their energy resources to the betterment of themselves and the 
“largeness of their being.” Phelps attributes this gender difference to a “sickly sentimentality” 
that sends men out into the world and demands that women remain in the home. While Unhappy 
Girls details the oppressiveness of domestic ideology, the Gates novels will show that 
Spiritualism provides an alternative way to imagine women’s lives and their place within the 
home. 
 Séances often took place within the home that, in Braude’s reading, reified the domestic as 
the “true locus of religiosity” (24). Just as Spiritualist practice altered women’s roles within the 
public sphere, so too did it change their relationship with the private. Against Braude’s reading 
of Spiritualism as rooted within a presumed-stable woman’s domestic sphere, I argue that 
Spiritualism changed the very makeup of that space. Furthermore, I want to reorient Braude’s 
logic in which religion transforms when moved into the home to instead think about how the 
home-space is altered by hosting a scene of communication with the dead—particularly when 
that staging, like the domestic sphere itself, so strongly features women. Rather than seeing the 
home here as a static space that receives Spiritualist practice and thereby domesticates it, I see 
the home as a mutable space changed by the séance it holds.  
 As Freud argues in his essay on the uncanny, the home is indeed a volatile place prone to 
defamiliarization particularly through contact with the dead: “uncanny” or unheimlich means in 
its literal sense “unhoming” and describes a particular feeling evoked by the making strange of 
something previously comfortable in its knowability. However, as Freud points out, inherent in 
the uncanny is the canny itself — unheimlich belongs to “two sets of ideas, which are not 
mutually contradictory, but very different from each other—the one relating to what is familiar 
and comfortable, the other to what is concealed and kept hidden” (132). Here Freud refers to the 
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various definitions of heimlich that become themselves increasingly uncanny: in looking at these 
meanings, Freud points out that they move from “homely” to “the notion of the hidden and the 
dangerous” (133). The meaning of “heimlich” thus becomes “increasingly ambivalent, until it 
finally merges with its antonym unheimlich” (134). The Spiritualist séance can be read as a 
manifestation of this contradiction wherein the home already contains its own “unhoming.” That 
is to say, the séance takes place through the ambivalent transition of the domestic to its own 
undoing, with the two states coexisting simultaneously. The séance is rooted in the home-space 
yet also transcends that space.  
 The Freudian concept of the uncanny thus provides an important crux through which to 
understand the intricate tie of spiritual practice to domestic space—and the uncanny will also 
play an important role in Phelps’ use of Spiritualism. Spiritualism enters the home and 
transforms it partly through reimagined gendered identities. My purpose in highlighting the 
uncanny is to show how the séance is a spatial practice that, like feminism, was invested in the 
transformation of the domestic.3 As Frederick Binney explains in his 1873 account of a séance, 
the house is quite literally moved when spirits enter: “In the present day the presence of strong 
spirit power during séances is frequently indicated by vibration of the furniture, the room, or 
even the whole house; literally a quaking” (14). The presence of “unseen intelligence” is evident 
by blowing window sashes and a knocking on the walls that “respond to inquiries” (99).  
 Binney’s tract on Spiritualism demonstrates how tied the movement was to the domestic 
sphere. Home furnishings and domestic objects—and particularly those belonging to the 
kitchen—play an important role in many of the séances he describes. Séances often take place at 
                                                
3 As later sections will show, Phelps was also invested in the transformation of the domestic through her 
representations of it in the afterlife. As I will discuss, such representations rendered the earthly domestic uncanny. 
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kitchen tables where participants, led by a female medium, await contact from the dead most 
often through the sound of rapping and the movement of furniture. Binney identifies “table 
tilting” as one of the key signs of a spirit’s presence that then often transitions into the “shape of 
violent movements of the furniture” and the “floating about in the air of loose objects” (43). 
Binney describes one séance in which an easy chair “carried about from a corner of the room” is 
“deposited on the table” (46). Spirits not only throw chairs, they also occupy “different corners 
of the room,” moving from the “top of a cupboard” to a “music box which was on a side table” 
(45).  
 In another séance featuring the famous medium Florence Cook, Binney further elaborates 
the important role home-space plays: Cook begins the séance by “shut[ting] herself up in a 
cupboard in the corner of a basement breakfast-room” (65). A little while later, “the doors were 
opened by the direct command of the spirit-voice, and Miss Cook was discovered tightly tied in 
her chair, by a long piece of tape that had been shut up in the cupboard with her” (66). Bound up 
in the cupboard, she is able to manifest spirits within the séance circle. Here again the process of 
contacting spirits perverts the traditional role of the home and its furnishings. Tromp has 
explored the sexualized nature of the young female medium whose existence “undermined the  
social structures that defined a narrow circuit of behavior for women” (Altered States 22). She 
reads the “receptive bodies” of the mediums as the most “titillating of all disruptions” in modern 
Spiritualism (68). Cook, only sixteen during Binney’s encounter and “of a most prepossessing 
appearance,” is highly sexualized in various accounts (Binney 65). Tied up in a cupboard, giving 
herself over to spirits, Cook’s body is the sexualized center of this scene.  
 To further understand how objects and their spaces function within the séance, Bill 
Brown’s reading of materiality in the nineteenth century is helpful. Brown has argued that the 
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meaning of materiality and our relationship to objects changed after the Civil War and into the 
twentieth century. Namely a “modern fascination with things” solidified in the long twentieth 
century that entailed a shift from objects once “legible” to opaque, once “subordinate to nature” 
now “transform[ing] the natural world” (14). What are the ramifications, Brown wonders, of a 
move from “Whitman’s account of intimate proximity of things, wherein ‘the house chairs, the 
carpet, the bed and counterpane of the bed’ are no less part of you than the ‘pulses of your brain,’ 
to the insuperable distance between you and your physical environment?” (14). Spiritualism 
offers an alternative to this market-driven transition to instead preserve the mystical sense of 
objects. As Binney’s flying chairs show, domestic objects were seen as active participants in the 
séance, essential actors in the communication between the medium and the dead—the “tilting 
table” is the first sign of successful contact with a spirit. The séance upends the domestic sphere 
quite literally, and asserts women’s power through their central role in the ritual as the body 
through which the spirit can communicate. Furthermore, these animated objects speak to the 
ways in which Spiritualism is a rejection of normativity. That is to say, these enlivened domestic 
objects reject their own economic use-value to assert a use-value over and above their domestic 
functionality. Their capacity to tell of a spirit’s presence through disordering the domestic space 
becomes the most important thing about them. And thus it is precisely their rejection of their 
domestic usefulness that gives birth to their essential role as harbingers of an impending spiritual 
visit.  
 By expanding domestic objects’ meaning through rejecting their economic functionality, 
Spiritualist séances challenge the structure of the traditional domestic realm that radical 
feminism similarly opposes. Spiritualist practice is in this sense not only a platform for new 
visions of gendered identity through the articulation of feminist politics, but also an enactment of 
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that very process by imagining new ways domestic objects can exist. And even beyond this, 
these objects reject the historical trajectory Brown identifies as they deny economic usefulness 
altogether. They refuse to become objects that are part of the “market as usual,” and instead 
present a kind of “possession” “irreducible to ownership” (Brown 13). Indeed they engage 
directly with the very notion of “possession” about which Brown speaks, complicating the 
structure of the relationship of objects to industrialization. Brown reads Henry James’ The 
American Scene’s animation of objects as a rejection of modernity, and I am reading Spiritualism 
in the same vein: when the distinction between the “animate and inanimate” becomes 
“indistinct,” we can read this as an “elaborate obstruction of that modernity which insists on an 
ontological distinction, arbitrary and artificial, between inanimate objects and human subjects” 
(187).     
 To endow objects with spiritual power is to reject their domestic usefulness in a patriarchal 
structure that relies on women’s lack of financial freedom. As Binney’s flying tables show, the 
domestic objects that constituted the séance stage a kind of revolt against their proper roles in the 
kitchen. As kitchens are turned into the spaces of séances filled with uncooperative furniture and 
cookware, women’s roles as homemakers are necessarily blocked—if for no other reason than 
the equipment for such labor is no longer available. This is a direct assault on the kind of 
homemaking guidebook addressed in my first chapter. In her guide, Victor, like many authors of 
this genre, emphasizes order as the primary means to a well-run household. In particular, she 
emphasizes the ordering of space and of its domestic objects — particularly tables — as a key 
facet in women’s successful management of the home. Her guide contains diagrams of well-set 
tables, instructing her readers on how to host a range of events. The séance suggests then that 
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women’s roles can be reimagined only once the table has been “tilted” and the domestic space 
reconfigured. The disordered home is the necessary precondition for reimagined womanhood. 
 Furthermore, when the séance is understood through the theoretical frame Brown lays 
out, we can see it as a revolt against a modern economic structure. These domestic objects refuse 
to transition into modernized objects that adhere to an economic function, thereby thwarting the 
very flow of economic progress. Joyce Warren has recently argued for a closer look at how the 
nineteenth century thought about economics within the ideology of separate spheres. Warren 
shows how essential women’s lack of economic freedom was to marriage contracts and the 
difficulties of divorce litigation. The argument for women’s economic independence was not 
mainstream with only some radical thinkers like Woodhull advocating for it. Woodhull once 
again likens marriage to prostitution as both are structured through women’s essential economic 
dependence on men:  
 [Prostitutes] submit to a degradation simply because they see no alternative except self- 
 support, and they see no means for that. To put on the semblance of holiness they cry out  
 against those who, for like reasons, submit to like degradation; the only difference  
 between the two being in a licensed ceremony, and a slip of printed paper costing twenty- 
 five cents and upward. (The Truth 60)  
Woodhull compares marriage to prostitution, highlighting the essential role of economic 
dependence in the subjugation of women. 
 
Forms of Grief: Phelps and a Feminine Afterlife 
 While Woodhull’s revolution was enacted in the public sphere, Phelps articulated her 
reformist ideals through writing rather than direct action. Critics such as Baym and Duquette 
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have mentioned Phelps’ turn to writing as the sole means of expressing her feminism, but have 
not interrogated the varying manifestations of these beliefs in both her fiction and nonfiction. By 
casting the Gates novels in light of feminist reform movements, this chapter endeavors to 
examine the development of Phelps’ feminism through the nineteenth century. In The Gates 
Ajar, Phelps begins a critique of domestic ideology that will become more pronounced in her 
later novels and essays. Generally speaking, the Gates novels do not present an overhaul of 
domestic ideology, as Woodhull does in her demand for a radical revision of marriage. Rather, 
they critique the lived reality of domesticity by presenting a utopian heaven containing more 
self-possessed women in happier homes and stronger marriages: thus Phelps sees potential 
within domestic ideology, in its most idealized form, to overcome women’s pervasive 
dissatisfaction over the loss of self she identifies in Unhappy Girls. Indeed in The Gates Ajar the 
protagonist’s aunt Winifred often rhapsodizes about the idyllic celestial home: 
A happy home is the happiest thing in the world. I do not see why it should not be in any  
world. I do not believe that all the little tendernesses of family ties are thrown by and lost  
with this life…. Eternity cannot be—it cannot be the great blank ocean which most of us  
have somehow or other been brought up to feel that it is, which shall swallow up, in a  
pitiless, glorified way, all the little brooks of our delight. So I expect to have my beautiful  
home, and my husband, and Faith, as I had them here; with many differences and great  
ones, but mine just the same. (140) 
Winifred here explains the concept of spiritual materialization in which heaven is a perfected 
version of lived reality. Winifred specifically promises the continuation of domesticity through a 
“beautiful home” and family, that are emphatically her own—they are “mine just the same.” She 
describes a feeling of possession available in the celestial domestic that, as Unhappy Girls 
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indicates, is lacking in everyday home life. Indeed in Phelps’ essay, domestic obligations are the 
antithesis to self-possession because the latter entails entering the world freely and following 
one’s own passions rather than folding laundry. In Winifred’s heaven however, the home is 
transformed by its “many differences” into something one desires to possess, like the books and 
experiences only men have access to in Unhappy Girls. Spiritualism enacts a discursive shift in 
the meaning of the home that transforms it into a place that can be possessed and desired, rather 
than solely the site of endless chores and self-sacrifice. As the novel will show, heaven’s “great 
differences” in the construction and functioning of the domestic are in fact what render it a 
desirable and tangible possession for women. It is in the crux of these heavenly domestic 
differences that this chapter explores how the Gates trilogy addresses Spiritualism’s relationship 
to feminism. Specifically, I argue that in Phelps’ vision, the domestic realm persists in heaven, 
but with new possibilities for women’s freedom beyond the restrictive realm of domestic 
ideology. In the Gates novels, domestic ideology’s failures are highlighted through the idealized 
presentation of the home in the afterlife. 
 All three Gates novels follow their protagonists through transformative experiences that 
lead to new more profound understandings of death, and The Gates Ajar, published in 1868, is 
the most directly concerned with the war. In a helpful reading of Phelps’ use of tense in The 
Gates Ajar, Cindy Weinstein argues that her subtle moves between past and present tense reflect 
the disorientation of the grieving process.4 Justine Murison has shown how the Gates trilogy, and 
                                                
4 For a reading of mourning in The Gates Ajar see Desiree Henderson’s Grief and Genre in American Literature, 
1790-1870 (Routledge, 2011), for information on Phelps’ popularity abroad see Transatlantic Conversations: 
Nineteenth-Century American Women’s Encounters with Italy and the Atlantic World eds. Beth L. Luck, Sirpa 
Salenius, et al (University of New Hampshire Press, 2017); for further consideration of heaven in the novel see 
Spectral America: Phantoms and the National Imagination ed. Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock (University of Wisconsin 
Press, 2004), and for a reading of the novel as part of a larger response of women writers to the Civil War see Naomi 




particularly The Gates Between, supports Spiritualism’s claim to empiricism and critiques the 
medical community’s rejection of such claims. Because The Gates Between is directly concerned 
with medical discourse, Murison tends to subsume her reading of The Gates Ajar into her focus 
on The Gates Between. Murison explains that “for Phelps, the chief fault of medicine as 
practiced by Mitchell, Beard, and Clarke is its rejection of the spiritual components of the self, 
just as (conversely) Calvinist versions of heaven reject the material enjoyments of the body and 
the world, her topic in The Gates Ajar” (169). Rather than understanding The Gates Ajar through 
the structure of The Gates Between, I see the Gates novels as united in their shared critique of 
domestic ideology. By looking closely at The Gates Ajar, I argue that it inaugurates the trilogy as 
a feminist project concerned with both medical and domestic discourses. Indeed Lisa Long 
argues that The Gates Ajar is itself directly concerned with “nerve disease” and the “symptoms 
of insensibility” S. Weir Mitchell identified as emerging from the Civil War (61).5 Putting Phelps 
in dialogue with Mitchell, Long argues that both “recognize that psychic healing is contingent 
upon physical integrity—though Phelps suggests that rehabilitation of a dead loved one’s body 
may effect the living’s cure. Whereas Mitchell designs scientific remedies for his patients, 
Phelps offers a spiritual solution: the promise of corporeal heaven” (61). While Long offers an 
insightful reading into Civil War induced pathologies in Phelps’ text, she sees her attention to the 
war as antithetical to a feminist reading, claiming that the “interest in Phelps as a prototypical 
feminist…[has] stripped the novel of its historical context” (65).6 As Long herself admits, The 
                                                
5 Mitchell treated patients who suffered from neurological disorders following the Civil War. In Long’s words, 
“Mitchell describes patients who apparently suffer from neurological disorders but their illnesses are also 
metaphoric for the distorted ways in which many postbellum American perceived their worlds” (61). His 1866 short 
story, “The Case of George Dedlow,” published in the Atlantic, addresses such illnesses.  
6 Long argues that Mary’s ailments in The Gates Ajar reflect what Mitchell identifies as physically manifested 
psychological symptoms brought on by the war: “her psychological wounds are expressed through the deterioration 
and distortion of her own physical senses” (61).  
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Gates Ajar is clearly indebted to “spiritualist practice and beliefs,” though her analysis stops 
short of recognizing the historical relationship of Spiritualism and feminism (65).  
        The Gates Ajar is a kind of guidebook for navigating the grieving process as its 
protagonist, Mary, learns how to cope with the loss of her brother Royal, killed in the Civil War. 
The novel, told through Mary’s diary, is a first-person account of her experience of grief. Mary’s 
aunt Winifred is a sage-like figure, providing reassurance to her niece through a picture of a 
“reasonable heaven” in which the dead exist in a perfected yet familiar version of our world 
(Gates Ajar 125). Critics such as Bridget Bennett have argued that Winifred’s proselytizing of a 
recognizable afterlife serves the novel’s primary function of providing comfort to its readers. As 
I will show, however, the novel’s consolatory function is coupled with the beginnings of a 
feminist strain that runs throughout the three novels. This is accomplished both through the fact 
that Winifred is the primary bearer of spiritual knowledge over the more rigid worldview of her 
male counterparts, and in her rejection of empiricism. As Long points out, Winifred dismisses 
empiricism in her image of heaven and instead “boldly builds a material argument with no 
empirical evidence” (72). While Long resists a feminist reading of Phelps’ novel, I argue that 
Winifred’s indifference to objective proof anticipates the gendered dichotomy between emotion 
and empiricism that will gain traction in the later novels and in the widening divide between 
Spiritualism and medicine that characterized the late century. As this chapter will explain in 
more detail, doctors such as George Beard argued that Spiritualism’s empirical claims were 
fallacies because fact cannot be deduced from subjective experience: thus one’s feeling that a 
ghost is present at a séance cannot be extrapolated as truth. Winifred however does away with 
the need for empiricism altogether, instead privileging sensory-based ways of knowing—she 
feels the presence of those who died and thus knows they are around her. By the third novel, 
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such authority is an explicit rejection of the rise of male-dominated medical ideology in the 
1880s, and its claim that mysterious phenomena are the product of nerves, not ghosts.  
 In The Gates Ajar, Mary, as well as the Minister Dr. Bland, must come to accept 
Winifred’s theory of spiritual materialization in order to process death. After Mary’s brother is 
killed, Winifred assures her that heaven follows the structure of Platonic ideals: 
 Whatever of God is expressed to us in this world by flower, or blade of grass, or human  
 face, why should not that be expressed forever in heaven by something corresponding to  
 flower, or grass, or human face? I do not mean that the heavenly creation will be less real  
 than these, but more so. Their ‘spirituality’ is of such a sort that our gardens and forests  
 and homes are but shadows of them. (145) 
Against the Deacon and the Minister’s Calvinistic worldview, Winifred asserts that heaven is not 
“abstract” or a place where spirits “float around,” but rather a human world with “parlors, rooms, 
and chambers” and even pianos (172). This is so comforting to Mary that, by the end of the novel 
when Winifred also dies, Mary does not grieve as she did with the loss of her brother. Mary 
reflects on Winifred’s death and her changed experience: “It happened so naturally and so 
happily, she was so glad when the time came, and she made me so glad for her sake, that I 
cannot grieve. I say it from my honest heart, I cannot grieve. In the place out of which she has 
gone, she has left me peace” (242). In learning about the spiritual world from her aunt, and 
letting go of the Minister’s version of an abstracted heaven, Mary’s grief—both over her brother 
and now her aunt—transforms into a feeling of peace. This is in contrast to the beginning of the 
novel when, learning of her brother’s death, she is in anguish, “imprisoned” in a now unfamiliar 
home: 
 I walk up and down and wonder that I ever called it home. Something is the matter with  
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 the sunsets; they come and go, and I do not notice them. Something ails the voices of the  
 children, snowballing down the street; all the music has gone out of them, and they hurt  
 me like knives. The harmless, happy children!—and Roy loved the little children. (2) 
Phelps’ defamiliarization of the home increasingly becomes, as the novels progress, a 
mechanism by which she critiques domestic ideology. As I will show, this uncanniness is even 
more pronounced in the later novels, wherein the earthly home is a locus of nervousness rather 
than the emotional comfort it promises. Here Mary’s lost sense of wellbeing can only be 
recuperated through her newfound knowledge of heaven’s idyllic domestic realm wherein she 
will be with Roy once again. 
        Winifred is so confident in her understanding of the afterlife that she approaches even her 
own death with a peaceful acceptance that she encourages Mary to embrace: “‘It will be like 
going around the corner, don’t you see? …You will know that I am there all the while, though 
hidden, and that if you call me I shall hear’” (235). Furthermore, Winifred imparts this 
knowledge not only on Mary, but also on Dr. Bland whom Weinstein describes as “utterly 
useless in the face of Mary’s great grief”: “He is unsympathetic, obsessively focused on the rules 
of conduct for grieving, and disconnected, except on the most abstract of levels, from Mary’s 
experience” (Time, Tense 70). Bland’s concern with the “rules of conduct for grieving” is 
inadequate when he experiences his own tragedy. Halfway through the novel, his wife dies in an 
accidental fire that their son starts. Winifred senses this tragedy is coming, telling Mary that 
something bad will befall the minister because “he speaks a foreign tongue when he talks of 
bereavement, of death, of the future life” (110). 
        Bland’s tragic loss is a surprising twist in the novel that quite literally interrupts Mary’s 
narration: “A dreadful thing has happened! I was in the middle of my sentence, when I heard a 
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commotion in the street, and a child’s voice shouting incoherently something about the doctor, 
and ‘mother’s killed! O, mother’s killed! Mother’s burnt to death!’” (211). Mrs. Bland’s death 
ruptures the text, embodying what Weinstein understands as grief’s challenge to “normative 
notions of sequence” (Time, Tense 75). This disorientation also resonates with the larger theme 
of the disrupted domestic present throughout the trilogy. The earthly home and family unit are 
fallible and subject to sudden loss and family conflict—what Beyond the Gates will refer to as 
the “burden” and “fret” of home life.     
        Before his wife’s death, Bland fought often with Winifred over the meaning of death, 
arguing for the “bland vision of heaven” that Phelps saw in Calvinism (Murison 166). After his 
wife’s death however, Bland reluctantly turns to Winifred for reassurance: “You said once some 
pleasant things about heaven?’ he said…half appallingly…hesitating; like a man and like a 
minister, hardly ready to come with all the learning of his schools and commentators and sit at 
the feet of a woman” (219, emphasis my own). Winifred senses that Bland’s difficulty in 
believing her theory of spiritual materialism is in part his resistance to listening to a woman. 
However, after speaking with her, there is a tangible shift in Bland’s belief structure that Mary 
senses in his sermons: 
        Dr. Bland gave us a good sermon yesterday. There is an indescribable change in all his 
        sermons. There is a change, too, in the man and that something more than the 
        haggardness of grief. I not only respect him and am sorry for him, but I feel more ready 
        to be taught by him than ever before. A certain indefinable humanness softens his eyes 
        and tones, and seems to be creeping in everything that he says. Yet, on the other hand, 
        his people say that they have never heard him speak such pleasant, helpful things 
        concerning his and their relations to God. (223) 
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Thus, in addition to documenting Mary’s transition into a more manageable form of grieving, the 
novel also shows Bland’s transformation into an acceptance of a woman’s understanding of 
spiritual materialization and thus the promise of comfort for his loss as well. 
  
A Bomb Shell: Woodhull and Henry Ward Beecher 
 Both Woodhull and Phelps understood the political potential in Spiritualism’s focus on 
women. Woodhull took a radical step in her mission for women’s freedom when, on November 
2, 1872, she published an article in which she accused preacher Henry Ward Beecher of having 
an affair with one of his married congregants, Elizabeth Tilton. The article declared her 
intentions: “It is not…Mr. Beecher as the individual that I pursue, but Mr. Beecher as the 
representative man: Mr. Beecher as a power in the world; and Mr. Beecher as my auxiliary in a 
great war for freedom, or Mr. Beecher as a violent enemy and a powerful hindrance to all that I 
am bent on accomplishing” (Beecher-Tilton 12). Popular papers delighted in covering sordid 
court cases, and particularly that of Beecher who was brought up on charges of adultery 
following Woodhull’s exposure of his affair. The case made headline news for years, and 
Woodhull’s promise that this revelation would “burst like a bomb-shell into the ranks of the 
moralistic social camp” was realized (Beecher-Tilton 9). The scandal achieved such fame partly 
because Beecher’s more liberal interpretation of Christianity earned him one of the largest 
congregations in the country (Frisken 88). He also came from a famous family—he was the 
brother of Catherine Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe. 
 According to Woodhull, she tried to persuade Beecher to include gender rights in his own 
platform for political reform, and when he refused she was left with no choice but to expose his 
“seething falsehood and hypocrisy” (Beecher-Tilton 10). She first did so at an 1872 meeting of 
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the American Association of Spiritualists, and then, despite the backlash from Spiritualists who 
denounced her revelation as too extreme, Woodhull decided to publish “The Beecher-Tilton 
Scandal.” Here she details her motivations:  
I am engaged in offering, and in some sense conducting, a social revolution on the marriage 
question. I have strong convictions to the effect that this institution, as a bond or promise to 
love another to the end of life, and forego all other loves or passional gratifications, has 
outlived its day of usefulness…that the most intelligent and really virtuous of our citizens, 
especially in the large cities of Christendom, have outgrown it. (Beecher-Tilton 9) 
In Woodhull’s eyes, Beecher is one such Christian whose hypocrisy must be exposed to further 
her marriage revolution. Woodhull proclaims that she has no choice but to reveal Beecher’s 
insincerity and show the country that free love, far from a perverse practice, was in fact a natural 
inclination. In 1874, following Woodhull’s exposure of the affair, Theodore Tilton, Elizabeth’s 
husband, filed with the Brooklyn court, charging Beecher with adultery. The trial was a 
spectacle, drawing large crowds with its “parade of celebrity witnesses” such as Susan B. 
Anthony (Holland 110).  
 Woodhull’s “method of warfare,” as she calls it, must entail the public humiliation of 
Beecher and Tilton because of their hypocrisy in living by free-love doctrine while denouncing 
it. If “every revolution has its terrible cost,” then they are, as Woodhull claims, the deserving 
sacrifice. This exposure was for Woodhull a necessary step towards her utopian vision for a 
society that will inevitably transcend marriage: “The supercedure of marriage in the near future, 
by some kind of socialistic arrangement, is as much a foregone conclusion with all the best 
thinkers of to-day as was the approaching dissolution of slavery no more than five or ten years 
before its actual abolition in the late war” (Beecher-Tilton 9). Throughout Woodhull’s writing, 
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she makes the parallel between slavery and marriage to show how the latter relies on acts of 
possession in ways detrimental to women. The parallel also functions as a means of 
demonstrating how marriage, like slavery, is an institution that can end.    
 Appalled by Woodhull’s political platform and a key figure in the period’s conservative 
movements, Anthony Comstock successfully brought her up on obscenity charges for 
distributing the story of the Beecher-Tilton scandal in her weekly paper: under the Comstock 
Act, it was illegal to send obscene books and pamphlets by mail. As Woodhull points out 
however, these charges were clearly biased as many other papers continued to publish and re-
publish the story of the scandal, often quoting Woodhull’s article. The hypocrisy inherent in 
Comstock’s selective charges speaks to a tense and changing landscape for the place of gender 
within print media. Indeed as Woodhull’s central involvement in the scandal attests, the entire 
scandal hinges not simply on revealing the nefarious escapades of a politically powerful man, but 
tellingly it emerges out of a debate that raged at the turn of the century over women’s sexual 
freedom. Obviously enough, Comstock charged Woodhull not simply because she published the 
scandal, as hers was one amongst a sea of papers to do so, but because he was fighting a larger 
war against not only women’s liberation, but women’s increased prevalence within print.  
 Woodhull framed her rejection of conventional marriage in spiritual terms. Woodhull 
explains:  
 Now the whole difficulty in marriage law is that it endeavors to compel unity between  
 elements in which it is impossible; consequently there is an attempt made to subvert not  
 only the general order of the universe, but also the special intentions of nature, which are  
 those of God. The results, then, flowing from operations of the law of Free Love will be  
 high, pure, and lasting, or low, debauched and promiscuous, just in the degree that those  
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 loving, are high or low in the scale of sexual progress; while each and all are strictly  
 natural, and therefore legitimate in their respective spheres. (The Truth 62) 
Marriage law is unnatural because it binds people together regardless of their desire—and for 
Woodhull desire, especially female desire, is natural and therefore must be taken seriously. 
Spiritualism allowed women to transcend such rigid societal boundaries in the space of the 
séance and therefore offered the kind of alternative possibilities for female selfhood Phelps also 
felt were necessary. 
 In her critical work on the scandal, Catherine Holland understands it as representative of 
“a much larger transformation of the public sphere, where what had once been veiled within 
public life, or relegated to the ground of the private, became the very model of public 
governance” (112). The intersection of the private and public is, as Holland points out, 
exemplified in the introduction to Leon Oliver’s 1873 The Great Sensation which was the first of 
many publications to capitalize on the scandal. Oliver begins his book with a disclaimer:  
[The publishers] fully recognize and acknowledge the principle that the private lives and 
acts of private individuals are matters which concern themselves alone, and that it is a 
prostitution of journalism or authorship, to glean and blazon forth to the world the 
domestic affairs of any family. But in this case it seems to them quite a different state of 
affairs. First the parties are public characters, and have for years been prominently before 
the public as professed pioneers in political, moral and social reform. (qtd in Holland 
111) 
Although he does not blame the press, Oliver sees this trial as a pivotal historical moment at 
which the distinction between the private and public begins to erode. Beecher’s reformist politics 
already entail the entrance of the private into the public, Oliver points out, and furthermore it is 
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“their own acts” that have brought the Beechers and Tiltons to this very public display. The 
erosion of the public and private Oliver identifies also marks an important shift in Spiritualism’s 
role within feminism. By first announcing the affair at a Spiritualist meeting, Woodhull 
deliberately cements the link between religion, free love, and sexuality. Woodhull takes sex out 
of the private and into the public through the medium of Spiritualism, initiating a new era in its 
political role.  
 Woodhull explains the moment in which she revealed the scandal in telling terms:  
Standing there before the audience, I was seized by one of those overwhelming gusts of 
inspiration which sometimes come upon me, from I know not where; taken out of myself; 
hurled away from the immediate question of discussion, and made, by some power 
stronger than I, to pour out into the ears of that assembly, and, as I was told subsequently, 
in a rhapsody of indignant eloquence, with circumstantial detail, the whole history of the 
Beecher and Tilton scandal in Plymouth Church, and to announce in prophetic terms 
something of the bearing of those events upon the future of Spiritualism. I know perhaps 
less than any of those present, all that I did actually say. They tell me that I used some 
naughty words upon that occasion. All that I know is, that if I swore, I did not swear 
profanely. Some said, with the tears streaming from their eyes, that I swore divinely. 
(Beecher-Tilton 10) 
Woodhull discloses the scandal following the logic of Spiritualist embodiment, figuring her 
utterance as a form of possession that is outside of her control. This moment highlights the 
interrelationship of Spiritualist practice and feminist reform. Not only does she expose the 
scandal at the AAS convention, but also she experiences the revelation as something that 
“seized” her like an “overwhelming gust.” She claims to not remember the moment—instead she 
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is “told subsequently” that in a “rhapsody” she told the story of the affair. As Crichton Brown 
describes in his 1877 scientific examination of the veracity of Spiritualism, “there is a 
constitutional tendency in many minds to be seized by some strange notion which takes entire 
possession of them; so that all the actions of the individual thus ‘possessed’ are results of its 
operation” (437, emphasis my own). Like the possessed person in the Spiritualist séance Brown 
describes, Woodhull too figures herself as “seized” by a higher power, thereby providing her 
political stance a kind of spiritual purpose: if she swore during the revelation she did so “not 
profanely” but “divinely.” And throughout the article Woodhull continues to present the 
experience in these religious terms. She describes herself as speaking “almost unintentionally, 
and by a sudden impulse” much to the “holy horror” of the Boston public (Beecher-Tilton 10). 
Woodhull recounts a reporter telling her “you speak like some weird Prophetess madam” to 
which she replies, “I am a prophetess—I am an evangel, I am a savior, if you would but see it: 
but I too come not to bring peace, but a sword” (Beecher-Tilton 10).  
 Woodhull’s description of her speech forges a linguistic connection between radical 
feminism and Spiritualism. Not only did both movements similarly reimagine female 
embodiment, as McGarry emphasizes, but they also both rewrote the possibilities for women’s 
expression within the public sphere. When Woodhull explains herself as possessed, she is not 
simply giving up responsibility for the exposure. Indeed, as her continued coverage of the 
Beecher-Tilton Scandal in Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly indicates, she was openly committed to 
its political importance. Rather, to couch this in terms of religious possession is to solidify 
Spiritualist practice as radically feminist by reclaiming what it means to be possessed. 
Woodhull’s revelation not only inaugurates the Beecher-Tilton Scandal but also forges a more 
profound tie between Spiritualism and feminism. Woodhull embraces the contradictions of the 
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meaning of “possession,” allowing it to be at once an experience in which she is “seized” by the 
exposure but in so doing gains power in her revolution. As McGarry speculates, Spiritualism’s 
tie with feminism emerged out of a shared commitment to reimagined embodiment: “the 
experience of seeing ghosts—of being taken up with, and by another body—became a means of 
understanding subjectivity both around and away from the séance table” (154). Spiritualism 
“denied basic categorical binaries between men and women, science and magic, life and afterlife, 
the past and the present,” (McGarry 19) and was thus an ideal platform for feminism’s own 
interest in transcending normativity. The notion of bodies existing in this different kind of 
relation was important particularly for women whose own pleasure and lived bodily experience 
were so rarely acknowledged. Writers like Woodhull believed the marriage bond should entail a 
similar form of spiritual communication in which women’s sexual fulfillment was central. As 
Woodhull argues throughout her oeuvre, acknowledging female sexuality is not simply a civic 
responsibility, it is in fact the means by which a true spiritual life can be led. Rather than seeing 
sex as a force of moral corruption, these progressive thinkers saw it as a facet of religious 
practice. 
 
The Ignorant Problem of Sexuality 
Peter Coviello has recently asked what the late-nineteenth century’s solidification of 
homo and heterosexual identity meant for its artistic representation. He looks to the turn of the 
century as a moment at which we began to conceive of sexuality as “within us,” binding together 
“seemingly unconnected, heterogeneous traits, fusing them into a notion of character that was 
defined, with new and exhaustive ‘depth,’ by sex” (9). The writers Coviello looks at all, in his 
estimation, see “sexuality as a realm of experience and expression as yet uncodified, not yet 
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battened into place by the discourses in which it increasingly found itself located” (12). If 
modern homosexuality was not a “fate fixed in the stars,” as Coviello posits, then we can 
approach a movement like Spiritualism as presenting an alternative vision of sexuality and 
subjectivity that in many ways exists outside the bounds of our own modern conceptions. I see in 
Spiritualism the kind of “sexual subjectivity and sexual specificity” Coviello identifies as a 
possibility “dreamed into being in the era before sexology proved not to be amenable” to such 
visions (15). Waisbrooker conceived an extensive theory of spiritual sexuality that became 
central to her feminist project, and thus her work offers an important frame for understanding 
more precisely how feminism and Spiritualism were conjoined in the postebellum era. 
Waisbrooker was born Adeline Eliza Nichols in 1826 and renamed herself in the 1860s 
when she began what would be a prolific writing career. Waisbrooker and Woodhull similarly 
believed women’s sexual agency should be recognized as an essential part of marriage. Like 
Woodhull, Waisbrooker came from a working-class family and both married at very young ages 
— Woodhull when she was fourteen and Waisbrooker when she was seventeen and pregnant. 
Woodhull eventually divorced her husband, Waisbrooker’s died before she was twenty, and both 
women remarried. Wendy Hayden explains, “the birth of [Waisbrooker’s] daughter five months 
after her marriage produced a stigma that would influence her advocacy of free love” (39).  After 
leaving her second husband, Waisbrooker spent a brief period in the anarchist community of 
Home, Washington. In 1893, she wrote a feminist utopian novel, A Sex Revolution, in which 
women choose to fight in war as a means of achieving equality with men. She published 
pamphlets on sexuality and Spiritualism, and was a frequent contributor to the radical journal 
Lucifer the Light-Bearer of which she was also briefly the editor. The journal proclaimed it stood 
for “light against darkness” and “science against tradition,” specializing in “Sexology, or 
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Sexologic Science, believing this to be the Most Important of All Sciences, because Most 
Intimately Connected with the origin of the Inception of Life” (76). Like Woodhull, Waisbrooker 
encountered frequent legal trouble under Comstock’s obscenity law, particularly for her vocal 
position against marital rape (Wilburn 73). In 1894, Waisbrooker, like Woodhull, was arrested 
under this obscenity law for her publications in Lucifer, and was consequently embroiled in a 
two-year long legal battle that left her in poverty until her death in 1909. 
Woodhull and Waisbrooker were part of the same activist circle, both advocating for free 
love through similar theories of sexuality. Spiritualism’s increased tie to feminism was, by the 
1870s, fueled by the theories of activists like Waisbrooker that located spirituality within the 
body. In a broad sense, their notions of “sexologic science,” to borrow Lucifer’s wording, 
position sexuality and spirituality as inextricably bound to one another. In works such as The 
Sexual Question and Money Power (1873), The Occult Forces of Sex (1893) and The Threefold 
Power of Sex (1893), Waisbrooker elaborated a set of theories that placed sexuality at the center 
of the self and society. For both Woodhull and Waisbrooker, sexual attraction is inherently 
spiritual, and this leads Woodhull to conclude that the key to humanity’s advancement lies in 
acknowledging sexuality. She proclaims as much in her speech, The Elixir of Life, or Why Do 
We Die?: “I am commissioned, aye commanded?, to declare unto you, and through you to the 
world, that in the despised, the ignorant problem of Sexuality, lies the keys that shall unlock to 
Spirits the doors of materiality, and show in boldest relief that of which, the most blessed, have 
as yet caught but faintest glimpses—Spirit Materialization” (174). Woodhull aligns sexuality 
with contacting the dead, arguing that it is only through embracing one’s desires that spirit 
materialization is possible. Waisbrooker will also make this connection, claiming that both sex 
and the séance are interdependent and parallel means by which souls communicate. Woodhull 
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increases the stakes of this connection again when she says that “sexual love” is the means not 
only through which we make contact with the dead, but in fact the path by which we can conquer 
death itself. Within sexuality is the “science that shall finally solve the problem of life and 
death”— “When I say life and death, I mean literally what I say. I mean that within the sexual 
problem is concealed the law that shall enable us to solve the mystery of life by conquering 
death” (Elixir of Life 174). A significant part of the “sexual problem” to which Woodhull refers 
is the failure of society to recognize female desire, and thus Woodhull implies that a feminist 
revolution and the recognition of female sexuality have the potential to defeat death itself.  
In understanding sex as containing mystical power, Waisbrooker and Woodhull, like the 
spiritualist séance itself, bring the supernatural down to earth. As this chapter will explore in 
more detail, Phelps’ writing, influenced by this new discourse of spiritual sexuality that marked 
the late-nineteenth century, also becomes increasingly concerned with the relationship of 
spiritualism to embodiment. Waisbrooker theorizes sexuality as the primary path to spiritual 
enlightenment, while Woodhull too turned to sex as a means to reform when she revealed 
Beecher’s affair. In Waisbrooker’s understanding, love itself “begins with the blending 
of…magnetic spheres” “akin to spiritual blending”: “If spirits in the body can send out their 
forces and unite in blissful thrills, a spirit out of the body can draw near and embrace a spirit in 
the body” (From Generation 107). In From Generation to Regeneration (1890), Waisbrooker 
argues that knowledge of sexuality and awareness of personal desires is fundamental to healthy 
selfhood, the natural order, and in turn a functioning citizenship. As Hayden explains, 
Waisbrooker “believed that sex provided the key to higher spiritual evolution, or regeneration, in 
spiritualist terms. Sex, to Waisbrooker, was the most important force in humanity but too often 
seen as merely a tool for propagation” (40). Influenced by transcendentalist thought and Emanuel 
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Swedenborg’s mystic philosophy, Waisbrooker proposes a theory of “sex power” that directly 
links sexual desire with the spiritual world, defining the “spiritual as the most real” and putting 
“the physical and actual under its control” (Wilburn 73).7  
At one point, Waisbrooker describes a moment of simultaneous spiritual and sexual 
attraction during a séance:  
On one occasion, in a room where there were several persons, gentlemen and ladies, I felt  
strangely attracted to a gentleman, a stranger sitting near me, and, without any volition on  
my part, I felt my spirit lead my body; his did the same; we thus met half-way and  
embraced. It was our spirits, not our bodies. (From Generation 108)  
Like the mediums giving their bodies over to the ghosts who occupy them, sexual attraction is 
figured here as a phenomenon knowable but outside of one’s control. Waisbrooker sees the 
connection with spirits made in the séance as akin to communication between two living souls: 
just as an intensity of communication can be made with a dead soul, so too must that same kind 
of bond be sought with the living. As Wilburn succinctly puts it, Waisbrooker “threads her vision 
of spiritual enlightenment through the needle of sex” (73). Waisbrooker, like Woodhull, thus 
argues that women’s right to choose sex partners and maintain agency within marriage are in fact 
religious necessities. As Phelps will also contend in The Gates Between, Waisbrooker proclaims 
that the affinity of souls, and not the law, should determine the viability of a marriage. 
Wilburn explains the general schema of Waisbrooker’s philosophy as made up of “three 
connected sexual centers in the human body: the brain/intellect, the heart/soul/spirit, and the 
                                                
7 For further criticism on Waisbrooker see Joanne E. Passet’s “Power through Print: Lois Waisbrooker and 
Grassroots Feminism” included in Women in Print, eds. James. P Danky and Wayne A. Wiegand (University of 
Wisconsin, 2006), as well as Passet’s book Sex Radicals and the Quest for Women’s Equality (University of Illinois, 




genitalia/physical/animal. Furthermore, Waisbrooker claims that because these centers of brain, 
soul, and genitalia are linked, the only way to the spiritual is through the sex act” (73). 
Waisbrooker’s map of the body denies the differentiation between emotion and reason central to 
how doctors like Beard responded to Spiritualism. Beard argues that Spiritualism slips into 
logical fallacy when it tries to prove itself on scientific grounds because it, by definition, belongs 
to the realm of emotion: “to prove a religion would be to kill it—to transfer it from the emotions, 
where it belongs, to the intellect, where it can find no home” (Psychology of Spiritism 5). As 
Tromp puts it, Spiritualism “assaulted” the “permanence and rigidity” of social binaries (Altered 
States 70), and the medical community reacted by anxiously trying to reassert their primacy. 
Waisbrooker’s structure of subjectivity challenges “mind-body dualism,” (Wilburn 73) and 
labels “sex…the central pivot of nature’s forces in all grades and departments of life” (From 
Generation 98). 
For Waisbrooker, sexuality belongs to the highest parts of the self: “sex-force” is the 
essential component of a fully realized self and spirituality, and neither is possible if that sex-
force remains untapped. Sex-force or the “spirit aura of sex” supports the “spirit body” and is 
therefore intrinsic to the authentic self. This concept was essential to how Waisbrooker framed 
communication with the dead: sexual attraction and contact with the dead are paralleled— both 
entail an externalized force of magnetism that defies social mores and the law. Waisbrooker 
points out the potential friction of spirituality with the societal restrictions when she asks 
rhetorically, “if spirit or psychic life is, as has been claimed, evolved from a recognition of the 
spiritual in sex; are not those who ignore sex-relations except for offspring, thin and poor in their 
spirit bodies?” (From Generation 104). For Waisbrooker, this reimagined selfhood is both 




Spiritualism in the 1880s: Heaven as Utopia 
 Phelps’ Beyond the Gates marks her return, after a fifteen-year gap, to what would 
become the Gates trilogy. This novel expands the more subtle feminism of The Gates Ajar into a 
clear message on women’s limited position within both the private and public spheres. In The 
Gates Ajar, Winifred’s superior knowledge of the afterlife is juxtaposed against the restrictive 
Calvinism of the town’s minister. As this chapter has argued, this tension between Calvinism and 
Spiritualism privileges the latter as a specifically female form of knowing. When Phelps turns 
once again towards Spiritualism in Beyond the Gates, she finds new ways to offer overt social 
commentary on women’s lives.8 Told through its female narrator who, like the first novel’s 
protagonist, is also named Mary, the novel presents heaven as a utopia in which marriage is a 
powerful and satisfying union for both husband and wife—a vision Phelps contrasts against the 
inadequacies of nineteenth-century domesticity. As in the first novel, Phelps’ Spiritualism is a 
source for rewriting the status quo, although this time she turns its revolutionary potential into a 
more openly feminist project of revising the domestic. The transition between the two novels’ 
differing focal points mirrors a larger shift in Spiritualism’s cultural role. By the time of Phelps’ 
second novel, Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, along with many other radical publications, had run 
throughout the 1870s, publishing numerous articles on feminism and Spiritualism, and becoming 
infamous for its revelation of the Beecher-Tilton Scandal. Woodhull’s weekly paper is 
representative of a larger relationship between radicalism and Spiritualism that, though at times 
                                                
8 Beyond the Gates, like most of Phelps’ work, has not received much critical attention. For a reading of the 
relationship of reform to religion in the novel see Roxanne Harde’s “‘God, or something like that’”: Elizabeth Stuart 
Phelps’s Christian Spiritualism” included in Tatiana Kontou’s Women and the Victorian Occult (Routledge, 2015), as 
well as Harde’s “‘A startling reform’: Women and Christianity in the Work of Elizabeth Stuart Phelps” included in 
Mary McCartin Wearn’s Nineteenth-Century American Women Write Religion (Routledge, 2014).  
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tenuous, nevertheless defined Spiritualism’s progressive societal role in the 1870s and 80s. Thus 
when Phelps returns to Spiritualism, the landscape has changed: what began as comfort for a 
post-Civil War nation now was a catalyst for revolution, especially feminist activism and the 
new visions of domesticity that came with it.  
 Like the other two novels, The Gates Between is also a story of transformation, as its 
protagonist Mary reaches a more profound belief in god. While The Gates Ajar’s Mary 
undergoes a similar spiritual conversion, hers is a very personal journey of overcoming grief and 
coping with the loss of her brother. This Mary on the other hand is changed into a religious 
“devotee” when she encounters heaven’s social utopia (8). She is “struck forcibly” by its perfect 
infrastructure:  
 The width and shining cleanliness of the streets, the beauty and glittering material of the  
 houses, the frequent presence of libraries, museums, public gardens, signs of attention to  
 the wants of animals, and places of shelter for travelers such as I had never seen in the  
 most advanced and benevolent of cities below,—these were the points that struck me  
 most forcibly. (118)  
What Phelps finds significant in Spiritualism has clearly shifted in the second novel, and it is 
now a foundation for imagining social improvement. The idyllic domestic realm of the first 
novel’s heaven has spread to the city streets, and thus by the 1880s spiritual materialism is a way 
for Phelps to remake not only the private but also the public sphere. Furthermore, the story is 
told from the perspective of Mary, a woman in her thirties who devoted her life to social causes 
rather than marrying. She worked as a teacher, a nurse during the war, an officer in a woman’s 
prison, and “had done a little work for the State Bureau of Labor” (7). Mary’s commitment to 
helping others echoes with heaven’s social makeup, drawing a comparison between her world in 
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need of fixing and heaven as its idealized goal. In heaven, people have duties not “astonishingly 
different” than those necessary to any “organized society” (134). From “domestic 
responsibility,” to “intellectual acquisition” and “spiritual self-culture,” Mary participates in 
many of the activities she did while alive (134). Though domestic duties persist, they are not 
constraining like they are in lived reality—Mary feels that in heaven she is always “in a state of 
education” and “in training for a more cultivated condition” (135).  
 Mary seemingly dies at the beginning of The Gates Between surrounded by her mother, 
her brother Tom, and their servant Alice. While in heaven, she meets god, returns as an unseen 
ghost to visit her grieving family, and visits her father’s new home. Though Mary believes 
herself to be dead and so does her reader, the novel ends with an odd twist as she wakes up to 
discover she is in fact alive, and had only been very near death:  
The doctor is in the room; I hear him say- that he shall change the medicine, and some one, I 
do not notice who, whispers that it is thirty hours since the stupor, from which I have 
aroused, began. Alice comes in, and Tom, I see, has taken Mother's place, and holds me — 
dear Tom! — and asks me if I suffer, and why I look so disappointed. (196)  
This reversal and Mary’s disappointment highlight the failure of this world to live up to the more 
egalitarian public and private spheres that characterized Phelps’ heaven. As I will show, Mary’s 
saddened reaction at the novel’s end further grounds the text as a piece of social commentary that 
is particularly critical of women’s circumscribed social roles.  
 Before Mary wakes up in her lackluster world however, she spends time with her father 
in an idyllic heaven that contains the “most homelike” and “purest” of homes which stands in 
contrast to the earthly domestic documented in Unhappy Girls (124,129). Mary’s father, who 
died before her, has spent his time in heaven constructing a home in anticipation of his family’s 
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eventual arrival. He is the first person she encounters after she has died, and she perceives that he 
has changed: “He used to love us nervously and passionately. He had now the look of one whose 
whole nature is saturated with rest, and to whom the fitfulness, distrust, or distress of intense 
feeling acting up a super-sensitive organization, were impossible” (18). As in Unhappy Girls, 
Phelps scrutinizes domestic ideology through a politics of affect. Against sentimental discourse 
that designates the home as a refuge from the anxious city streets, Phelps instead renders the 
domestic itself a site of “nervous” affection remedied only by the heavenly home which is the 
true space of peace and rest. The home, rife with “distrust” and “fitfulness,” specifically for the 
father, thus rebukes domestic ideology’s claim to offer men “comfort after a day in the 
marketplace” (Hendler 3). The father’s improved demeanor in heaven is the first sign that 
Phelps’ revamped celestial domestic is superior to this world because affective communication is 
expanded in familial and, as I will show, in marital relations as well. The heavenly domestic is 
“more homelike” than the earthly domestic because the latter fails to live up to the ideology it 
espouses. In death, the father both builds the home and is the homemaker: Mary describes her 
father creating his “exquisite” and “modest” home with the “daintiest” and “most delicate, 
purest, thoughts and fancies” (124). Thus in tandem with his improved emotional communication 
is his presumably newfound commitment to homemaking, and arguably it is in making a home 
himself that he gains his newfound tranquility.   
 Mary enters the house “bewildered and delighted” with the feeling of a “rustic visitor” 
entering a “palace or imposing town-house” for the first time and asks:  
Was Heaven an aggregate of homes like this? Did everlasting life move on in the same 
dear ordered channel—the dearest that human experiment had ever found—the channel 
of family love? Had one, after death, the old blessedness without the old burden? The old 
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sweetness without the old mistake? The familiar rest, and never the familiar fret? Was 
there always in the eternal world somebody to come home to? And was there always the 
knowledge that it could not be the wrong person? Was all that eliminated from celestial 
domestic life? Did Heaven solve the problem on which earth had done no more than 
speculate? (127)  
Mary highlights the uncanny quality of this new place that includes “much of the familiar 
furniture of a modest home, and much that was unfamiliar mingled therewith” (127). The 
difference between the home in this world and the next lies in its interpersonal harmony. Here 
and throughout the novel, Phelps’ afterlife is blissful specifically because of its lack of family 
conflict: its residents enjoy the comfort of home without its usual “burden,” “fret,” or “mistake.” 
The heavenly home is uncanny because it is only in death that the domestic ideals of the living 
can be reached. As Phelps will go on to emphasize, most of this discord arises from marriage—
which is likely the enigmatic “problem” in Mary’s last question. In heaven people “don’t tire” of 
one another because only in “some cases” are the “choices of time…so blessed as to become the 
choices of Eternity” (150). Mary is “astonished” to find that “the marriages of earth had no 
historic effect upon the ties of heaven” and only the most united souls continue their marriage 
after death (150). Upon discovering that her father has spent so much time decorating a room for 
her mother, she excitedly declares that theirs must be a “marriage—not one of the imperfect ties 
that pass under the name, on earth” (129).    
 Furthermore, as in The Gates Ajar, heaven is a Platonic ideal of domesticity while 
“earthly marriage” is only a “temporary expedient for preserving the form of the eternal fact”; 
and in the afterlife marriage is sublime because it observes the “highest law” of “freedom” (150). 
Here Phelps resonates with the radical feminists who argued for women’s freedom as essential to 
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true spiritual marriage: Waisbrooker calls for women’s “freedom” as the only way to remedy 
society’s “imbalance” of “life-forces,” while Woodhull built an entire political platform on the 
notion of free love (Century Planet 160). In The Gates Between, the foundation of the afterlife’s 
harmonious “social economy” is made up of marriages that, in their state of freedom, do not 
“disintegrate” (129). So too in Waisbrooker’s estimation the “social evil” of our world emerges 
out of its “unbalanced conditions” for women (Century Planet 159). As Mary grows accustomed 
to death, she embraces a new sense of true freedom: “The meaning of liberty broke upon me like 
a sunburst. Freedom was in and of itself the highest law. Had I thought that death was to mean 
release from personal obedience? Lo, death itself was but the elevation of moral claims, from 
lower to higher” (48). Her statement implies that, as a woman, she did not have access to such 
freedom previously. There is a sense that Phelps also refers to a more existential constraint—as if 
to be alive is to be essentially restricted by the limits of “personal obedience.” However, the 
novel’s emphasis on the freedoms of celestial marriage suggests that Mary’s newfound liberty 
primarily emerges out of her escape from her gendered social role.  
 Like Waisbrooker, Phelps imagines a kind of spiritual marriage that answers to a higher 
law. The influence of Spiritualism’s tie to radical feminism is thus clearly present in Phelps’ 
second Gates novel. And, like her more radical contemporaries, Phelps’ critique extends to social 
structure: the “heavenly city…[is] a community as organized and as various as Paris or New 
York” but exists “without sorrow, without sickness, without death, without anxiety, and without 
sin” (136). The final paragraph of the novel reflects back on this peaceful city by subtly bringing 
light to the failures of society, particularly for its disenfranchised laboring classes. After she 
wakes up “disappointed” to be alive, Mary hears the “factory-bells…calling the poor girls to 
their work” (196). By ending with a scene of female factory workers, Phelps highlights the 
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contrast between social structure in this world and the next, further leveraging her picture of 
heavenly utopia as a comment on nineteenth-century society.  
 
Epidemic Delusions: The Pathologization of Spiritualism 
Beard’s work on neurasthenia established his as a central voice in postbellum American 
psychology. Neurasthenia was, as Beard’s famous American Nervousness argues, an illness that 
developed in direct response to the increased industrialization and unprecedented technological 
development that characterized the late-nineteenth century. Found only in the elite “brain-
working” class, neurasthenia was a marker of both affluence and creativity, with authors such as 
Edith Wharton and William James amongst its sufferers. Beard’s commitment to advancing 
psychological study led him to harshly reject Spiritualism which he saw as a direct challenge to 
real science. In Murison’s words, Beard wanted to “shield the study of the nerves from the 
participatory and religious realm of spiritualism” (161). Beard was particularly vehement in his 
rejection of Spiritualism’s claim to its own scientific veracity — many of its participants were 
scientists themselves and vocal in their support of the movement. Beard rejected what many 
believed to be empirically proven phenomena such as communication with the dead. As Murison 
elucidates, Beard anticipated Freud in his general skepticism of the veracity of personal 
accounts—psychological and spiritual experience are inevitably subjective and therefore suspect. 
Beard’s renunciation of Spiritualism was, according to Murison, in fact fundamental to how he 
conceptualized neurasthenia: internal forces unknown to us--what would become the Freudian 
unconscious-- can fuel behavior and perception. Thus, according to Beard, not only are 
Spiritualist claims false, but also attributable to psychological disorders such as hysteria: it is not 
“houses” that are “haunted,” but rather “brains” (Psychology of Spiritism 67). 
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Phelps’ last Gates novel, The Gates Between, was published in 1887 in the midst of this 
debate between Spiritualism and psychology. The novel engages directly with medical discourse 
by featuring a doctor whose confrontation with death leads him to abandon science for spiritual 
belief. This chapter provides a new perspective on both this medical discourse and Phelps’ final 
Gates novel by considering how they are situated within the larger cultural context of 
Spiritualism and radical feminism’s joint reform efforts. Specifically, in understanding radical 
feminism and Spiritualism as both invested in the negotiation of female possession—in its 
multitude of meanings—the urgency with which critics like Beard dismissed Spiritualist claims 
can be read as partially motivated by the desire to similarly delegitimize feminism. Tom Lutz has 
demonstrated how Beard’s remedies for neurasthenia reasserted normative gender roles—women 
were cured by staying in the house and men by going out into nature.9 I argue here that similarly 
undergirding his and other doctors’ critique of Spiritualism is a desire to reassert gendered 
boundaries that the encroaching twentieth century threatened to reformulate. By featuring female 
mediums and radical thinkers such as Woodhull and Waisbrooker, Spiritualism privileged 
women’s interpretation of the unseen as it was primarily women who could communicate with a 
“haunted house’s” spirits.  
Beard’s article, The Psychology of Spiritism, published in 1879, three years before 
American Nervousness, argues that Spiritualism’s attempt to “make faith scientific; to confirm 
the longings of the heart by the evidence of the senses” is fundamentally at odds with the 
meaning of religion: “to prove a religion would be to kill it,” Beard argues, because the “security 
of religious beliefs consists in their keeping out of range” (65). Spiritualism’s interest in proving 
its theories can lead to self-destruction because verifiability would transform it from a religion to 
                                                
9 See Tom Lutz’s American Nervousness, 1903: An Anecdotal History (Cornell, UP 1991). 
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science (Psychology of Spiritism 66). Beard is invested in maintaining the sanctity of science as a 
realm of logic, not emotion—a particularly important distinction because the changing field of 
neurology aimed to be the authority on decoding unseen phenomena. Spiritualism relies on 
“human testimony” to accomplish such decoding, however the “neurology of the future” must 
push this kind of thinking “utterly aside” to instead privilege only the “testimony of experts” 
(Psychology of Spiritism 70). In another of his diatribes against Spiritualism, The Delusions of 
Clairvoyance (1879), Beard makes clear that what he finds most threatening about Spiritualism 
is its proximity to psychology. He is careful to differentiate the work of clairvoyants from that of 
doctors like himself, citing one instance in which an ill patient sought out a medium rather than a 
doctor for his cure. The clairvoyant diagnoses the man as “quite nervous,” leading Beard to scoff 
at the obviousness of this idea: “as this remark would apply to nearly the entire population of this 
country, my friend was not specially enlightened. Then followed a string of generalizations, such 
as that there was ‘congestions,’ and ‘quiet was needed,’ and so forth,—statements that would 
apply to about every bedridden person in the land” (Delusions of Clairvoyance 436). The same 
criticism could easily be leveled against Beard’s definition of neurasthenia which, in its two-page 
list of symptoms, could also be applied to “every bedridden person.” Signs of the disease include 
“insomnia, flushing, drowsiness, bad dreams, cerebral irritation, dilated pupils, pain, pressure 
and heaviness in the head, changes in the expression of the eye…mental irritability, tenderness of 
the teeth and gums, dyspepsia, desire for stimulants and narcotics,” and the list goes on 
(American Nervousness 7). 
In his 1872 article Epidemic Delusions, William Carpenter, a physician, similarly argues 
that Spiritualism belongs in the realm of sensation rather than intellect: phenomena such as table 
tilting understood to indicate the presence of the dead were in fact nothing more than a 
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misinterpreted “‘subjective sensation,’ one of those sensations which arise in our own minds 
under the influence of an idea” (29). Carpenter’s article, as well as Beard’s Delusions, reads 
spiritual practice as a contagious fantasy. Spiritualism is for Carpenter tempting and misleading 
because it feels real: “These subjective sensations, then, will be felt by the individuals as 
realities, and will be presented to others as realities, when, really, they are simply the creation of 
their own minds, that creation arising out of the expectation which they have themselves formed” 
(Carpenter 30). Carpenter, like Beard, anchors his argument for Spiritualism’s invalidity in the 
difference between rational thought and emotion-driven “creations of our imagination” 
(Carpenter 33). Not only is Spiritualism too wrapped up in the emotional, but it also denies 
forward-moving time to instead claim that communication with the dead is possible. Science, on 
the other hand, is valuable because it is future-oriented:  
As we study scientific truth, we gain a certain point, and may feel satisfied we are right  
up to that point, though there may be something beyond; with the elevation we have  
gained enables us to look higher still….I think this is a far better discipline to the mind  
that that of digging down into the dark depths of the past, in search for that which we  
cannot hope every thoroughly to bring to light. (Carpenter 36)  
Carpenter’s anxiety over the boundaries between past and future, between real and imagined, are 
tangible in his denunciations of Spiritualism: 
Now, we do hope and believe that there is absolute truth in Science, which, if not at  
present in our possession, is within our reach; and that, the nearer we are able to approach  
to it, the clearer will be our habitual perception of the difference between the real and the  
unreal, the firmer will be our grasp of all the questions that rise in the ordinary course of  
our lives, and the sounder will be the judgment we form as to great political events and  
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great social change. Especially will this gain be apparent in our power of resisting the  
contagious influence of ‘Mental Epidemics.’ (36) 
Beard also believes that the delusions of Spiritualism can be overcome through a 
commitment to scientific truth. For Beard, an important aspect of this mindset shift is the 
recognition that spiritual experience is in fact the result of a disordered mental state. For 
instance, Beard says that trances are “functional disease of the nervous system” as “spirits only 
dwell on the cerebral cells,” and thus “not our houses but our brains are haunted” (Psychology of 
Spiritism 67). These haunted brains produce even more delusions, including the popular 
phenomenon of rapping sounds made famous by Rochester’s Fox sisters. Beard explains: 
In the case of one of my patients, an old gentlemen of about seventy years of age, where I  
made the diagnosis of spiritual meningitis, attacks of noisy rapping in the muscles of legs  
would frequently come on, lasting several minutes or longer. These raps, which were so  
loud that they could be heard with ease twenty or thirty feet, appeared to be caused by the  
sudden and involuntary muscular contractions of the muscles, especially the muscles of  
the thigh. (Psychology of Spiritism 69) 
Here and throughout his writing, Beard emphasizes that spiritual experience is psychosomatic 
and not tangible evidence of ghosts. 
In The Gates Between, Phelps presents the opposite premise—ghosts walk the earth and 
scientific knowledge is useless in the afterlife. Esmerald Thorne, a doctor and The Gates 
Between’s protagonist, dies in a carriage accident and wakes to find himself a ghost now tortured 
by the memory of a hostile final conversation with his wife Helen. In death, Thorne, like the 
dead in a Spiritualist séance, is still able to walk through the world, going at first to his 
accountant’s office, invisible to everyone around him. Thorne is initially so confused by this that 
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he does not even realize he is dead, attempting unsuccessfully to communicate. By the end of the 
text and with the help of Mrs. Faith who also died in the carriage accident, the doctor comes to 
understand spirituality and accept his fate. Once he reaches this acceptance, his wife dies too, 
and they are reunited along with their son in the afterlife. Thorne’s transformation, as Murison 
demonstrates, “elevate[s] the experience of spiritual manifestations over [Thorne’s] scientific 
expertise” (169). Thorne reflects on his transformation when he says: 
It seemed now to have been an extraordinary narrowness of intellect in me that I had not  
at least attached more weight to the universal human hypothesis. I did not precisely  
wonder from a personal point of view that I had not definitely believed it; but I wondered  
that I had not given the possibility the sort of attention which a view of so much dignity  
deserved. It really annoyed me that I had made that kind of mistake” (141-2). 
Here and throughout the latter half of the novel, Thorne expresses that his scientific knowledge 
has not been useful to him in heaven, and produced a “narrowness of intellect” rather than one 
open enough to understand both death and emotion.          
Distinct from the previous two Gates novels, Phelps’ final novel is in conversation with 
medicine’s pathologization of both women and spiritual experience. Five years before the 
publication of The Gates Between, Phelps wrote Doctor Zay, which I examine in the third 
chapter and that features a female doctor who, suspicious of the period’s medical conventions, 
instead practices homeopathy: Phelps extends this interest in pathology into the final Gates 
novel. From Woodhull and Waisbrooker to Beard and Phelps, the spiritual questions of the 1880s 
were inseparable from those of embodiment and emotion; all ask, in various ways, whether 
brains or houses were haunted. For Phelps, the answer is clearly the latter--and furthermore to 
reduce everything to neurology was a fundamental misunderstanding of spirituality. Indeed 
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within the novel’s first few pages, Thorne discusses the failure of science to understand the 
nuances of emotion, death, and—strikingly—women. He explains that his work as a doctor has 
been preoccupied with women:  
Like others of my calling, I had seen the best and worst and the most of women. The  
pathological view of that complex subject is the most unfortunate which a man can well  
have. The habit of classifying a woman as neuralgic, hysteric, dyspeptic, instead of  
unselfish, intellectual, high-minded, is not a wholesome one for the classifier. (5) 
Furthermore, when Thorne meets Helen, she is in her late-thirties, single (like the protagonists of 
the other Gates novels) and healthy, prompting her to comment to Thorne: “I presume you never 
see a well woman; at least—believe you see one now” (13). The invocation of “unwell” women 
draws a contrast between the medical establishment’s perception of women as weak and the 
strong female characters present in all three Gates novels.   
Thorne opens his story of the afterlife with a sustained commentary on the state of the 
medical profession, establishing that one of his most profound realizations in death was of the 
inadequacies of science. Now dead, Thorne understands the complexities of emotion, a 
word  “which can never be scientifically used, which cannot be so much as elementally 
understood, except by delicacy and depth” (3). Only in death does Thorne come to know this 
“delicacy and depth” of which science is, in his words, “unconscious” (4). His most profound 
emotional experience while alive was meeting Helen, and again he returns to the shortcomings of 
the scientific worldview: “Science gave me no explanation of the phenomenon. I did not love her 
scientifically. I loved her terribly” (24). With this terrible love came an invisible force Thorne 
describes as akin to a symptom: “Medical men will understand me and some others may, when I 
say that I experienced surprise to come face to face at last, and in this unanswerable personal 
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way, with an invisible, intangible power of the soul and of the body, which could be treated as ‘a 
symptom’” (24). Thorne references a central tenet of nineteenth-century neurology: In Beard’s 
words, “spirits only dwell in the cerebral cells,” and that which is unseen and “intangible” is 
reduced to a symptom. Thorne’s encounter with love however is his first hint that the 
pathologization of emotion is not an effective remedy: “I loved her. I found nothing in the 
Materia Medica that could cure the fact” (24). This first experience of love provides Thorne a 
momentary encounter with a lesson that only death will be able to truly teach him: science will 
provide “no explanation” for the mysteries of emotion and death (24). 
Phelps pairs these questions of pathology with issues of domestic ideology present in the 
previous two novels. The night of Thorne’s death, he comes home overworked and angry when 
he does not find dinner waiting for him, and instead is greeted by coffee that is too hot, gas 
leaking, and a crying baby. He and Helen argue over women’s household duties with Helen 
proclaiming that his demands are “more than one woman can do” (44). As in Beyond the Gates 
wherein the earthly home is a site of nervousness and negative affect, so too does The Gates 
Between insert Helen’s “senseless anxiety” and Thorne’s “tempestuousness” into the domestic 
realm (47,46). Thorne and Helen’s conflict emerges from a mutual discomfort with their 
assigned roles within both the public and private spheres. Helen believes their child to be ill to 
which Thorne responds, “I must have an end to this nonsense. Nothing ails the baby....Pray 
remember that you have married a physician who understands his business, and do leave me to 
manage it” (47). Anticipating his eventual death en route to work at the hospital, Thorne 
repeatedly declares himself “driven to death” by work, and wishing he “hadn’t come” home at all 
(41). As in the previous Gates novels, home is not a sanctuary away from the stresses of the 
marketplace, rather it only compounds Thorne’s negative feelings and this in turn leads to his 
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death. After their fight, he slams the door and leaves the house angrily, wishing he had married 
“a woman with a little wifely spirit,” and then, uneasy and driving erratically, dies in a carriage 
accident (47). Thus the breakdown of the domestic hearth propels the novel towards Thorne’s 
tragedy as his anger at Helen is a clear determining factor in his death. It is also apparent that 
being “driven to death” by work quite literally drives him to death, and thus the novel indicts 
both the home and the medical profession.  
As in the previous Gates novels, the heavenly home is the true sanctuary. In heaven, 
people never display “an irritated expression” nor an “anxious” or “sad” one (Gates Between 
168). Rather people possess a “happiest natural absorption” in the “construction,” 
“arrangement,” and “management” of their homes and families (Gates Between 167). As in the 
previous novels, Phelps emphasizes the uncanny nature of this experience: the happy homes, 
idyllic schools, and “benevolent” institutions within heaven are a “series of familiar and yet 
wholly unfamiliar sights” (167). Like The Gates Ajar, the world is the same yet “with many 
differences.” In the heaven of The Gates Between, people are motivated solely by love, and 
“their faces shone with pleasure and with peace” (168).  
Near the end of the text, Thorne meets god and finally fully gains what he calls “spiritual 
intelligence”: death taught him to “respect the unseen” and he thinks to himself, “I am in a world 
where it is probably that there exist a thousand things which I can’t understand to one which I 
can” (149).10 Thorne has now evolved into “spiritual vision” and away from “earth-blind eyes”; 
his “terrestrial intellect” has been “celestialize(d)” and he is thus, at the novel’s denouement, 
reunited with Helen (212). Phelps thus concludes her Gates trilogy by instructing her readers to 
                                                
10 For more information on this meeting and other of Phelps’ biblical references, see Jefferson Gatrall’s The Real 
and The Sacred: Picturing Jesus in Nineteenth-Century Fiction (University of Michigan, 2014). 
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be “symmetrical, healthy human creature(s)” that resist what she understands to be an inherently 
limited scientific worldview (211).  
The Gates Between implies a link between Thorne’s development away from medicine 
and what the text presents as the mythology of the “ill woman.” As explained above, the novel’s 
opening returns repeatedly to the theme of pathologized women, and thus Thorne’s renunciation 
of the scientific worldview at the text’s end is by extension a move away from the trope of 
“neuralgic, hysteric, dyspeptic” women (Gates Between 5). Thus like Waisbrooker and 
Woodhull, whose work in the late-nineteenth century theorized spirituality through the 
framework of sexuality, Phelps is also thinking about the body, and in particular its symptoms, 
while writing about Spiritualism in the 1880s. In The Gates Ajar, Mary overcomes grief by 
accepting heaven’s idyllic domesticity just as the Mary of Beyond the Gates can only find the 
perfect familial dynamic in heaven. All three Gates novels participate in Spiritualism’s challenge 
to domestic ideology by representing the nervousness, discontent, and even violence that can 
arise within the earthly home. Quite literally upending the private realm through séances that 
infuse everyday objects with magical power, Spiritualism disregarded domestic ideology and 
traditional gender roles altogether. Ironically, being possessed by ghosts provided women more 
control over their bodies, access to new forms of self-possession, and radically different ways to 
occupy domestic spaces. Thus what began as a marginal religion concerned with detecting 
ghosts, became, by the end of the century, a platform for radical feminism and new conceptions 
of sexuality and the female body. The Gates novels articulate Phelps’ multi-faceted feminist 
vision, while Woodhull similarly found in Spiritualism a way to both express her controversial 
views on marriage and to reveal Beecher’s affair. At her most radical, Woodhull called for 
“treason” and “secession…on a thousand times grander scale than was that of the South” as “the 
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only alternative left” to a world in which “women have no government” (Rebellion 34). Though 
the “bogus republic” was not overthrown, Spiritualism did for a time create new worlds in place 








Heart Histories and Pathological Sentiment:  
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In his 1873 medical treatise Sex in Education: A Fair Chance for Girls, physician E.H. 
Clarke demands that it is time society acknowledges the physical limitations of women if it is to 
reconcile the “problem of the woman’s sphere” (12). In the opening pages of his book, he 
references Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’ well-known advocacy for dress-reform as a way to subtly 
reassert his argument:  
The gifted authoress of “The Gates Ajar” has blown her trumpet with no uncertain sound,  
in explanation and advocacy of a new-clothes philosophy, which her sisters will do well  
to heed rather than to ridicule….Corsets that embrace the waist with a tighter and steadier  
grip than any lover’s arm, and skirts that weight the hips with heavier than maternal  
burdens, have often caused grievous maladies, and imposed a needless invalidism. Yet,  
recognizing all this, it must not be forgotten that breeches do not make a man, nor the  
want of them unmake a woman. (25)  
Though agreeing with Phelps to an extent, Clarke’s final critique leads him to his larger point—it 
is ultimately women’s physicality, their “organization,” that is the cause of their weakness and 
sickness, not their clothing. His pivot into this point participates in the latter half of the 
nineteenth-century’s shift into discourses of the body discussed at length in the previous chapter. 
In 1874, Julia Howe released a feminist response to Clarke, Sex and Education: A Reply to Dr. 
E.H. Clarke’s ‘Sex in Education,’ and Phelps contributed an essay arguing against his claims 
about female physiology. In Phelps’ understanding, Clarke’s “point is that the sustained 
regularity of study which benefits a boy inevitably harms a girl” and “ruins her health” (141). 
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However, as Phelps argues, it is the “present system of education” that is itself “defect[ed],” and 
throughout her writing she was particularly vocal in her advocacy of medical education for 
women (Response to Clarke 145).  
Despite a large amount of opposition from Clarke and others, in the mid-nineteenth 
century women began to enter the field of medicine, led by pioneers such as Harriot Hunt and 
Mary Jacobi. As the century went on doctors were increasingly professionalized, and the field of 
medicine, deregulated in the first half of the century, was codified. Susan Wells succinctly 
explains the effect of these shifts on women practitioners: 
Women’s participation in nineteenth-century medicine…was uneven and contradictory: 
women entered a large, loose profession in relatively ample numbers, participated in its 
work as it developed scientifically, formed their own institutions, and were accepted into 
male institutions…and then were both marginalized and dispersed. (9-10) 
Mostly middle and upper class women had access to medical education, and over time an 
increasing number of schools allowed female students to attend. In her important history of 
female doctors, Sympathy and Science (2002), Regina Mortanz-Sanchez explains women’s 
difficult position in the field:  
Medical women…insisted that they had special contributions to make to the profession. 
Feminization could enhance the practice of medicine, whose goal was the eradication of 
suffering. Association with female colleagues would ‘exert a beneficial influence on the 
male,’ making men more gentle and sensitive in their practice. Combining the best of 
masculine and feminine attributes would raise medical practice to its highest level. 
Occasionally supporters carried the implications of this reasoning even further. Female 
physicians expected to challenge heroic therapeutics directly. As the ‘handmaids of 
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nature,’ women would place greater value on the ‘natural system of curing diseases…in 
contradistinction to the pharmaceutical.’ They would promote a generally milder and less 
energetic mode of practice.’ (59)   
Prominent female doctors such as Jacobi, Hunt, and Elizabeth Blackwell, wrote extensive 
medical texts, fiction, and memoirs. Alongside their writing, authors such as William Dean 
Howells, Sarah Orne Jewett, and Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, wrote fictional works in which they 
contemplated the complicated position of female doctors within the gendered expectations of the 
public and private spheres. As Morantz-Sanchez emphasizes, gender was always at stake in 
female doctors’ professional work and in their writing, and they were constantly forced to 
negotiate themselves and their medical practice in relation to domestic ideology: “nineteenth 
century women doctors never drifted too far out of the ideological mainstream” in order to 
justify their place in medicine (61). One goal of this chapter is to challenge Morantz-Sanchez’s 
claim by looking to domestic ideology not only as a social practice, but also as a literary one 
bound to the rhetoric of sentimentalism. I argue that, while sentimental discourse did become a 
powerful tool for rationalizing women’s role in medicine, it also served as a medium through 
which to subvert gendered structures.  
Since its feminist revival in the 1970s, sentimentalism has been written on extensively in 
nineteenth-century literary scholarship, understood variously as a literary form, a cultural 
discourse, and a political tool. While sentimentality was central to how nineteenth century 
society imagined the female doctor, and indeed how these doctors imagined themselves, the role 
of sympathy in medical discourse has not been considered extensively. Morantz-Sanchez offers a 
thorough but historical, rather than theoretical, approach to the place of sympathy in medicine. 
She establishes how central ideas of sympathy were to the figuration of the female doctor’s 
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relationship to her patients and her perceived effectiveness as a caring and attentive physician. 
This chapter argues that in considering sentimentalism’s role in narrative and specifically 
marriage plots, the pivotal function of sympathy in female medical practice can be understood as 
more than a means of subsuming the female doctor into domestic ideology. As I will show, the 
representation of the medical sympathetic exchange was itself already textually embedded, as for 
example Hunt laid out her theory of the “heart history” in her memoir. Looking at Jewett’s 1884 
A Country Doctor and Phelps’ 1882 Doctor Zay, both featuring female doctor protagonists, I 
examine how they engage with the notion of medicinal sympathy—particularly interesting for 
Phelps who is so often characterized as a sentimental writer. I argue that both writers address 
sympathy—as discourse and as literary form—to write ultimately challenging and unsettling 
stories of female doctors. Both authors also write their texts through discourses of pathology, 
engaging with pervasive cultural ideas about the meaning of illnesses such as melancholia in 
women’s lives. Both authors maintained correspondence with S. Weir Mitchell, both were 
diagnosed with ailments that required the rest cure, and neither married. As this chapter will 
show, Jewett and Phelps similarly wrote the female doctor as a way to challenge the gendered 
norms of the traditional marriage plot.  
 
Harriot Hunt’s Talking Cure 
In her introduction to Hunt, Carolyn Skinner poses one of the most fundamental 
questions at the center of women’s medical practice during the period. In 1860, Hunt celebrated 
twenty-five years in the field of medicine with a silver anniversary: according to Skinner, “one 
reporter drew attention to the novelty of Hunt’s role as a woman professionally by noting that the 
celebration ‘was called the Silver Wedding of Miss Harriot K. Hunt and Harriot K. Hunt, M.D.,’ 
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suggesting that Miss Hunt, the woman, and Dr. Hunt, the physician were like two different 
people united in marriage” (7). Hunt attended the ceremony dressed as if she were at her 
wedding anniversary, and as Skinner points out, Hunt’s “anniversary celebration framed her own 
career in conventional terms, making her devotion to her career comprehensible to others by 
likening it to the devotion of a wife who has been married for twenty-five years. In presenting 
her career as a marriage, Hunt connected herself to a traditional feminine role, resisting the 
doubts raised about her femininity throughout her career” (7). This moment does more than 
simply cast her relationship to her career as a copy of a marriage as Skinner suggests, rather it 
troubles the very notion of a stable female gender identity predetermined through the confines of 
domesticity. Hunt implies a division of the self that positions her career as an alternative to 
traditional marriage, and furthermore draws attention to how such a choice upsets normative 
gender categories: Is Hunt M.D. the husband in this marriage? Or is this a marriage between two 
women?  
Both possibilities point to the complicated role female doctors played in a world of 
societal condemnation and against male colleagues who insisted on medicine as a fundamentally 
masculine profession. As the surgeon Edmund Andrews claimed, for instance, “the primary 
requisite of a good surgeon…is to be a man,—a man of courage” (qtd. in Morantz-Sanchez 53). 
Morantz-Sanchez points out that male doctors feared that professionalized women would “avoid 
their child-rearing responsibilities,” and, conversely, that women would “feminize” the 
profession (51, 53). Because of this imposed dichotomy between domesticity and medical 
practice many female doctors did not marry and instead lived with one another. As Mortanz-
Sanchez explains, Elizabeth Blackwell, another prominent physician of the period, “confessed in 
her autobiography to the ‘disturbing influence’ exercised upon her by the opposite sex. She 
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chose medicine, she admitted in order to keep herself permanently distracted from the temptation 
to marry” (127). Women doctors would often live together, with some relationships 
“resembl[ing] marriages in the degree of closeness and mutual obligation,” and indeed some 
were explicitly romantic (Mortanz-Sanchez 127).  
Thus Hunt’s metaphorical marriage to herself and her profession speaks to the 
complicated nexus of gender issues at the center of women’s medical practice. The question of 
how to reconcile domestic ideology and professionalism persists throughout the discourse 
surrounding female physicians and eventually became, as Clarke’s writing demonstrates, a 
specifically anatomical argument: in Morantz-Sanchez’s terms, “a group of physicians who 
managed to cloak their prejudices in the guise of science that proved the most injurious to 
women’s free development” as they “transferred the grounds for the argument over ‘female 
nature’ from the spiritual to the somatic” in a claim that women were physically incapable of 
practicing medicine (54). This shift was part of a larger trend discussed in the previous chapter 
wherein debates over women’s roles became increasingly a move to regulate and define the 
female body. Clarke for instance argued that menstruation was “mysteriously debilitating” thus 
rendering women’s professional work impossible (54). Clarke insists that the “problem of 
woman’s sphere” is not a moral dilemma but rather a physiological one: “Its solution must be 
obtained from physiology, not from ethics or metaphysics….Without denying the self-evident 
proposition, that whatever a woman can do, she has a right to do, the question at once arises, 
What can she do? And this includes the further question, What can she best do?” (12). Thus the 
“irrepressible women-question, and many of the efforts for bettering her education and widening 
her sphere, seem to ignore any difference of the sexes; seem to treat her as if she were identical 
with man, and to be trained in precisely the same way; as if her organization, and consequently 
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her function, were masculine, not feminine” (14). He states that there may be “some 
physiological basis for such views,” as those women who have “passed middle life without the 
symmetry and development that maternity gives,” like Hunt, “drift into the hermaphroditic 
condition that sometimes accompanies spinsterism” (14). For Clarke it is simply a “lofty ideal” 
to ignore the physical—a woman must “respect her own organization” and understand her 
limitations, particularly in the realm of education (18). As Morantz-Sanchez puts it, “after the 
Civil War, the spiritual arguments developed in the antebellum period gave way to more rigid 
biological sanctions promoting an increasingly inflexible conception of woman’s nature and 
capacity” (205). This medicalized view held quite literally that the woman’s uterus must keep 
her at home (206).  
This chapter argues that, against such damning rhetoric of limited embodiment, women 
physicians reoriented the conversation away from the physical and into the emotional. 
Specifically, these authors and physicians took up the discourse of sympathy to demonstrate 
women’s unique affinity for medical practice. In fact, according to Hunt, it is precisely because 
of their ability to access their patients’ heart-histories that female doctors are often more 
effective in their treatments than their male counterparts. Taking up the subject of the female 
doctor in their fictional work, Phelps and Jewett similarly engage in discourses of sympathy to 
find alternative ways to imagine the lives of these unmarried, what Clarke would label 
“hermaphroditic,” female physicians. In looking at sympathy in these works, I am in dialogue 
with critics such as Glenn Hendler who defines the “culture of sentiment’s” most “highly 
valorized emotional form” as “compassion, or what eighteenth- and nineteenth-century writers 
called ‘sympathy’” (Public Sentiments 12). Hendler points out that at the core of sympathetic 
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exchange is identification, “an emotional response to reading or seeing an expression of 
another’s feelings” (Public Sentiments 12).  
The initial scholarly interest in sentimentalism was led by critics such as Jane Tompkins 
and Nina Baym who retaliated against the longstanding dismissal of the form as “bad” literature 
on the part of critics invested in modernist literary ideals. Tompkins sees serious critical inquiry 
into sentimental works to be a scholarly and feminist necessity because it provides new 
understandings of women’s lives in the nineteenth century. Sentimentalism and the popular 
domestic fiction that took up this mode “represents a monumental effort to reorganize culture 
from a woman’s point of view” (Tompkins 134). Naming Phelps as one of the essential 
sentimental writers, Tompkins explains that the sentimental novel is not “an artifice of eternity 
answerable to certain formal criteria and to certain psychological and philosophical concerns” 
but rather “a political enterprise, halfway between sermon and social theory, that both codifies 
and attempts to mold the values of  its time” (135). This initial critical push was followed by a 
range of scholars looking into the form for both its cultural and literary significations. Shirley 
Samuels understands sentimentality as a “set of cultural practices designed to evoke a certain 
form of emotional response, usually empathy” (4). “Literally at the heart of nineteenth-century 
American culture,” sentimentality “acts in conjunction with the problems of the body and what it 
embodies” (Samuels 4-5). This cultural critique is even further divided into those critics like Ann 
Douglas, who understand it as a commodified genre that only reifies structures of power, while 
others like Samuels see it as actively challenging hegemony through its evocation of readerly 
sympathy for the disenfranchised.1 In line with the latter viewpoint, Jennifer Williamson explains 
                                                
1 For interesting considerations of the relationship of sentimentalism to masculinity see No More Separate Spheres!: 
A Next Wave American Studies Reader, eds. Cathy Davidson and Jessamyn Hatcher, Duke UP, 2002. Also see 
Sentimental Men: Masculinity and the Politics of Affect in American Culture, University of California Press, 1993. 
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that “engaging reader sympathy allows the text to generate compassion for its subject and subject 
matter, so that sentimental scenes and characters promote emotional and moral education for the 
reader” (6).  
Joanne Dobson, on the other hand, is interested in sentimentalism’s “literary” qualities 
and not just its role as a “cultural artifact.” Dobson explains:  
The principal theme of the sentimental text is the desire for bonding, and it is affiliation 
on the plane of emotion, sympathy, nurturance, or similar moral or spiritual inclination 
for which sentimental writers and readers yearn. Violation, actual or threatened, of the 
affectional bond generates the primary tension in the sentimental text and leads to bleak, 
dispirited, anguished, sometimes outraged, representations of human loss, as well as to 
idealized portrayals of human connection or divine consolation. (267) 
  For those critics who do not believe in sentimentalism’s political efficacy, it is a 
dangerous form because it obliterates social difference in the name of sameness and 
identification. Such a reading sometimes, in Hendler’s assessment, is at the “expense of a full 
understanding of sentimentalism’s internal logic” (Public Sentiments 12). Hendler instead 
describes sentimentalism through Raymond Williams’ concept of a “structure of feeling,” 
arguing that “sympathy in the nineteenth century was a paradigmatically public sentiment,” 
meaning that it was not a “primarily privatizing emotional exchange between reader, text, and 
author” (Public Sentiments 19). This chapter adds a new perspective to these persistent questions 
about sentimentalism by looking at its role in female medical discourse and in fiction about 
                                                
Specifically in relation to this chapter’s concern with the relationship of sentiment to spinsterhood, see Vincent 
Bertolini’s look at sentimental bachelorhood in Fireside Chastity: The Erotics of Sentimental Bachelorhood in the 
1850s (included in Hendler’s Sentimental Men).  
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female doctors. Specifically, I take up Hendler’s proposition that sympathy is a public sentiment 
that, in Tompkins’ terms, reorganizes the world through a female perspective.2  
In reading how sentiment functions within women’s medical writing, I aim to open a new 
avenue through which to think about its cultural impact. Specifically, sentimentalism is taken up 
in fictional and nonfictional accounts of female medical practice as a means of creating new 
space for female-led medicine. Elizabeth Barnes, in States of Sympathy (1997), offers a useful 
definition of the term in an eighteenth-century context the framework of which can be applied in 
the postbellum era as well. Barnes sees “sympathetic identification” emerging in the eighteenth 
century as the “definitive way of reading literature and human relations”: it is a private familial 
feeling that serves to structure the public as well. As Barnes explains, “the conversion of the 
political into the personal, or the public into the private, is a distinctive train of sentimentalism,” 
and “[s]ympathy thus proves a mediated experience in which selves come to be constituted in 
relation to— or by relation to— other imagined selves, while those other selves are 
simultaneously created through the projection of one’s one sentiments” (2, 5). Sympathy is 
intrinsic to sentimentalism as “the logic of literary sentimentalism depends on the conception of 
sympathy as fundamentally grounded in, and bounded by, the human imagination” (4).  
 In her 1856 memoir Glances and Glimpses, Hunt uses the rhetoric of sentimentalism to 
tell the story of her life and her medical practice. Hunt was a practicing physician and prominent 
advocate for women’s place in the profession. Like Susan Wells in her 2012 book, Out of the 
                                                
2 I also see my work as part of a recent effort to look at sentimentalism in more specific cultural contexts. For 
instance, Kevin Pelletier’s Apocalyptic Sentimentalism: Love and Fear in U.S. Antebellum Literature (University of 
Georgia Press, 2015) looks at the role of sentiment in stories of the apocalypse, while Lori Merish’s Sentimental 
Materialism looks at the relationship of commodification to sentimental fiction (Duke UP, 2000). Claudia Stokes’ 
The Altar at Home: Sentimental Literature and Nineteenth-Century American Religion (University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2014) explores the role of Christianity in sentimental literature. 
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Dead House, this chapter is interested in how women’s medical writing was so often a 
“travesty—a performance of subversion dressed as compliance” (6). Looking at an array of texts 
by and about female doctors, Wells argues that this was a  “female performance of a discourse 
configured as male” wherein “the woman physician who wrote ‘normal medicine’ was in some 
sense cross-dressing as male” (6). Some doctors, like Hunt and Rachel Gleason, deliberately 
deviated from heroic medicine’s use of extreme physical cures like bloodletting to instead 
engage in sympathetic discourse with patients as a way to access what Hunt calls their “heart 
histories.” As the surgeon Rosal Slaughter Morton argued, “[a] woman physician sees life 
without its mask…[She] gets closer to the inner thought of other women in understanding the 
many domestic and social factors in illness…because her mother heart has scientific facts to 
support intuition and sympathy” (qtd. in Mortanz-Sanchez 211).  
This chapter takes up Hunt’s memoir as a crucial example of the sentimental rhetoric that 
permeated women’s medical discourse and served a range of purposes, from reimagining the 
patient-doctor relationship to justifying the need for female doctors in the first place. At the 
heart, so to speak, of Hunt’s emphasis on sympathy is the question of whether sentimentalism 
functions to domesticate and thereby render socially acceptable her practice, or if it opens new 
more radical potentialities for women within medicine. Mortanz-Sanchez argues that this use of 
sentimentality did in fact serve to “domesticate” the female doctor: their arguments against 
opponents “remained almost always some variation on the theme of domesticity. Indeed, they as 
well as their opponents depended on the tenets of the cult of domesticity to buttress their case” 
(50). Thus, on the one hand, the notion of women’s hyper-sympathetic medical practice can be 
seen as a way to appease male physicians through familiar principles of domesticity rather than 
deviating from it into the kind of othered sex, or “hermaphrodism,” to which Clarke refers. 
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Looking closely at Hunt’s Glances and Glimpses, I argue that in consciously participating in 
sentimental discourse Hunt offers a new vision not only of female doctors but also of 
sentimentalism itself that in fact challenges the domestic ideology it may appear at first to 
confirm. For Hunt, sentimentalism provides a language through which to both critique traditional 
male-dominated medicine and imagine new ways of treating patients. Thus recognizing the 
fundamental place of sympathy in women’s medical practice expands our understanding of the 
sentimental within the public sphere as well.  
 Born in Boston in 1805, Hunt went on to be one of the first prominent female physicians, 
practicing through the 1850s and 60s in and around Boston (“Harriot Hunt” 236). Her sister 
Sarah’s recurring illness was a pivotal developmental stage in her life wherein she was 
confronted with the failures of medicine: as Hunt explains, she “fervently believe(ed) that this 
experience was given to [her] for a purpose” (85). She describes her sister’s treatment: “My 
sister had lost all confidence in medicine. She reasoned and argued with the doctor: his tactics 
were to arouse her conscience; and then she would tamely submit to a fresh round of torturing 
prescriptions” (85). Sarah eventually recovered under the care of the British doctor Richard Mott 
and his wife Elizabeth, and the sisters were thus inspired to take up an apprenticeship with the 
couple (Abram 71). They worked together until Sarah gave up medicine when she married in 
1840, after which Harriot realized she would “act alone”: as she explains in Glances and 
Glimpses, “I knew I must now, in a great measure, act alone. There was a widowed feeling about 
me, which passed away somewhat in time; but it has never wholly left me. The word ‘we,’ 
spoken professionally, sometimes escapes me now!” (166). As this chapter will explore in more 
detail, the issue of marriage Hunt raises here is central to discourse surrounding women 
practicing medicine. In both A Country Doctor and Doctor Zay, the protagonists struggle with 
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whether marriage will compromise their careers. Hunt presents herself as both married to her 
career and widowed, a paradox that speaks to the larger difficulties female doctors faced.  
As Hunt’s practice developed, it emphasized “self-help,” according to Ruth Abram, and 
“in 1843 she brought the principles of her practice—exercise, rest, diet, and hygiene—to wider 
audiences by organizing the Ladies’ Physiological Society, which held regular discussions on 
health and hygiene” (Abram 72). Hunt was committed to reform, arguing against slavery and 
providing free lectures on hygiene in working-class areas of Boston (“Harriot Hunt” 246). Indeed 
her medical practice motivated her feminist ideology, and as her career developed she was 
increasingly convinced that “the false position of our sex had much to do with their diseases” 
(Hunt 159). Hunt was the first woman to apply to Harvard Medical School, and though she was 
rejected on the grounds of her gender, she was given an honorary degree from the Woman’s 
Medical College of Pennsylvania, a school which her advocacy helped make possible.  
  Hunt describes her work of accessing her patients’ “heart histories” at various points in 
her memoir, putting forward the theory that physical symptoms can have emotional causes. She 
describes a female patient’s experience of physical “weakness” provoked by the stress of a dying 
child, asking her reader rhetorically, “[t]hink you, my friend, that medicine—that drugs were 
needed here? No; it was my mission to awaken tenderness in her” by uncovering her “heart 
history” (403). The physician must not only be a “healer” but also a “consoler,” Hunt advises, 
and her Glances and Glimpses, in its mix of memoir and case study, provides instruction on how 
to practice what she argues is a more sympathetic form of medicine than is traditionally 
employed. Stressing that physical illness is often the result of a troubled psyche, Hunt argues that 
female physicians are uniquely capable of accessing a patient’s “heart experience” to thereby 
remedy the body’s symptoms. Other nineteenth-century female doctors such as Jacobi similarly 
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stressed the importance of dialogue with patients, and as Wells points out, this commitment to 
doctor-patient discourse anticipates the psychoanalytic talking cure. The problem in medicine, 
for Hunt, is its impersonal focus on drug-based treatment. Discussing her patients, Hunt explains:   
They must be approached with the sympathetic love that melts the ice of their reserve to 
tears. Such tears are flowing off of the frost-bound freshet of sorrow. They presage the 
subversion of morbid feelings, and promise a mental state in which the patient can accept 
the trials of as a wholesome discipline. These are the opportunities for which the female 
physician must watch. The hour of tenderness with the patient, is the hour for reason with 
the physician. She has then an opportunity to teach her patient the value of her existence; 
these seasons are the golden opportunities in a medical life. (158) 
Here Hunt invokes the language of sentimentalism to express her theory of sympathy—it is the 
doctor’s “love” that melts the proverbial tears of ice. In her medical practice, Hunt was 
especially attentive to problems of the mind, and thus she looked to remedies that addressed the 
mind rather than the body.   
At this moment she thus both evokes a theory of sympathy—if the doctor can identify 
with and listen to her patient then she has the capacity to cure her—and explains it through 
language evocative of the sentimental novel. As Dobson explains of sentimental narrative style, 
“the principle theme of the sentimental text is the desire for bonding, and it is affiliation on the 
plane of emotion, sympathy, nurturance, or similar moral or spiritual inclination for which 
sentimental writers and readers yearn” (267). The purpose of sentimental language for Dobson is 
to create a “highly expressive medium appropriate to the conveyance of empathy and 
consolation” (269). In describing an “hour of tenderness” that features “tears...flowing off of the 
frost-bound freshet of sorrow,” Hunt employs a “highly expressing” style that invites her reader 
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to feel not only the suffering of her patient, but moreover the emotional exchange at work in the 
treatment. At this moment the patient learns “the value of her existence” through an unorthodox 
cure fueled by “tenderness” that is in fact “reason” based: “the hour of tenderness” for the patient 
is the “hour for reason with the physician”—indicating that the doctor’s use of what Hunt calls 
“deep sympathy” is both affective and rational (310).  
Hunt’s use of sentimental style to express this theory of sympathetic exchange as medical 
treatment shows how embedded her theories of medicine were in discourses of sentimentalism. 
As Wells points out, “[w]omen doctors, their supporters, their opponents, and their patients were 
all convinced that women physicians practiced a different kind of medicine from that offered by 
male physicians at the middle of the nineteenth century. Usually, the difference is described in 
quietist terms: women doctors were less interventionist, less likely to prescribe harsh drugs or 
surgery, and more empathetic” (8). Wells, like Mortanz-Sanchez, argues that this is less 
revisionary than it may appear as many female physicians still followed the same practices as 
their male counterparts: they “worked in a social context in which their practice was seen as 
distinctly feminine but in which their therapeutic choices were very similar to those of men” 
(Wells 9). These historical realities are crucial in understanding the development of women’s 
place in the field, however unlike these previous critics, I am interested in reading Hunt within a 
larger discourse of sentimentalism as both a cultural practice and fictional form. In so doing, I 
wish to highlight the ways in which Hunt’s work is in fact not at all similar to male-dominated 
“therapeutic choices.”    
Indeed Hunt’s memoir is itself a kind of sentimental novel, moving through her 
childhood, expressing love for her family, and tracing the roots of her medical practice back to 
the pain of her sister’s unresolvable illness. Hunt feels her “greatest grief” and “deprivation” 
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caused by her sister’s “frequent absence through ill health” (16). Her sister’s drug-based 
treatment makes Hunt “very sad,” left to wonder why, “if the disease was organic...there was no 
cure for it” (83). And again she proclaims, “dear, suffering sister...I remember those pains as 
though they were yesterday! I remember also my wonder that so simple a malady required such 
severe treatment” (84). At these moments Hunt takes up typical sentimental language, in its 
“simple and conversational” style and “cliches to invoke its affective response” for the purposes 
of doing more than illicit readerly sympathy for her sister (King 45).3 At each of these moments 
Hunt ties her expressions of sympathy to concrete commentary on the state of medical practice—
she remembers these “pains as if they were yesterday,” leading her to immediately contemplate 
why “so dangerous a remedy” as prussic acid “four drops three times a day” would be used in 
this case (83). Her “sister’s health was the point in our family,--the nucleus around which all our 
desires clustered,” but her treatment, until the Motts intervened, was a failure (110). Hunt quips, 
“[b]listering and leeching were now declared to be the only hope, and they were thoroughly 
tested. Her treatment was certainly ‘heroic!’” (86). Hunt goes on:  
Relapse upon relapse in sister’s case, kept our nervous sensibilities strung up to the 
highest pitch. After blisters, leeching, and mercurial ointment had satisfied our kind 
doctor of their ineffiacy...a seton was the next thing! I could hardly conceal my horror! 
This seemed to me truly barbarous. Her exertions every moment she was capable of 
effort, was a standing argument with the doctor whenever a relapse took place. I well 
remember his ordering her to keep her room for the winter; but her own health-instinct 
revolted, and she slept in another room where there was no fire. (83)4   
                                                
3 King is here working off of Dobson’s work on sentimental genre. 
4 William Rothstein explains the seton cure, which was a cantharide. It was “a thread placed under the skin and kept 
there to irritate and inflame: the pus emitted was considered beneficial” (53) 
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Here Hunt refers to heroic medicine’s harsh methodologies such as bloodletting that were 
increasingly criticized in the second half of the nineteenth century (Rothstein 181).5 Her critique 
is delivered through an emotive telling of her sister’s suffering: she is horrified at the use of a 
seton, and nervous to the “highest pitch” over her sister’s recovery. Hunt’s critique, delivered 
through sentimental style, is effective because it evokes sympathy for her sick sister.      
Sympathy is thus at the center of both Hunt’s method for articulating and enacting 
reform. She explains, “the medical profession would not now stand as it does before the public—
rent in twain—torn in fragments—split into pathics and isms…if consultations had been more 
open, free, and true” (87). Such openness comes out of the sympathetic reception of a patient’s 
heart-history. “The physician must not only be the healer, but often the consoler,” Hunt explains, 
and women are particularly adept at such work (109). Hunt learns these methods of solace 
through the Motts’ treatment of her sister, particularly Mrs. Mott whose “sympathizing manner” 
Hunt remembers “vividly” (110). While an apprentice, Hunt writes letters on the Motts’ behalf to 
patients, describing her writing as imbued with the “sympathy” they had provided her sister. 
Such expressions of sympathy are unique to female physicians: “I do not dare to picture the 
events, which, in the course of our professional life, we became acquainted with:—the heart 
histories of women which were revealed to us as women” (139). Central to Glances is the idea 
that women need better medical care, and such treatment begins with their comfort in sharing 
intimacies with doctors, a comfort most easily provided by female physicians. Again imbuing 
her language with sentimental style, Hunt considers how some may be skeptical of such a need 
in medical treatment:  
                                                
5 See Rothstein’s American Physicians in the Nineteenth Century: From Sects to Science for more detail on the 
history, development, and eventual discrediting of heroic medicine.  
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Cold and tame minds might think there was a design to exaggerate rather than 
dageurrotype; but no romance I have ever read has portrayed such harrowing scenes,—
such inward vital experiences as we were daily made familiar with. The need of the 
medical profession being shared with women became every week, month, and year, more 
a fixture in the mind; and the gross impropriety of its present exclusiveness, became more 
evident as facts thickened around me. I was particularly attracted to mental diseases. I 
often found physical maladies growing out of concealed sorrows. (139)  
Hunt here directly compares her work to a “romance” but more “harrowing,” further solidifying 
the parallel between her sentimental framework and that of many popular novels. Hunt 
emphasizes that female patients are willing only to share their “heart histories” with female 
doctors, and is thus increasingly convinced by the need for female doctors to receive these 
stories.  
The attraction to mental diseases she gives voice to above informs how Hunt understands 
physical ailments. Again in a kind of proto-psychoanalytic sense, she identifies the mind’s role in 
illness. She explains, “heart experiences, whose evidences are broken down constitutions, are all 
around us. They take the forms of fevers, spinal affections, neuralgia….Yet, from male 
physicians the causes of disease of women, as well as the extent of those diseases, are often 
concealed!” (158). In Hunt’s understanding, male doctors do not pay attention to their patients’ 
personal stories, and yet the cause of illness is so often emotional, especially for women whose 
lives are stifled by the demands of domesticity. Hunt remarks of one experience, “I heard that the 
attending physician, with few exceptions, had said something to this effect—‘it is not fitting for 
women to know about themselves; it makes them nervous!’”(152). Women’s ailments are often 
“beyond the reach of mere medication” and thus have been mistreated by male practitioners who 
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“could not have drawn their diagnosis, without that confession from the patient which could not 
be given in most cases with delicacy except to a woman” (155). Hunt makes a connection 
between sympathy and effective medical practice—women will not be receptive to male doctors 
both because of their difference in gender and because such sympathetic discourse is not 
standard practice. Thus according to Hunt women practitioners forge an entirely novel way of 
treatment through sympathy. That is to say, in her emphasis on sympathy as fundamental to 
treatment Hunt also accesses an idea that will take until the early twentieth century to emerge: 
namely that mental disturbances can be manifested physically, and that the talking cure is a 
means of conquering such symptoms. In this sense then sympathetic identification does not just 
domesticate the female doctor, rather it creates an entirely new space from which men are now 
excluded. “No male practitioner can demand it as his right, that a woman shall make him her 
father-confessor,” Hunt declares, thus arguing that this kind of dialogue with a man would 
transform it from sympathetic discourse to a patriarchal confession (156). In this newly formed 
space of treatment, it is not the doctor that “is to cure the disease,” as the “prevailing idea” 
dictates, but rather “the doctor and the patient together” must “mitigate” it (156-7). The 
communal power of sympathy harnessed by women who study to be “physicians of the soul” 
renders them capable of receiving their patients’ stories and curing their ailments. 
 
Doctor Zay and the Dynamics of Sympathy 
This chapter also takes up where the second left off by continuing to look at how Phelps’ 
feminism informed her understanding of women’s roles within medical discourse and pathology. 
As Frederick Wegener explains in his comprehensive article on Phelps’ advocacy for female 
doctors, Phelps’ writing emphasizes “the unique authority of the woman doctor on fundamental 
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issues of women’s health and well being” (4). As with Hunt, crucial for Phelps is the role of 
women in “ministering to and caring for other women and handling the maladies specifically 
afflicting them.” She goes on to explain that “for men to attend to women in the majority of 
cases in which a woman requires medical assistance, is against nature; and that is the conclusion 
of the whole matter” (qtd. in Wegener 5). In various essays such as “The ‘Female Education’ of 
Women” published in the Independent in 1873 and “Shall We Have a New England College?” in 
the New England Medical Gazette also in 1873, Phelps advocates for female doctors, and in the 
latter article specifically argues for medical schools wherein “doctors of both sexes could 
function interchangeably or in unison” (Wegener 9). As discussed in the previous chapter, 
Phelps’ interest in medicine informs her Gates trilogy wherein she represents the 
shortsightedness of male-dominated understandings of the body. Her final Gates novel, Beyond 
the Gates, is particularly concerned with such questions, resonating with Doctor Zay, which 
Phelps published a year previous in 1882.  
Just prior to the publication of her novel, William Dean Howells was also about to release 
the serialized version of his novel also featuring a female doctor, Doctor Breen’s Practice. As 
Cynthia Davis explains, “[t]hough Howells encouraged Phelps to go forward with her version 
and even promised to publish it in the Atlantic, he penned an ‘open letter’ as a preface to Doctor 
Zay ensuring readers of Doctor Breen’s originality and distancing his own work from Phelps’s” 
(113). Both novels feature a female doctor struggling with the choice between marriage and 
career, however in Howells’ version of the story, Dr. Breen’s marriage is more emphatically 
antithetical to professional work, and ultimately she picks the former at the expense of medicine. 
Furthermore, in Howells’ version, Breen’s gender is problematized when, for instance, 
Mulbridge, a male doctor, refuses to work with her unless she poses as a nurse. Eventually he 
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proposes to her, she says no, and chooses instead to marry another of her suitors, Libby.6 As 
Davis points out, Phelps’ novel was released after Howells’, and thus can be read as a direct 
response to his representation of marriage: “To the extent that Phelps’s story was written 
expressly to refute Howells’s, it explicitly demonstrates as Howells’s novel does not that a 
woman can manage both a career and a marriage at once” (115). As Phelps herself put it, “I don’t 
feel that Dr. Breen is a fair example of professional women” (qtd. in Davis 114).  
This chapter shows how sympathy becomes a rhetorical tool to counter the predominant 
narrative of heroic masculine medicine to instead imagine treatment that is based in 
communication and identification. As argued in the previous chapter, Phelps is, by the 1880s, 
attune to medicine’s increasing move to attribute women’s limited societal position to innate 
physical weakness. While The Gates Beyond engages this discourse by rejecting it in favor of a 
more spiritual form of knowledge, Doctor Zay takes up a tradition of sentimentalism inaugurated 
by doctors like Hunt to further counter the tenets of mainstream medicine. Phelps is often 
categorized as a sentimental author by critics such as Baym and Dobson, and here I wish to draw 
a more dynamic picture of her use of sentimental style by reading it as both a fictional form and 
an essential part of women’s medical discourse. Specifically I argue that in Zay’s relationship to 
her patient, Waldo Yorke, the novel reverses the stereotypical gender roles that were solidified in 
nineteenth-century psychology and persisted through the rise of psychoanalysis: specifically, in 
Phelps’ hands, Zay replaces the dominant stoic male doctor, while Yorke is positioned as the ill 
and emotional female patient. It is striking that Phelps chooses to represent her protagonist in this 
                                                
6 see Davis’s Bodily and Narrative Form for a reading of Howells’ use of conventional gender identities in the 
marriage plot. Specifically, she argues, “While it would be easy to dismiss Howells’s rejection of this potential 
progressive and equitable match (and his endorsing of the eventual, more traditional one between Breen and Libby) 
as confirmation of the author’s relatively conservative views about gender roles and marriage, Howells’s beliefs 
about narrative energy and formal symmetry complicate any such overly simplistic reading” (111). 
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characteristically male position, as she was both invested in the cause of female doctors and 
opposed to the kind of medical practice that relied on such pathologization of feeling. However, 
as this chapter will argue, Phelps’ novel thwarts expectations of the romance plot to instead 
represent the persistent gendered and emotional ambiguities at stake for the female doctor.   
Doctor Zay tells the story of Waldo Yorke, a Boston lawyer who is injured in a carriage 
accident leaving him stranded in a rural Maine town in need of medical attention. He is put under 
the treatment of Zay who, he is shocked to find out partway through the daze of his injury, is a 
woman. Occupying the female role in this representation of what Kristine Swenson points out is 
a kind of “Freudian transference,” he falls in love with Zay and spends much of his time under 
her care bemoaning what he sees as his emasculated position (106). Ultimately, after much 
persuasion on the part of Yorke, the text ends with Zay’s hesistant agreement to marry him.  
Yorke struggles both with the unfamiliar power dynamic at play in his treatment and also 
with Zay’s ongoing refusal of marriage. He is repeatedly taken aback by his submission to Zay: 
“He felt subdued by his anomalous position,” and finds himself unwittingly pleading with her 
that she not leave him unattended, and thus he feels like one of those “dependent and 
complaining creatures, draining upon the life of a strong and busy woman” (66). In this 
unpowerful and feminized position, he achieves a newfound sympathy for the opposite gender: 
“How dare men ridicule or neglect sick women?” he asks himself rhetorically (84). Zay, on the 
other hand, is in Yorke’s view emboldened and masculinized by her role as caretaker and her 
seemingly deliberate emotional distance. However, as Davis demonstrates, Zay’s femininity is 
emphasized by various characters as in fact emerging from this professionalism rather than 
negated by it (117). Though Davis is right to point out these moments, Zay’s relationship to 
Yorke is clearly also a reversal of the traditional dynamic at play in the treatment of nervous 
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disorders. At one moment Zay looks “worn” but, to his dismay, will not tell Yorke why: “She 
was incommunicative as a beautiful and obedient machine. Yorke longed to ask what was the 
matter with her, but he did not dare. He felt sorry to see her look so worn; but he perceived that 
she did not require his sympathy” (64). Yorke’s frustration emerges here out of what he sees as 
their inverted position in the dynamic of emotional, and specifically sympathetic, exchange. Zay 
does not need his sympathy, nor does she share with him the source of her feelings. As Yorke 
remarks, Zay is unexpressive after an ordeal with another patient: “abstracted and stern,” Zay 
“still did not speak at first, or take the reins, but sat still, with a twitching of the delicate facial 
muscles which in other women would have meant a shower of tears or a tornado of anger” (137). 
Indeed it is only Yorke who shares and experience too much feeling: he is the one who 
“cherish[es] a host of feminine virtues” (134). He desires an emotional response from Zay but 
does not receive it, exacerbated when he remembers the “embarrassing fact” that he has to pay 
her for her work (94). His discomfort speaks to his position in the transference—he wishes that 
their currency were emotional rather than monetary, and in turn he experiences himself as even 
further feminized.  
At one point, Zay apologizes for her perceived coldness telling him that her “scientific 
mind” is to blame (256).  Indeed Zay is so emphatically inhabiting the traditionally masculine 
role in the transferential relationship that she even holds sentiment to be “pathological,” 
understanding Yorke’s claim to love her as a symptom rather than an authentic feeling. Zay 
explains:  
What should I be, if I could take the charge of a man like you,—a sensitive man, struck  
down in perfect health by such a serious nervous shock, knowing nothing of its subtler  
effects; a man…dependent on the creature who saves him, confusing his gratitude and his  
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idleness and his suffering with other feelings so much greater…I should despise myself,  
Mr. Yorke, if I let you drift into such breakers as those; if I allowed you to believe that  
this is love you feel for me. I should think it was the most unwomanly thing I ever did in  
my life! (199)  
Diminshing his feelings by describing them as a malady, Zay echoes doctors like S. Weir 
Mitchell who understood women’s emotions as symptoms attributable to illness like hysteria. 
Furthermore, Yorke senses that she cares more about “her profession” than her “patient” (92). In 
this way then Phelps’ representation does not follow the theory of sympathetic medicine laid out 
by Hunt and others. Rather Phelps deviates from the archetype of the sympathetic female doctor 
to instead represent Zay whose “scientific mind” and “heartlessness” directly challenge such 
sentimentalism. Repeating Yorke’s own words, Zay tells him: 
The time will come when you will bless me for what I am doing now,—for my 
‘heartlessness,’ my ‘cruelty,’ my ‘unwomanliness.’ They are three words easy to 
remember. I shall not forget them—at once. You will retract them some time. You will 
tell me that perhaps I deserved a—milder phrase. But never mind that! It is not a question 
of what I deserve. It is a question of what you require. Beyond doubt, that is absolute 
separate from all this pathological sentiment, and the exciting cause of it. I insist upon 
this separation. I will not receive any more expressions of your supposed feeling for 
myself. (211, emphasis my own)   
As discussed in the previous chapter, it is clear that Phelps was no advocate for 
institutionalized medicine, and, as evidenced in her response to Clarke, she was opposed to the 
pathologization of women that resulted in practices such as the rest cure. This seeming 
contradiction then in writing a female protagonist as, in some senses, akin to a male doctor like 
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Mitchell, speaks to Phelps’ negotiation of sentimentalism’s multiple valences across both social 
and fictional realms.7 In reading Phelps’ resistance to conventions of sentimentalism, I follow 
Dobson’s definition of the genre as “premised on an emotional and philosophical ethos that 
celebrates human connection, both personal and communal,” an “imaginative orientation” rather 
than a “literary category” in which “intimacy, community, and social responsibility are its 
primary relational modes” (266-7). As Dobson explains, “[t]he principal theme of the 
sentimental text is the desire for bonding, and it is affiliation on the plane of emotion, sympathy, 
nurturance, or similar moral or spiritual inclination for which sentimental writers and readers 
yearn” (267). Within Doctor Zay, Yorke desires to be in a sentimental plot, to find “affectional 
ties” privileged and “human connection in a dehumanized world” (Dobson 267). Zay will not 
provide him such satisfaction however, instead maintaining a “scientific” distance that insists on 
the professionalism of the doctor-patient relationship rather than the romantic tie of a popular 
marriage plot. As Michael Sartisky explains in his afterword to a modern edition of the novel, 
“framed on the surface by a conventional love story of pursuit, wooing, and marriage, Doctor 
Zay contains all the hackneyed devices of the sentimental romance: the elusive woman, the love 
lorn, wealthy young suitor pursuing the objects of his affections through virginal forests, her 
resistance, his insistence, her surrender, their matrimony” (291). As Sartisky points out however, 
Phelps presents a “radical inversion” of this conventional plot by calling into question the need 
for marriage. In Davis’ words, “Doctor Zay and Doctor Zay resist marriage and/as closure” 
                                                
7 For another take on Phelps’ resistance to traditional plot arcs, see Davis. She argues that despite its ending, 
“Doctor Zay may still be considered a counter-traditional text; its lack of an ambiguous coda notwothstanding, the 
narrative could be seen as transferring the ‘unease’ thematically associated with married life into the ‘narrational 
‘unease’’ of its ‘decentered, multivocal, and ultimately open ended’ structure (Boone 20)” (119). 
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(114). Phelps also upends the plot by refusing to make Yorke the romantic “hero,” a lack Yorke 
himself recognizes:  
The terrible leisure of invalidism gaped, a gulf, and filled itself with [Zay]. If he could 
have arisen like a man and bridged it, or like a hero, and leaped into it, she would never, 
he said to himself doggedly, have this exquisite advantage over him. He lay there like a 
woman, reduced from activity to endurance, from resolve to patience, while she amassed 
her importance to him,—how idly!—like gold that she gave herself no trouble to count. 
(119) 
Phelps’ work is often characterized by attention to conventions of popular literature as 
she was herself a bestselling author whose works were often sold as inexpensive paperbacks.8 
She was also a feminist advocate, and was thus interested in how popular conventions could be 
thwarted to reflect on the period’s shifting gender roles. Her resistance, or more specifically 
Zay’s resistance, to engaging the sentimental discourse Yorke wants also draws attention to the 
contradictions inherent in female-driven sympathetic medical practice. As this chapter, alongside 
other critics such as Mortanz-Sanchez, has asked—does the prominence of sympathetic 
discourse in women’s medicine comply with or defy domestic ideology’s conventions? “A 
certain amount of ferocity is a necessity to success in the profession,” Phelps states of medicine, 
in her story “A Homeopathic Conversazione” in which she argues that women should be allowed 
in medical school. Zay consciously resists the “bonding” and “affiliation” of sentiment for 
something more ferocious, even at the end when she has agrees to marry Yorke “worn out” by 
his persistence (254). Indeed Zay remains a solitary and distant figure even through the text’s 
ending, leading Yorke to wonder, “how was a man going to approach this new and confusing 
                                                
8 See Chapter 2 for more detail. 
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type of woman? The old codes were all stray- Were the old impulses ruled out of order, too?” 
(186). Swenson explains: 
 Although he desires the ideal New Woman, Yorke is in no fit state to be satisfied by her.  
But Mitchell’s heroic type of cure that insisted upon sharply differentiated sex roles 
would make Yorke even less satisfied with a New Woman wife. An altogether different 
sort of cure is thus required if Yorke is to become the New Man who can happily marry 
Dr. Zay….He must, in short, be feminized and then remasculinized by a strong woman. 
(105) 
Thus the text troubles the conventions of domestic ideology to instead position its heroine in a 
space of emotional ambiguity that continues through her unenthusiastic agreement to marry.    
The emotional communication Yorke specifically seeks is Zay’s reception of his love and 
an expression of her own for him. Instead Zay refers to his feeling as “pathological sentiment,” 
treating his life, in Yorke’s words, as if it were “another symptom; like a nervous sinking-turn, or 
my afternoon headaches” (211, 198). Yorke experiences himself as feminized in particular by his 
concussion that leaves him neurasthenic, and then even further emasculated by his unrequited 
love. At one point he angrily says to Zay, “it is insufferable that any woman should treat any man 
as you treat me. Because I am a patient, am I not a man? Because I dislocated my ankle and 
concussed my brain…am I to be set aside like a hysteric girl, for the state of whose limp 
emotions her medical attendant feels in honor bound to look out?” (197). Zay affirms Yorke’s 
accusation that she treats his love “like a symptom,” and the novel thus troubles the traditional 
circulation of emotion and power in the therepeautic dynamic. Not only are Yorke’s feelings 
reduced to illness, but also Zay holds the power to diagnose his affective experience.  
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In an ongoing correspondence with S. Weir Mitchell, Phelps expresses her feelings about 
the rest cure and shares her own experience with nervousness. Sounding precisely like one of 
Hunt’s patients who cannot find respite in traditional palliative care, Phelps tells Mitchell “I do 
not think it is right (for me) to take drugs. ‘What is wrong with me’ nobody wholly knows. I am 
a perfect sound—while yet a sick—creature. Not one woman in five hundred is physically, as 
well as I. But I have been torn to shreds by my insomnia” (qtd. in Tuttle 86). Phelps prefers 
homeopathy over such traditional care, and that is echoed in the figure of Zay who practices 
homeopathy herself. Thus we can see in the novel a deliberate push against gendered discourses 
of pathology, and as Swenson explains, in her correspondence with Mitchell, “Phelps breaks 
with mainstream neurology and medical ideology on the questions of the appropriate treatment 
of the male neurasthenic and the desired result. Using the more ‘heroic’ medicine…Mitchell 
would have treated men and women differently and for different results” (97). In the “deeply 
gendered” concept of treatment, women were prescribed the rest cure while neurasthenic men 
received what Tom Lutz calls the “west cure,” going into nature and performing physical feats. 
As Swenson explains however, “Phelps’s homeopathic Doctor Zay, in contrast, treats male and 
female patients similarly with gently stimulating remedies and toward a similar, hybridized 
result” (98). Swenson points out that Mitchell derided both female doctors and homeopathic 
medicine—an issue the next section will take up in more detail. 
 
Unmarried Widows: Female Doctors Out of Time  
Like Doctor Zay, Jewett’s female physician Nan Prince and the protagonist of A Country 
Doctor, must face the question of whether she will marry or work. Written in 1884, two years 
after Doctor Zay, A Country Doctor tells the story of Nan’s life which begins with the death of 
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her mother when Nan is an infant. As we learn early in the novel, Nan’s rebellious mother, 
Adeline, married Nan’s father against family wishes, and became an alcoholic once her husband 
died. Nan is raised by her grandmother in tandem with the town doctor, Dr. Leslie, whose 
investment in Nan’s upbringing leads to her own interest in medicine. Nan is eventually inspired 
to leave her rural Maine town of Oldfields and go to medical school, however her work is 
delayed when she visits her deceased father’s sister, Nancy Prince, from whom she has been 
estranged. Her Aunt Prince looms large over the text through the first half, as Nan fantasizes 
about being a part of Nancy’s wealthy city life and connecting to her paternal origins. The 
second half of the novel documents Nan’s time in her aunt’s city, Dunport, and thus stands in 
contrast to the typical regionalist setting and characters that make up the first half. While Nan 
finds support for her medical career in Oldfields, her Aunt Prince dismisses it as “nonsense,” a 
“silly notion” that should be replaced by marriage (195). As Marjorie Pyrse explains, this divide 
in the novel results in a “back and forth across the apparent borders that separate country from 
city, the regional from the modern, the nineteenth from the twentieth century” (Regionalizing the 
Modern 217). In the city world of the second half of the book, Nan’s aunt pushes her to marry a 
lawyer, George Gerry, and after much debate Nan finally decides that she will refuse the offer 
and return to medical school.  
Jennifer Fleissner has demonstrated the obsessionality that permeates regionalist writing, 
particularly in its circular and repetitive narratives. Many early feminist critics argue that 
regionalism is a fundamentally feminine empathic form of writing; a viewpoint Fleissner argues 
tends to overlook the place of the obsessive, particularly as it is so often a trait of the male 
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characters.9 Fleissner argues, however, that the “ultra domestic characters and the restless 
adventurers appear equally given over to an endless, excessive, impossible struggle against 
nature itself,” and thus the female and male characters are embedded in a similar repetitiveness 
(110). Fleissner’s critique, which she applies to Country of the Pointed Firs, is helpful in 
understanding the odd structure of the second half of Country Doctor. To put it simply, for a 
novel about Nan’s development as a doctor there are very few scenes of her practicing medicine. 
Rather, the novel focuses on her upbringing, her education, and her struggle to resist marriage, 
the latter of which takes up nearly the entire second half of the novel. Nan returns over and over 
again to the question of whether she should marry George, an obsessive preoccupation I 
understand to highlight the ambiguously gendered place of female physicians. As Pyrse and 
Judith Fetterley explain of regional writing, “regionalism constitutes a space within which 
nineteenth-century women writers could critique the construction and operation of [domestic] 
ideology, even as they sought to promote the alternative vision women constructed within their 
allotted ‘separate sphere,’ a vision that was itself at once a product of the social essentialism of 
gender and a resistance to that essentialism” (Place 13-4). This characterization of regionalism’s 
contradictory nature can apply equally well to the struggle facing female doctors who both 
employed the language of the domestic sphere while resisting it precisely through its 
characteristic sentimental discourse.  
                                                
9 For example, see Judith Fetterley and Marjorie Pyrse's Writing Out of Place: Regionalism, women, and American 
Literary Culture, University of Illinois Press, 2003, Nina Auerbach’s Communities of Women: An Idea of Fiction, 
Harvard UP, 1978, Elizabeth Ammons’ “Going in Circles: The Female Geography of Jewett’s Country of the 
Poitned Firs,” Studies in the Literary Imagination, vol. 16, no. 2, 1983, pp. 83-92, and Lillian Faderman’s 
Surpassing the Love of Men: Romantic Friendship and Love between Women from the Renaissance to the Present, 
William Morrow, 1981.  
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Nan’s fixation on marriage is striking because she seems, from the outset in her time at 
Dunport, to know that she will not marry George. Nevertheless, she remains both stuck in 
Dunport and in her contemplation of marriage, thus speaking to an innate repetition inherent in 
the very tension between domesticity and medical practice. Pyrse and Fetterley have famously 
argued that regionalism teaches its reader empathy, and as this chapter has shown, sympathetic 
identification is central in the conceptualization of the female doctor.10 Thus while many critics 
of regionalism have historically turned to The Country of the Pointed Firs as the quintessential 
rural text, A Country Doctor is particularly useful in illuminating a theory of regionalist 
sympathy. Against early feminist critics’ often idealized reading of regionalism, Heather Love 
has argued that what she calls Jewett’s “spinster aesthetics” foregrounds “loneliness and 
impossibility as lived experience” rather than creating a sympathetic community of female 
friendship (310). Love explains:  
By emphasizing the significance of loneliness in Jewett’s work (and particularly in  
calling attention to the loneliness internal to relations between women), I am writing 
against several decades of feminist, lesbian, and queer revisions of her work that have 
attempted to reframe its darker aspects and to highlight the self-sufficiency and agency of 
her female characters. (312) 
While I am also interested in how spinsterhood troubles traditional narrative form to tell a darker 
more melancholic story, I read Jewett’s use of empathy as essential to such telling. Like the 
critics against whom she writes, Love focuses her attention on Pointed Firs, here too however A 
Country Doctor can cast new light on the meaning of sympathy within regionalism. That is 
                                                
10 See Writing Out of Place, chapter 11 “‘Close’ Reading and Empathy.” 
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because, as I have shown, female doctors used sympathy to forge new gendered and professional 
identities.  
In the second half of the novel, Nan is confined in a kind of feedback loop, stuck in the 
very sentimental emplotment that both hinders and makes possible female doctoring. Like a 
nurturing mother, the female physician must, according to Hunt, “always show the warmest—the 
most affectionate—sympathy with [patients]” (157). However the female doctor also so often 
denies motherhood, becoming in Clarke’s view a “hermaphrodite” or in Hunt’s a “widow” even 
before a marriage takes place. The paradox of the mothering woman who can never become a 
mother, and more broadly, the participant in a sentimental discourse that defines the very 
domestic realm she will not enter, fuels the obsessional structure of the novel. Nan herself is 
aware of the odd progression—or lack thereof—of her time in Dunport:  
There seemed to be a sort of inevitableness about the visit; Nan herself hardly knew why  
she was drifting off day by day without reasonable excuse. Her time had been most  
carefully ordered and spent during the last few years, and now she sometimes had an  
uneasy feeling and a lack of confidence in her own steadfastness. But everybody took it  
for granted that the visit must not come to an end. (211-12) 
Nan finds herself almost obliterated by even the possibility of remaining with her aunt, uneasily 
“drifting off day by day.” She neglects her studies, falling instead into the “temptation to drift 
with the stream” as the “reasons for opposing it seemed to fade away” (212). These moments are 
emblematic of the larger drifting structure of the novel’s Dunport story. At various points, Nan 
tries to push back against her aunt’s dismissal of her profession, but yet nevertheless continues to 
remain in the city. She declares at one point that she “made up [her] mind to be a physician” 
when her aunt tell hers that a “refined girl” is meant for marriage (220). Nan resists, saying that 
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if she “does not wish to be married” then she does not have to be, but yet again stays (221). What 
also characterizes the obsessional nature of time in Dunport is the frequency with which Nan has 
this kind of conversation with her aunt and her aunt’s friends.  
While Nan does eventually leave Dunport, the text ends with an ambiguous scene in 
which she stares out into the world:  
And Nan stood on the shore while the warm wind that gently blew her hair felt almost 
like a hand, and presently she went closer to the river, and looked far across it and 
beyond it to the hills…The soft air and sunshine came close to her, the trees stood about 
and seemed to watch her; and suddenly she reached her hands upward in an ecstasy of 
life and strength and gladness. ‘O God,’ she said, ‘I thank thee for my future.’ (274) 
This final statement further prolongs the deferral of her medical practice. Her return home seems 
itself to be a resolution of the question of her life, but the ending remains open. Thanking god for 
her future, Nan looks hopefully out into the natural world of Oldfields, now finally home after 
too much time in the city. The narrative’s resistance to finality echoes Nan’s refusal to 
participate in the preordained plot setup for women’s lives —there is no marriage to wrap up the 
story. In a previous conversation with her aunt’s dissenting family, Nan explains her theory of 
marriage: “Of course I know being married isn’t a trade: it is a natural condition of life, which 
permits a man to follow certain public careers, and forbids them to a woman. And since I have 
not wished to be married, and have wished to study medicine, I don’t see what act of parliament 
can punish me,” to which Mrs. Fraley replies, “wait until Mr. Right comes along” (223). Her 
aunt assures her counterparts that she is “sure [Nan] will get over this,” but as Nan asserts 
previously, “I don’t see why all girls should be thought failures who do not marry” (222-3). For 
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Hunt too, marriage is antithetical to her success in the medical field, and she believes that 
“bringing up daughters for nothing but marriage” is “adverse to happiness” (52).  
Both the fictional doctor Nan and her real-life counterpart Hunt find themselves oddly on 
the outskirts of normative temporality. Hunt can’t shake the feeling that she is a “widow” even 
without a husband, while Nan’s narrative ends with what I understand to be an ongoing gesturing 
towards the future. As Beth Freeman has argued, heteronormativity and regulated standard 
temporality are bound together. Freeman refers to the binding of time as a process through which 
“naked flesh is bound into socially meaningful embodiment through temporal regulation” (35). 
She labels this process as “chrononormativity, or the use of time to organize individual human 
bodies toward maximum productivity” (35). Country Doctor is hardly productive in any 
conventional or progressive sense. Nan spends much time contemplating her career rather than 
practicing it, and the first half of the novel is permeated by Nan’s fantasies of her aunt’s wealthy 
life, while the second half is a turn backwards to confront her dead father. This non-linear 
structure is acknowledged by the narrator who tells the reader that life is not always a movement 
forward through time: “There must be periods of repose and hibernation like the winter of a 
plant, and in springtime the living soul will both consciously and unconsciously reach out for 
new strength and new light” (121). In the “winter” of her life, Nan visits her ancestral past. The 
ghostliness of the experience is emphasized throughout—she remarks that she will be “afraid of 
ghosts” when sleeping in her aunt’s best room. At one moment the narrator describes Nan’s 
experience in the home listening to people walking outside which evokes the ghostly presence of 
her father: “and then they suddenly became quiet, as if they had seen that the windows were 
open, and Nan first felt like a stranger, but next as if this were all part of the evening’s strange 
experiences, and as if these might be her father’s young companions, and she must call to them 
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as they went by” (121). She continues to feel like a stranger—“there were so many new things to 
think of, that Nan had a bewildering sense of being a stranger and a foreigner in this curiously 
self-centered Dunport, and a most disturbing element to its peace of mind. She wondered if, 
since she had not grown up here, it would not have been better to have stayed away altogether” 
(202). At one point a native of the town, Captain Walter, remarks of Nan “[s]he brings back the 
past,” repeating again, “[s]he brings back the past” (188).  
Speaking of the Prince family strife, Jewett again couches her language in themes of the 
deathly: “It seemed more and more absurd to Nan that the long feud and almost tragic state of 
family affairs should have come to so prosaic a conclusion, and that she who had been the 
skeleton of her aunt’s ancestral closet should have dared to merge and to walk by her side 
through the town” (183). As with the Spiritualists discussed in the second chapter, the ghostly 
here becomes a powerful metaphor for the unmoored lived experience of women, and 
particularly female physicians. As Freeman shows, heteronormativity both creates and is bound 
by temporality—thus in occupying a space between male and female, female doctors cannot fit 
comfortably within linear time, particularly that of the forward-moving marriage plot. As Peter 
Coviello explains of Jewett, “[p]art of the problem with the too-thorough captivation of narrative 
by the preordained conflicts and structure of the marriage plot, she suggests, emerges in the drive 
to resolve the question of anyone’s relation to her world” (102). Like Coviello, I understand 
Jewett’s deviation from the marriage plot to be a larger rejection of the norms of heterosexual 
romantic storytelling.11 
  Questions of the homoerotic and homosocial pervade not only writing about Jewett, who 
infamously maintained a Boston marriage with Annie Fields, but also the discourse around the 
                                                
11 Also see Coviello’s Tomorrow’s Parties for a thoughtful and nuanced response to Heather Love. 
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female physician. Morantz-Sanchez explains that “women physicians frequently formed lifetime 
relationships with other women. Often two women doctors lived together, practiced together, 
shared work, leisure, and various degrees of emotional commitment,” and one nineteenth-century 
doctor William Osler was “reputed to remark that ‘human kind might be divided into three 
groups—men, women and women physicians” (142). Similarly in Phelps’ novel, Yorke 
oscillates between perceiving Zay as feminine and masculine. At one point, he sees her in a 
muslin dress finished with satin and lace, “a cool, sheer thing” unlike the business clothes she 
usually wore (155). He is “affected strongly” by her clothing, now viewing her as “a lady, like 
other ladies, in a shelter, among little lovely things, quiet and set apart, protected from 
encroachments, forgetful of care” (158). Blending into the ornamentation of her domestic space, 
she provokes in Yorke a feeling that he is powerful again—“he had a vague sense of mastery, as 
stimulating as it was unprecedented, as if he himself were the agent, not the subject, of a new 
experience in which he drew from her a consecration to a dream” (158). This tension inherent in 
Zay’s gender, and Yorke’s desire that she take her proper place “among little lovely things,” 
leads the novel to an ending that, like Jewett’s, is anything but resolute. 
The reading of Zay’s ending as open-ended is not universally agreed upon. Swenson for 
instance argues that Jewett’s and Phelps’ texts differ precisely in their female protagonists’ 
conclusions: “Jewett’s Nan Prince…is…an instructive contrast to Zay and arguably a more 
believable character” because she remains single, while “Phelps…wanted to demonstrate that 
marriage and a career were not irreconcilable for women” (102). Swenson’s theory echoes one of 
Jewett’s contemporary reviews: “Miss Phelps’s Doctor Zay makes up her mind after a 
distressing mental conflict, and she can contrive to combine matrimony with the exercise of her 
professional abilities in a more limited area than she originally intended. Miss Jewett’s 
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Nan…declares her decision to follow and abide by the sure prompting of her nature” (Miss 
Jewett’s First Novel 211). However, I understand the ending of Phelps’ novel to be similarly 
unsettled and unsettling, closing with an ambiguity that thwarts the trope of marriage as ultimate 
resolution. It seems as though Zay has accepted Yorke’s marriage proposal, but without 
conviction or enthusiasm: “You can save yourself from this great risk,” Zay instructs him in the 
closing pages, urging him to leave her rather than choosing the complicated life marrying her 
would entail (257). “I wish you would go,” she tells him directly after, proclaiming “if we fail, 
we shall be the most miserable people that ever mistook a little attraction for a great love” (258). 
Her ambivalence is met with Yorke’s demand that she has “had her way long enough” and that 
his “turn has come,” begging her to “grant” him this “little proof” of her love (258). She 
responds ambiguously asking “is that all?” and then takes his arm, “glid[ing] across the little 
distance that lay between them” (258).  
Swenson argues that for Phelps “in the interests of realism, of expanding professional 
opportunities for married women, and—frankly—of appealing to readers who preferred romantic 
closure, Doctor Zay should marry” (102). Swenson’s argument is framed primarily by the 
relationship of Phelps’ text to the burgeoning field of neurology, however when read within the 
larger context of Phelps’ interest in challenging the power imbalances of marriage, the ending 
can be read as a moment of deferred futurity like Jewett’s. Both novels upend the traditional 
marriage plot speaking to a queer temporality that the female physician must in some sense 
embrace. They defy the finality and legibility of sentimentalism, refusing to “deliberately 
employ[] the familiar,” as Williamson defines sentimentalism to typically do (5). In rejecting 
such knowability, A Country Doctor instead creates a new and in many ways uncertain world for 
its female protagonist. Like Zay, there simply is not a defined role for Nan in this society— and 
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this placelessness characterizes her life as an orphan as well. Dr. Leslie describes her paradoxical 
combination of both regional and city personality traits: “there is an amusing trace of provincial 
self-reliance and self-respect and farmer-like dignity….She is more a child of the soil than any 
country child I know, and yet she would not put a city household to shame” (81). As Pyrse has 
shown, the internal divide between Nan’s mother’s country roots and her father’s city family 
plays out in Nan’s indecisiveness over where to live. The conflict also interestingly stages the 
regional, and not the urban, as the location of modern thoughts about gender—Dr. Leslie and 
other of Nan’s country companions are more accepting of her work as a physician than her 
family in the city.   
The same dichotomy is at play in Doctor Zay, where the rural, though much derided by 
Yorke, is in fact the location of progressive thought. Yorke at one point refers to the residents of 
the town as “natives,” and sarcastically calls the town a “metropolis,” and at another referring to 
the landscape as “pathetic” and “desolat[e],” “like the corpse of the world” (15). Though he sees 
himself as superior to what he understands to be a backward rural setting, it is of course Yorke 
who struggles with being treated by a female doctor. Zay on the other hand is repeatedly aligned 
with the rural through both her location and her use of homeopathic treatment. Yorke describes 
Zay as possessing the “mysterious odic force of the healer, which is above science, and beyond 
experience, and behind theory” (99), resonating with Jewett’s natural healer Mrs. Todd in 
Country of the Pointed Firs. As Richard Brodhead explains, “[t]hrough Mrs. Todd’s herbal 
medicines Jewett characterizes the summer landlady as a curative figure, indeed as the 
embodiment of the therapeutic” (146). Zay too is a “homeopathist,” a fact Yorke finds initially 
reassuring because his mother prefers homeopathy and “women feel so strongly about these 
things” (38-9).  Zay prescribes Yorke natural remedies—“aconite pellets for shock and 
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restlessness” and identifies his eyes as possessing a “cinchona look”—a homeopathic treatment 
for exhaustion (Swenson 105).   
These moments are embedded in a larger cultural conflict between homeopathy, 
associated often with women, and the masculine medical establishment. Anne Kirschmann 
explains this clash: “Of the various competing medical systems popular during the early part of 
the nineteenth century, homeopathy posed the clearest institutional and economic threat to the 
regular medical profession” (8). Developed in Germany in the late 1700s by Samuel 
Hahnemann, homeopathy made its way into the United States through German physicians in the 
1820s. Through the nineteenth century, women played a major role in the evolution of the field, 
and “during the last two decades of the nineteenth century, they were 15 percent of all 
homeopathic medical school graduates and assumed active roles in homeopathic institutions and 
organizations” (Kirschmann 7). However, as Kirschmann and Morantz-Sanchez similarly point 
out, the association of female physicians with homeopathy primarily is a misnomer, as many 
women in fact needed to conform to mainstream medical orthodoxy as a way of being accepted 
into the profession. However, there was still a cultural association between women and this 
medicinal form, and we can see that in both Phelps’ and Jewett’s representations.    
In homeopathic practice, “both patients’ emotions and thoughts—like their physical 
sensations—were considered part of the anatomy of illness, symptoms of a deranged vital force 
no different from pains in the legs or back” (17). Though Hunt was not a homeopath, her patient-
directed form of treatment parallels homeopathy’s: Kirschmann explains that in homeopathic 
treatment “patients’ words, even their self-absorption, were important clues leading to a 
physician’s success” (17). This important place of homeopathy in history of women’s place in 
medicine provides a frame for thinking about the ruralism of Jewett’s most famous novel, The 
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Country of the Pointed Firs. While A Country Doctor addresses the role of the female doctor in 
society, I read The Country of the Pointed Firs as engaging with the meaning of pathologies. 
 
Country of the Pointed Firs’ Melancholic Landscape  
Early in Jewett’s The Country of the Pointed Firs, the narrator, referring to herself in the 
third person, ponders the difficulty of writing: “One anxious scribe felt very dull that day; a 
sheep-bell tinkled near by, and called her wandering wits after it. The sentences failed to catch 
these lovely summer cadences” (13). Fifteen years earlier, psychologist George Beard also 
considered the relationship between writing and anxiety to be a crucial one: “the special nervous 
engine” that controls our ability to write is in modern times “liable to derangement from which 
those of older formation are comparatively exempt” (American Nervousness 101). Jewett’s 
narrator returns to Dunnet Landing to retreat from this anxiety-ridden modern world and find an 
environment conducive to writing—a world immersed in the “older formations” to which Beard 
refers. Defined by Beard as a lack of “nerve-force,” nervousness was an umbrella term for a 
whole host of symptoms—from fatigue to feminization—that became a valorized sign at the turn 
of the century of America’s intellectual and industrial progress. As Lutz has demonstrated, 
Beard’s articulation of the disease becomes enmeshed in the causes of the disease—Beard relies 
on the language and metaphors of economy, energy, and industry to explain nervousness while 
also citing these advancements as responsible for the pathology itself. In this way then the very 
mode of nervousness’s expression, the means by which Beard presents and explains it, echoes 
modernization. Thus Beard proposes that modern subjectivity is most effectively expressed 
through the language of energy, technology and economy: As Beard reminds his reader at one 
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point, “men, like batteries, need a reserve force, and men, like batteries, need to be measured by 
the amount of this reserve” (American Nervousness 11). 
Neurasthenia was a prominent diagnosis among writers in the period, and even Jewett 
herself was thought to suffer from it. Like Phelps, Jewett also maintained a friendship and 
correspondence with S. Weir Mitchell. In 1902, Jewett suffered a fall from a carriage that left her 
both physically and mentally depleted. In Barbara Solomon’s words, Jewett underwent 
“crippling effects, both physical and psychological” following the accident, and even underwent 
the rest cure (qtd in Lutz 200). And in Lutz’s understanding, Jewett’s work “often detailed New 
Englanders’ neurasthenic attitudes towards health and medicine…she often ridiculed healthy-
minded religion as an inadequate solution to the problems of a ‘nerve-shaken’ world” (200). Lutz 
productively identifies neurasthenia as not only a diagnosis, but also as a discourse that can be 
transformed into a “mood” or a plot. In his work on the relationship of neurasthenia to regionalist 
fiction, Lutz points out Jewett’s neurasthenic mode but focuses on Mary E. Wilkins Freeman’s 
use of the supernatural as a mode of neurasthenic writing. I follow Lutz in understanding 
neurasthenia as a mode of expression—a textual apparatus that motivates narrative’s very 
movement and drive. With discourses of neurasthenia—and, as I will show, melancholia—so 
central to how the late-nineteenth century understood the relationship of subjectivity to 
modernization and industrialization, I argue that these pathologies become modes of expression 
that order Jewett’s narrative and shape her characters. 
The Country of the Pointed Firs rejects neurasthenic discourse through an embrace of 
melancholy and of natural and organic spaces—both of which discourses of nervousness reject. 
More specifically, psychologists of neurasthenia see melancholy as a pathology linked to 
nervousness that must be overcome, while nervousness is both the result of and articulated 
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through urbanization and specifically urbanized spaces. Thus Jewett’s natural setting, and her 
emphasis specifically on home-spaces made through the natural world (Joanna’s rugs are made 
through swamp plants, for instance), create an alternative spatiality and, as I will show, a theory 
of selfhood, against not only the crowded cities of the Gilded Age but also the diagnoses that 
were the often-fetishized results of city living. As Love points out, the critical desire to 
legitimate Jewett by focusing on images of plentitude tends to overlook the loneliness and 
unhappiness that permeates her novels. From Gaffett to Joanna to the narrator herself, various 
characters maintain a tenuous relationship with the novel’s troubled categories of truth and 
authentic selfhood. Like Love, I understand Jewett’s novel to not simply look nostalgically back 
at the past, rather I argue that in looking at the role of pathology in her work a more dynamic 
presentation of modernization appears. And, in turn, the novel’s relationship to encroaching 
modernization is more complicated than just an attempt to recapture a lost and idealized rural 
past. I argue that, against the turn-of-the-century’s dominant discourses that linked psychological 
problems to both womanhood and city living, Jewett imagines a world in which melancholia is 
not to be overcome but rather is the very source of creative power and possibility nurtured in a 
more natural setting. 
I argue that Jewett mobilizes neurasthenia and melancholia as sources of creative power 
through figures in Country whose social isolation and mental instability are not overcome. As 
Mitchell’s 1897 An Analysis of 3000 Cases of Melancholia demonstrates, melancholia, unlike the 
urban tone of neurasthenic discourse, was understood in environmental and location-specific 
terms. It is a disease inflected with “local color” and addressed by Mitchell in terms of the 
unique qualities of specific towns and their regional weather. In Norristown, melancholic relapse 
is most “prevalent in the spring, reaching the maximum in June,” while in the north melancholia 
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is most common in the winter, “especially when the vitality of feeble patients has been depressed 
by unexpected or long-continued cold weather” (1-2). Melancholia was, in Laura Hirshbein’s 
words, theorized by the period’s psychologists as the result of “environmental effects” of 
particular locations (11). As Anthony Vidler has pointed out, the spatiality of pathology is 
intrinsic to modern thought: “fear, anxiety, estrangement, and their psychological counterparts, 
anxiety neuroses and phobias, have been intimately linked to the aesthetics of space throughout 
the modern period” (1). These “vocabularies of displacement and fracture” in which the body is 
disjointed and the “conditions of less than settled everyday life” are reckoned with, appear for 
Vidler in modernist and avant-garde art of the early-twentieth century. As nineteenth-century 
theories of both neurasthenia and melancholia demonstrate however, space was at the center of 
psychological theory already.  
Against the therapeutic worldview that demands a cure and nervousness that is explicitly 
a means of ordering and defining American citizenship, Jewett’s novel instead embraces the 
creative power of what Sianne Ngai calls “ugly feelings” like melancholia. Jonathan Flatley has 
argued for the political and social usefulness of melancholia—in his words, “not all melancholies 
are depressing” (1). Melancholia is, for Flatley, the central affective response to modernity; “the 
place where modernity touches down in our lives in the most intimate of ways” (3). Thus 
“melancholia forms the site in which the social origins of our emotional lives can be mapped,” 
becoming an increasingly politicized and politicizing affect at the turn of the century (3). And for 
Flatley affective experience is most usefully understood spatially—what he terms “affective 
mapping” refers to how we cognitively map locations through our affective understanding of 
them. I wish to draw out the place of melancholia in Jewett’s novel, and use it as a way to 
reimagine her representation of space, and specifically natural spaces. Figures such as Gaffett, 
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Joanna, and even the “anxious” narrator herself, are, to varying degrees, melancholic characters 
whose affective dispositions are intimately tied to the spaces they inhabit and create.  
The Country of the Pointed Firs is comprised of a series of sketches of daily life in the 
small coastal town of Dunnet Landing in Maine. The unnamed narrator moves in with Mrs. 
Todd, an older woman and practitioner of herbal medicine whose tension with the town doctor 
brings the theme of modern medicine to the text’s surface. Mrs. Todd’s knowledge of natural 
medicine and herbs is set up throughout the text as a more ancient and intimate form of knowing 
and is contrasted against the more modern and less community-oriented knowledge of the 
comparatively metropolitan doctor. As Mrs. Todd describes, the doctor does not have the time to 
indulge the townspeople who take “pleasure in talkin’ themselves over” and instead often travels 
to Rockland and Boston (91). Mrs. Todd, on the other hand, is depicted as a kind of “oracle” 
capable of harnessing ancient forms of knowledge by culling the earth for its natural remedies. 
She is described by the narrator as “like a renewal of some historic soul, with her sorrows and 
remoteness of a daily life busied with the rustic simplicities and the scents of primeval herbs” 
(49). Her ambiguous “sorrows” hint at the melancholic tone of Dunnet, and the draw of this 
small town lies in its raw power, aligning the melancholia of daily life with the potential source 
for a more primal power. As the narrator describes later in the text, New England nature provides 
an “outlet” for the “hidden fire of enthusiasm” in a way that cities cannot:  
In quiet neighborhoods such inward force does not waste itself upon those petty  
excitements of every day that belong to cities, but when, at long intervals, the altars to  
patriotism, to friendship, to the ties of kindred, are reared in our familiar fields, then the 
fires glow, the flames come up as if from the inexhaustible burning heart of the earth; the 
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primal fires break through the granite dust in which our souls are set. Each heart is warm 
and every face shines with ancient light. (97) 
In Jewett’s figuration of the country, the soul comes in intense contact with nature that then 
“flames” within it. The world of Dunnet is thus not simply a negation of the city, a respite from 
the pathologies of city living, but rather an entirely new way of being. Many of the stories 
contained within Jewett’s Country of the Pointed Firs tell of individual characters’ pasts and 
often of their losses, and thus melancholia enters Jewett’s novel in its many references to the 
rituals of funerals and of grief. At one point, the narrator experiences “a sort of pain” as she 
watches Mrs. Begg’s funeral: “I began to wonder if I ought not to have walked with the rest, 
instead of hurrying away at the end of the services. Perhaps the Sunday gown I had put on for the 
occasion was making this disastrous change of feeling, but I had now made myself and my 
friends remember that I did not really belong to Dunnet Landing. I sighed, and turned to the half-
written page again” (13). Mrs. Begg’s funeral leads the narrator to think of both her own place 
within the community and her ability to write, linking mourning from the text’s onset with both 
community and creativity. Later Captain Littlepage, in describing the funeral to the narrator, 
connects it to Dunnet’s lost shipping industry: “‘Yes, Mrs. Begg will be very much missed. She 
was a capital manager for her husband when he was at sea. Oh yes, shipping is a very great loss.’ 
And he sighed heavily. ‘There was hardly a man of any standing who didn’t interest himself in 
some way in navigation. It always gave credit to a town” (27). Littlepage mourns the loss of 
shipping industry in the town as he speaks of Mrs. Begg’s funeral, further expanding the 
funeral’s network of associations. Indeed Mrs. Begg herself is connected to the shipping industry 
and to loss, as she “had lived to lament three seafaring husbands” (11).      
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Later, Joanna’s death is described as like a spectacle for the curious community: “she told 
mother the day she was dyin’ that she always used to want to be fetched inshore when it come to 
the last; but she’d thought it over, and desired to be laid on the island, if ‘t was thought right. So 
the funeral was out there, a Saturday afternoon in September” (78). And as the narrator remarks, 
“even funerals in this country of the pointed firs were not without their social advantages and 
satisfactions” (110). The social and ritualistic elements of grieving are in Jewett’s novel are 
central to Mitchell Breitweiser’s reading of Deephaven as about the “ability to articulate loss”: 
Jewett’s regionalism “advance[es] an image of successful mourning” possible within the rituals 
of these small communities (166). Breitweiser offers a fascinating look into the place of funerary 
ritual in both Jewett’s life and in Deephaven, focusing on how Jewett represents a lost art of 
mourning—particularly threatened at the turn of the century as the meaning of death and funerals 
were shifting into the more understated and sterile kind of public grieving we know now. 
Breitweiser offers an analysis of the materiality and ritual of grieving in Deephaven that can help 
to further understand how Jewett imagines the power of regional places. In focusing on The 
Country of the Pointed Firs, I would like to draw out another aspect of the theme of grief to think 
more about the creatively generative power of melancholia.  
Melancholia also enters the text through the depressive, though as I will argue creatively 
robust, figures of Joanna and Captain Littlepage. Joanna (now dead at the time of the narrative) 
has reached almost legendary status in Dunnet as, abandoned by her fiancé, she moves to the 
isolated Shell-heap Island to live her life outside of society. Though her reclusive lifestyle is 
attributed by most to the dissolution of her relationship, Mrs. Fosdick indicates that there may 
have been something already within Joanna that leads her to abandon Dunnet Landing: “She was 
crossed in love—that was all the matter to begin with; but as I look back, I can see that Joanna 
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was one doomed from the first to fall into a melancholy” (65). Delving further into the story of 
Joanna, Mrs. Fosdick and Mrs. Todd recall the many “queer stories” about the history of Shell-
heap Island and its original inhabitants and in so doing connects the figures of Joanna and 
Littlepage, thereby pointing to their similar melancholic affects. Mrs. Todd brings the two 
characters together when she speculates that an “old Indian chief” haunts Joanna’s Shell-heap 
Island but is impossible to view up close “like one of them citizens Captain Littlepage was 
acquainted with up in the north pole” (63). 
The north pole “citizens” to which Mrs. Todd refers are part of a larger story Littlepage 
elaborates earlier in the text: Littlepage tells the narrator of a shipwreck that landed him on an 
island in the North where he met Gaffett, an Arctic explorer also shipwrecked. “Falling into a 
reverie,” Littlepage then recounts Gaffett’s story to the narrator: sent out on a “voyage of 
discovery,” Gaffett lands on an uncharted coast where he and his men discover a town inhabited 
by mysterious “blowing gray figures” (23). Fascinated, the men attempt to approach the town, 
however the ghostly figures disappear the closer the men get to them: “when they got close in-
shore they could see the shapes of folks, but they never could get near them,--all blowing gray 
figures that would pass along alone, or sometimes gathered in companies as if they were 
watching” (23). Gaffett becomes obsessively invested in these fog people—his mind “ran on 
nothing else” and he believes “scientific men” will be interested in his discovery (25). Littlepage 
is tasked with seeking out this scientific interest that, unsurprisingly, does not come. Instead the 
“fog people” reside in an imaginative realm that taps into creative productivity and possibility. 
Indeed the story itself—retold by Littlepage to the narrator who retells it to her reader—is a 
story-within a story within a story of the unknowable fog people. Littlepage’s narrative thus 
foregrounds themes of creativity, and questions the very idea of objective knowledge that 
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“scientific men” claim to hold. Indeed Captain Littlepage’s story is not only suspect because it’s 
first told by the increasingly unstable Gaffett, but because Littlepage himself is (as Mrs. Todd 
claims) an unreliable narrator of questionable mental health: according to Mrs. Todd, “Captain 
Littlepage had overset his mind with too much reading” and was subject to “‘spells’ of some 
unexplainable nature.” Littlepage’s “spells” like Joanna’s melancholy, Gaffett’s mind that “ran 
on nothing else,” and the narrator’s status as an “anxious scribe,” all indicate the creative 
possibilities—rather than limitations—of pathologies. Joanna’s reclusive life is a source of 
seemingly endless storytelling amongst the townspeople, narrative is thus generated from her life 
on Shell-heap and circulated through the town of Dunnet and the pages of Country. Similarly, 
the story of the fog people emerges from Gaffett’s overburdened mind to be told through 
Littlepage’s “spells” and finally through the narrator’s anxious writing, indicating again the 
productive power of the non-normative mind. 
I also link Country to melancholia through the novel’s spatiality. At one point, George 
Beard, in his writing on nervousness, likens the brain to a "hotel" in which, ideally, "words make 
but a short stay, or perhaps, stop but for a night, then pass on" (American Nervousness 322). As 
Beard goes on to explain, “if they were to become permanent guests, the space would be at once 
over-crowded, and there would be no room for new comers" (American Nervousness 322). The 
overcrowded hotel is a metaphor for the mind overburdened with thoughts, and Beard once again 
renders the phenomena of modernization—in this case over-crowding—the very means by which 
modern subjectivity is most effectively expressed. Jewett's novel on the other hand imagines 
spaces so intimate that they become like an organic and shell-like extension of the self. She, like 
Mitchell, sees melancholia as in many ways the affect of small towns – however, unlike 
Mitchell, Jewett’s melancholia is a source of creativity. In his theory of “topoanalysis” Gaston 
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Bachelard understands domestic spaces as shell-like extensions of the self: “Topoanalysis… 
would be the systematic psychological study of the sites of our intimate lives. In the theater of 
the past that is constituted by memory, the stage setting maintains the characters in their 
dominant role” (8). Against the mechanized and inorganic neurasthenic worldview, Jewett’s 
novel similarly stages memory as defined through intimate spaces: “space is everything,” as 
Bachelard puts it (9). Jewett and Bachelard both return repeatedly to the image of the shell as a 
kind of ideal organic homespace— one which is literally an extension of the self. For Bachelard, 
shells hold a symbolic power as “inhabited stone” in our ideas about home: “At the slightest 
sign, the shell becomes human, and yet we know immediately that it is not human. With a shell, 
the vital inhabiting impulse comes to close too quickly, nature obtains too quickly the security of 
a shut-in life” (115).  
Jewett’s narrator worries that, in her close friendship with Mrs. Todd and their secluded 
lifestyle together in Mrs. Todd’s home, she has become too much like a shelled-in animal and, to 
use Bachelard’s terms, adapted “too quickly to the security of a shut-in life” (115). Apprehensive 
about the potential disruption of Mrs. Todd’s old friend Mrs. Fosdick’s impending arrival to their 
home, the narrator imagines herself as too closed up to comfortably experience new people:  
I suffered much from apprehension. I had been living in the quaint little house with as  
much comfort and unconsciousness as if it were a larger body, or a double shell, in whose 
simple convolutions Mrs. Todd and I had secreted ourselves, until some wandering 
hermit crab of a visitor marked the little spare room for her own. Perhaps now and then a 
castaway on a lonely desert island dreads the thought of being rescued. (55)  
Here the narrator imagines herself “secreted” into the space, so deeply inhabiting Mrs. Todd’s 
home that it has become an extension of and now a protective cover over her body. And in 
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imagining what it might be like to “dread being rescued” the narrator recalls Joanna’s self-
imposed seclusion. 
The image of the shell appears again when Mrs. Todd describes Joanna’s home, 
decorated with things she found in the natural world. In abandoning society, she becomes 
immersed in nature, making her shoes and carpets out of rushes from the swamp. “[F]lowers set 
about in shells fixed to the wall” sit where a clock is noticeably absent, creating, in Mrs. Todd’s 
estimation a “sort of homelike” feeling despite being “lonely and poor” (75). For Jewett, small 
towns like Dunnet create “long intervals” of time that cities cannot access and that render clocks 
unnecessary. Beard, writing on neurasthenia, similarly understands time as compressed in the 
metropolis through the newly demanding punctuality of standardized time: “punctuality is a 
greater thief of nervous force than is procrastination of time. We are under constant strain, 
mostly unconscious…to get somewhere or do something at some definite moment” (American 
Nervousness 104). Before watches, Beard remarks, “there was a wider margin for all 
appointments” (American Nervousness 103). Country of the Pointed Firs commits itself to those 
wider margins, to a vision of a world in which punctuality is not so demanding. Rather, time is 
expansive, making possible contact with a more ancient past, the natural world, and the 
intimacies of home.  
For both Nan Prince and Doctor Zay, such domestic intimacies are always out of reach. 
Nan struggles to make a home in Dunport but finds such a life to be irreconcilable with her 
professional aspirations. Similarly Zay is apprehensive about marriage even through the novel 
ends with her acceptance of Yorke’s proposal. Hunt sought this intimacy not in marriage but 
with her patients from whom she received heart histories. Hunt identifies the heart history as a 
cure for the damages done by domestic ideology’s insistence on the “uselessness of our sex”:  
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Such heart-histories appeal powerfully to our sympathies, while they rouse our 
indignation at the degradation and uselessness of our sex. I wish I could touch the subject 
with the pen of inspiration. I look around the early home of my childhood, and my heart 
sickens; whole families nearly swept away by false and perverted views! Young, bright, 
promising school-girls, dwarfed into young ladies, and the flag hoisted that they are to be 
sold to the highest bidder! The matter is made still worse by the conditions of the sale; for 
sobriety, chastity, principle, character, are not required in the purchaser,--he only need 
have wealth, show, or bravado. (50) 
Here Hunt draws on the intersections between heart histories, domesticity, and feminism. The 
failure of society to support women’s education and the insistence on the primacy of the 
feminine private sphere leads to ill and unhappy women. Thus for both Hunt and her patients, the 
heart history mends the damages done by such norms, and transforms sympathy into a powerful 





Hysterical Sentimentalism:  
E.D.E.N. Southworth and the Excesses of Marriage Law 
 
In an article from 1890 on the dangers of reading dime novels and story papers, Charles 
Withington—a Boston physician whose dissertation won Harvard’s Boylston Prize in 1886— 
identifies a hysterical aesthetic that permeates both the texts’ stylistics and its plots: 
 Its headlines, equally extravagant in words, in type and in ink, are for all the world like  
the grands movements of a hystero-epileptic. They are the scenic and spectacular element 
which catches the eye, and serves to usher in the other phases of the seizure. These latter 
are, in hysterical journalism, an exposure of the most private and personal facts in the 
history of the persons involved, and of their families. (195) 
Withington was of course not the first to claim seizures or “grands movements” as characteristic 
of hysterical fits. He borrows from Jean Charcot, a French doctor central in establishing the 
diagnosis of hysteria in the pre-Freudian nineteenth century. Claire Kahane helpfully explains 
Charcot’s definition:  
In composing the features of a mysterious behavior into a coherent, structured 
symptomatology, Charcot catalogued four phases in the hysterical attack that Freud 
records: (1) the epileptic phase—convulsive attacks preceded by ‘aura sensations,’ 
especially in the globus hystericus (spasms of the pharynx, ‘as though a lump were rising 
from the epigastrium to the throat’); (2) the grands movements phase—movements of 
wide compass, which Freud notes are elegantly performed; (3) the hallucinatory phase—
the famous attitudes passionelles, ‘distinguished by attitudes and gestures which belong 
to scenes of passionate movement, which the patient hallucinates and often accompanies 
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with the corresponding words’; during this attack consciousness is often lost; (4) the 
terminal delirium phase—the grand attaque. (11)  
What I want to draw out here is Withington’s application of Charcot’s medical terms to 
both the structure and content of written text. Indeed what is so striking in his description of the 
dime novel and popular press is his seamless move between the “scenic and spectacular” layout 
of the text and its plot—its “exposure of the most private and personal facts” is likened to its 
aesthetic presentation.1 The “grands movements” of the hysteric’s body Charcot identifies 
become, for Withington, both the extravagant typesetting and emplotment of cheap literature. 
Furthermore, Withington alongside other doctors and reformers like Anthony Comstock, 
formulates a model of contagious hysteria that moves from the text to the reader—“hysterical 
journalism” makes for an “ill-balanced” “hysterical” female reader whose “emotions run away 
with her” (195). This “great storm of epidemic hysteria” entails a theory of reading wherein the 
(female) reader is so susceptible to the “over-wrought” text that she becomes like the text itself, 
equally hysterical. Justine Murison helpfully historicizes this discourse: “As the pitched battles 
of eighteenth-century anti-novel discourse cooled by the middle of the nineteenth century, they 
produced a well-worn theory about ‘good’ and ‘bad’ novels that fused moral issues to health 
concerns, particularly the health of ‘susceptible’ women readers” (5). 
 Lyman Abbott, a theologian and author, edited a collection of essays in 1880 providing 
instructions for best reading practices in response to the rise of mass marketed literature. One 
contributor, M.F. Sweester, addresses the issue of female readers in his essay “What the People 
Read”:  
                                                
1 Throughout this chapter, I follow other critics like Michael Denning in using the term “dime novel” as shorthand 
for cheap paperbacks that ranged in price and story papers.   
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Many of the women of America find their light mental exhilaration in a similar manner in 
the pages of certain magazines professedly devoted to their amusement, and in the long 
lines of novels written by experts of the Southworth school. There is also a group of 
weekly papers working on the same line, and constantly purveying a light, frothy and 
turgid literature to its readers. (13) 
Such a text is noteworthy both in its effort to regulate home libraries and define proper reading.2 
This chapter takes up the “light, frothy and turgid literature” of best-selling author E.D.E.N. 
Southworth herself to argue for her dialectic relationship to the concept of the “over-wrought” 
hysterical sentimentalist text.  
I examine how the hysteria of what Withington calls “old-fashioned melodrama” is taken 
up by Southworth and transformed into a critique of marriage law’s damning effects on women. 
While physicians like Withington and reformers like Comstock diagnose a contagious version of 
hysteria that moves from the text to its female reader, Southworth locates hysteria in both the 
institution of marriage that robs women of agency and the men who dictate marriage law. For 
Southworth, the sickness lies in the societal structures and the frenzied urgency of her male 
characters to uphold such structures, and not in her female characters who, silenced by the law 
yet consistently rational in their actions, are far from hysteric at all. I argue that in Her Mother’s 
Secret, Love’s Bitterest Cup, and When Shadows Die, a trilogy of novels Southworth wrote in the 
1890s, the female characters are subjected to the hysterical machinations of the men around them 
committed to enforcing equally uncontrollable and irrational marriage laws. If, as Withington 
                                                
2 For more on Abbott’s collection and nineteenth-century discussions of “correct” reading more generally see 
Reading Acts: U.S. Readers’ Interactions with Literature, 1800-1950, edited by Barbara Ryan and Amy Thomas 
(University of Tennessee press, 2002); Getting at the Author: Reimagining Books and Reading in the Age of 
American Realism by Barbara Hochman (University of Massachusetts Press, 2001). 
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declares, hysteria is marked by one’s “emotions” “running away,” then it is not the women but 
rather the men who act hysterically (195). And continuing to following Withington’s logic, if 
“sensibility” must fight against sentimentalism as a rival to this “mountain” of “erratic” feeling, 
then it is clearly the logical and deliberate actions of Southworth’s female characters that are 
markers of good judgment (195).  
Just as Southworth’s male characters ironically become hysterical in the name of 
supposedly reasonable laws, so too do real-life physicians and reformers lose control of their 
narratives of hysteria. This occurs specifically in their theorization of sentimentalism which 
becomes a catch-all term for all kinds of bad literature. The legacy of deriding women’s 
literature as sentimental and therefore bad has been documented by scholars, however what is 
particularly striking here is the conflation of sensationalism with sentimentalism. Sensational 
literature is marked by its subversive elements of “criminality, perversity, and eroticism” 
featuring “crime, mystery, illicit sex, [and] other transgressive, startling, or racy themes,” and not 
the interiority or emotionalism of sentimentalism (Reynolds xiv). In her study on dime novels’ 
relationship to American empire, Shelley Streeby defines sensationalism as a literary form that 
“began to proliferate in the 1840s and that was roughly classified as a ‘low’ kind of literature in 
relation to a more middlebrow popular sentimentalism as well as to the largely nonpopular 
writing that would subsequently be enshrined as the class literature of the American 
Renaissance” (American Sensations 27). Sensationalism found in dime novels and typified by 
the writing of George Lippard, focuses on the exteriority of plot rather than the interiority of 
individuals—drama emerges through unfolding mysteries, and counterfeit identities supplant 
contradictions of the interior self.  
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Sentimentalism on the other hand stages a drama of inwardness meant to effect its reader 
emotionally. Joycelyn Moody explains that the “purpose of sentimentality is to induce the 
process by which the reader’s desire for psychic union with characters and tropes is aroused, 
particularly as these objects function as embodiments, or more precisely, representations, of 
some moral virtue, Christian concept, or cultural ideal that readers want to manifest or affirm in 
themselves” (10). Sentimental literature thus provides “a reader evidence outside of herself that 
she has the capacity to form a deep emotional, ethical, or psychological alliance with another 
person or ideal” (Moody 10). In her recent study of religiosity and sentimentalism, Claudia 
Stokes builds on Moody’s point explaining that sentimentalism provokes the reader to take 
“moral inventory of her character and recognize her own sinfulness and need for divine help” 
(46). It is the potential influence a text can have over the reader with which the physicians and 
reformers I consider here are most concerned.  
Such effect is said to emerge from both the emotionality of the texts and their scintillating 
plots that could lead the reader to behave dangerously. Comstock explains one such plot:   
The web of the story consisted of four murders, three highway robberies, two burglaries, 
one blackmailing scheme, three attempts to murder women, one attempt to poison a 
young woman, two conspiracies to ruin a pure girl, one den of counterfeiters in full blast, 
two gambling hells, on confidence game, one brothel, procurers abducting a young girl 
for a rich man, three cases of assault and battery, one street fight, two dens of thieves, one 
forced marriage, two suicides, and oaths, lies, wine-drinking, smoking cigars, et cetera. 
(Traps 24)  
Worst of all, “the character that figured throughout all this was a beautiful young wife, who was 
the murderess and principal actor in all these horrible and disgusting scenes” (Traps 24). In his 
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description of a plot that blends romance and adventure, Comstock ends with his horror at the 
fact that the principal actor was a “beautiful young wife.” His descriptive list of plot elements 
illustrates that the corrupting power of these books lies in the sheer proliferation of their 
storylines as well as their dangerous representation of women. M.F. Sweetser also anxiously asks 
what will be “the result of all this methyl flood of unsavory literature?”: “Evil, and evil, and evil 
again. The tranquil and industrious home life, with its sacred peace and unceasing blessings, is 
held up to scorn, and the ideal career is one of wild adventure and lawless force, ending in the 
acquisition of dazzling honors and delights” (12). Here we begin to see the infusion of 
sentimentalist themes in Comstock and Sweester’s shared concern that cheap literature will taint 
the sanctity of the domestic sphere and the purity of women.  
Physician F.M. Turnbull is overt in his concern over sentimentalism in his 1882 article 
“Education as a Prevention of Insanity”:  
The reading of boys and girls should have careful supervision. Dime novels and such 
sensational literary trash, or should I say poison, as we see in some of the illustrated  
papers; the sickly sentimentalism of such magazines as one can buy in every news stall or  
railroad train, and even find in the houses of intelligent people, should be forbidden fruit;  
and it would be well if such publications as dime novels with their sanguinary stories, and  
papers which depend for their livelihood upon their chronicles of crime and scandal and  
their immodest illustrations, could be suppressed by law, as obscene literature is. (294-5)  
Here Turnbull unites sensationalism with sentimentalism as “forbidden fruit” harmful for both 
boys and girls. Dime novels that chronicle “crime and scandal” are, according to Turnbull, also 
“sickly” in their sentimentality: “sensational literary trash” is conflated with the “sentimentalism 
of such magazines as one can buy in every news stall” as constituting one body of obscene 
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literature. As contemporary criticism bears out and despite Turnbull’s proclamation, dime novels 
are not typically purely sentimentalist in style. Rather they predominantly consist in winding 
plots of adventure, romance and and the wild west, elements that were sometimes merged with 
sentimentalism. In eliding sentiment and sensation, Turnbull is able to then define 
sentimentalism as a “sickly” form so poisonous to its reader that it should be outlawed. Though 
young men are susceptible to the damaging effects of reading, the resultant ailment of hysteria is 
reserved for female readers. And as Comstock’s success in regulating dime novels through anti-
obscenity legislation demonstrates, hysterical literature was thought to pose a significant threat to 
the well-being of the public sphere itself.  
For Comstock, the regulation of books that “destroy domestic peace, desolate homes, 
cheapen woman’s virtue” was essential to the functioning state (Traps 25). Withington perhaps 
best encapsulates this idea when he ends his essay on a foreboding note: 
It is incumbent upon us, as members of a conservative profession, which has to contend 
with just these disordered habits in the individual, in behalf of his mental and physical 
health, to carry this same attitude into our relations with social life. In the body politic, as 
well as in the body corporeal, we shall strive for purpose as against caprice, for control as 
against license, for order as against anarchy. (196) 
Policing literature in the name of “mental and physical health” in turn shapes the “body politic.” 
Within both the public sphere and the “body corporeal,” dangerous reading can devolve into 
anarchy. Withington theorizes that bad reading is a form of contamination, leading the self and 
then the state into disorder. His anatomic model is noteworthy: the text, chaotic in content and 
structure, infects its reader’s very “body corporeal.” As Murison remarks of this kind of 
commitment to material evidence, the nineteenth century’s focus on “nerves and ‘susceptibility’ 
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is a deeply somatic and symptomatic rendering of the relation of self to society and culture” (9). 
She explains that by the 1880s the theory of the nerves had taken hold: “By the time George 
Miller Beard coined ‘neurasthenia’ and S. Weir Mitchell developed the rest cure in the 1880s, 
nerves not only explained modern selfhood but also shaped an image of weak and vulnerable 
citizens populating the United States” (12).     
Clearly sentimentalism and cheap literature were feared to have the kind of somatic 
effects on “vulnerable” citizens to which Murison refers, and thus offer another avenue through 
which to understand the pathologization of women. As critics such as Pamela Bedore and 
Shelley Streeby have recently argued, dime novels and story papers are an invaluable resource in 
understanding the construction of gender roles, racial identity, and American politics in the 
nineteenth century.3 Bedore’s work on detective fiction and Streeby’s on transnational identities 
in these popular texts opens new directions for understanding these novels’ cultural impact. I 
follow such seminal studies as J. Randolph Cox’s The Dime Novel Companion (2000) and 
Michael Denning’s Mechanic Accents (1987) in classing Southworth among dime novel authors. 
I show how her novels defy the expectations of the marriage plot and challenge gender 
ideologies reflected in and established through marriage law. She was often portrayed as writing 
“uncontrollable” and unrealistic plots by her contemporary reviewers, stoking in them the same 
anxious response story papers and dime novels provoked in Comstock.  
Linda Naranjo-Huebl, in a thorough look at Southworth’s critical reception, points out 
that reviews of Southworth’s fiction are “not as positive or magnanimous as has been reported” 
by previous scholars (123). Naranjo-Huebl demonstrates that reviewers took issue both with the 
                                                
3 See Streeby’s American Sensations: Class, Empire, and the Production of Popular Culture (University of 
California Press, 2002) and Bedore’s Dime Novels and the Roots of American Detective Fiction (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2013).  
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style and “moral tone” of Southworth’s work: “They found both style and subject matter ‘too 
much,’ that is, excessive, extravagant, wild, superfluous, uncontrollable, dangerous; and they 
found Southworth’s fiction in general frightening in its popularity and ubiquity” (124). For 
instance, a reviewer describes her 1850 novel, The Deserted Wife as “intensify[ing] too much” in 
both character and plot, both of which “verge continually on the improbable” (qtd. in Naranjo-
Huebl 129). In a review of Shannondale (1851), the Southern Literary Messenger declares it 
“flat, stupid and absurd” in its “imitation of the French school of fiction, and those yellow 
covered American novelettes…in which the hero always falls in love with somebody else’s 
wife” (qtd. in Naranjo-Huebl 130). Printed “with bad type, on wretched paper,” Shannondale, 
according to the reviewer, “might easily enough be mistaken for one of the free and easy issues 
of Ann Street,” likely referring to the dime novels sold on city streets (Southern Literary 
Messenger 128). The review calls for the “suppress[ion]” of “this demoralizing sort of 
literature,” further categorizing Southworth’s novel amongst immoral cheap paperbacks 
(Southern Literary Messenger 128). 
As Naranjo-Huebl argues, reviewers accused Southworth’s fiction of being unrealistic as 
a means of rejecting its “graphic portrayals of men victimizing women” conveyed through what 
they understood as often dense and improbable plotting (134). A Harper’s review of The 
Discarded Daughter (1852) is particularly harsh in its evaluation of her style:  
In the construction of her plots, she has no regard for probability: nature is violated at  
every step; impossible people are brought into impossible situations; everything is 
colored so highly that the eye is dazzled; there is no repose, no perspective, none of the 
healthy freshness of life; we are removed from the pure sunshine and the forest shade into 
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an intolerable glare of gas-light; truth is sacrificed to melodramatic effect. (qtd. in 
Naranjo-Huebl 134) 
Like Comstock’s evaluation of dime novels, the review’s concern is with the improbable and 
excessive plot; its emphasis on the dangers of “melodramatic effect” resonate with Withington’s 
similar concern that overindulgence can carry from text to reader. A “web of stories” in 
Comstock’s terms, “sanguinary stories” in Withington’s, and Southworth’s troubling “disregard 
of probability,” all reveal a shared alarmism over what is understood to be gluttonous plotting. 
“Intensify[ing] too much,” as one reviewer accuses Southworth of doing, indicates a concern 
with the imbalanced economies of emotion that such plotting is thought to provoke. Here too we 
see the conflation of sentiment’s emotionalism with the often-convoluted plotting of 
sensationalism.  
Such concern over the dangers of intensity and excess is also present when hysteria is 
theorized. In 1818, Jean-Baptiste Louyer-Villermay dedicated nearly fifty pages to hysteria in 
Charles-Joseph Panckoucke’s Dictionnaire des sciences medicales, thereby establishing its 
importance as a medical term. He was “attempting to present the category of hysteria as 
encompassing maladies that had existed for centuries but that could now be approached 
ahistorically” (Arnaud 9). In particular, hysteria was believed to arise from the “suffocation of 
the womb,” thereby solidifying it in the early nineteenth century as a female malady that 
emerged from within the self. In The Technology of Orgasm (1999), Rachel Maines explains the 
pathology’s symptoms:  
Hysteria was a set of symptoms that varied greatly between individuals (and their 
physicians), including but not limited to fainting (syncope), edema or hyperemia 
(congestion caused by fluid retention, either localized or general), nervousness, insomnia, 
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sensations of heaviness in the abdomen, muscle spasms, shortness of breath, loss of 
appetite for food or for sex with the approved male partner, and sometimes a tendency to 
cause trouble for others, particularly members of the patient’s immediate family. (23)  
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s 1972 article The Hysterical Woman: Sex Roles and Role 
Conflict in 19th-Century America, is a seminal text for our understanding of hysteria in an 
American medical context. She explains that American physicians focused on hysteria’s physical 
manifestations:  
The most characteristic and dramatic symptom…was the hysterical ‘fit.’ Mimicking an 
epileptic seizure, these fits often occurred with shocking suddenness. At other times they 
‘came on’ gradually, announcing their approach with a general feeling of depression, 
nervousness, crying or lassitude. Such requires, physicians generally agreed, were 
precipitated by a sudden or deeply felt emotion—fear, shock, a sudden death, marital 
disappointment—or by physical trauma. (661) 
During the second half of the nineteenth century, hysteria was theorized through the newly 
discovered concept of germs and the burgeoning field of neurology, and thus the focus on the 
body allowed for tangible evidence of the disease’s existence (Rosenberg 661). Physicians feared 
that it would be perceived as only an “ideational disease” and “therefore not really a disease at 
all” (Rosenberg 666). As part of the late-nineteenth century’s shift to the physiological, such 
fears were allayed as hysteria was understood as a “disease with a specific etiology and 
predictable course. In the period of 1870 to 1900, especially, it was felt to be a disease rooted in 
some specific organic malfunction” (Rosenberg 664).  
Such “organic malfunction” entails displays of excess in the female body manifested in 
the hysterical fit and “deeply felt emotion” (Rosenberg 661). In the “varied drama of hysteria,” 
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as S. Weir Mitchell puts it, the body enters an erratic and unexpected seizure (Fat and Blood 37). 
Hysterics engage in a “daily drama of the sick-room, with its little selfishness and its craving for 
sympathy and indulgence”: in short, “an hysterical girl is…a vampire who sucks the blood of the 
healthy people around her” (Fat and Blood 52). Mitchell’s description of hysteria’s “drama” 
paints it as performative and echoes with the belief that women’s literature was melodramatic. 
Like Withington’s image of over-wrought sentimental novels, the hysteric craves sympathy and 
drains it from those around her like a “vampire.” In his 1891 essay, Vampire Literature, 
Comstock relies on the same metaphor to condemn the publication of “obscene” and “spicy” 
books. The danger of these books is like that of Mitchell’s hysteric in their power to “influence” 
those who come in contact with them (Vampire Literature 164). Such literature can provoke its 
reader to “scoff at religion, to rail at moral reform,” it can “destroy respect for holy things, [and] 
breed also a disregard for those higher and nobler qualities of mind which make for good” 
(Vampire Literature 164). To read Mitchell in the light of Comstock underscores how hysteria 
was conceptualized as infectious both through contact with sick women and corrupt literature.    
Reading can however be curative in a select number of cases, according to both Mitchell 
and Robert Carter. In Carter’s Pathology of Hysteria (1853), a source Rosenberg identifies as 
central to mid-nineteenth-century formulations of the disease, Carter offers an explanation of 
reading’s potential benefits:  
Reading will only be found advantageous under peculiar circumstances. Silent reading  
encourages reverie; and reading aloud, unless it be particularly well done, is a nuisance to 
everybody within hearing, while the matter read is at least as likely to be injurious as 
beneficial. A moderate amount of it should not be interfered with; but where there is a 
tendency to excessive reading, this should be carefully watched, authors and books should 
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be suggested, and the volumes read should be made the subjects of frequent conversation 
and comment; and, in point of fact, of examination. (135, emphasis my own) 
Here Carter suggests that only in “peculiar” cases is reading palliative, although close attention 
must always be paid to the book’s content as well as the reader’s behavior. “Excessive” reading 
must be discouraged in order to keep the hysteric healthy, and books must be discussed regularly 
in order to monitor the effect they may be having on her. This call for regulation ties to what 
Evelyne Ender identifies as medical discourse’s concern to control women’s knowledge as 
central to concepts of hysteria. According to Carter, reading can be just as “injurious” as it is 
“beneficial,” and thus must be “carefully watched,” particularly for women. Mitchell too worries 
about the harmful effects reading can have upon women, a sentiment that famously plays a 
central role in Gillman’s Yellow Wallpaper. Mitchell explains his methodology: “usually, after a 
fortnight I permit the patient to be read to, — one to three hours a day, — but I am daily amazed 
to see how kindly nervous and anaemic women take to this absolute rest, and how little they 
complain of its monotony” (Fat and Blood 68). Mitchell allows his patient the most passive form 
of reading when he permits her to be read to, and finds her amenable to such directives. As Ender 
explains, women “must be protected body and soul or rather body and mind, from the 
contamination of outside knowledge” (48). As a disease related to the “affections and 
sensations,” hysteria is preventable through a “ban...on imagination, impression, and curiosity” 
(Ender 48). Indeed Mitchell foregrounds passivity and moderation in his depiction of proper 
reading—the opposite of the overabundant bodies and books that contain hysteria’s 
contaminative powers.   
 Michael Millner’s Fever Reading (2012) has recently asked how such concerns with 
scintillating reading participate in the formation of the antebellum American public sphere. 
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Similarly Gillian Silverman, in Bodies and Books (2012), looks to how reading facilitated 
interpersonal ties in the nineteenth century, “precipitat[ing] fantasies of communion--between 
reader and author, between reader and character, and...between like-minded readers” (2). The 
cultural anxiety that then emerges, in Silverman’s terms, is that the “book might act too 
forcefully on the reader, subordinating her rational faculties and transforming her into a 
consenting replica of the authorial mind” (5). Similarly Millner explores the meaning of 
“embodied reading” as “an inquiry into how the body can be understood as a critical, reflective 
apparatus” (13). The impact of a book on rationality and embodiment takes on urgent force in 
Withington’s polemic. Withington presents a theory of reading in which the book’s content is so 
contagious that its susceptible female audience is not transformed into a “consenting replica of 
the authorial mind,” in Silverman’s terms, but rather into a replica of the text itself.4 According 
to Withington, the most “rampant and effusive form” of “ill-balanced emotionalism of much that 
goes under the name of literature” is found in dime novels (195). He then describes the woman, 
victimized by her reading, as now “ill-balanced” herself, duplicating the over-powering emotion 
contained in her reading material. Again a model of contamination is deployed to depict the 
corrosive influence of reading “rampant and effusive” literature. The excesses and effusions of 
books are most dangerous in their proliferative capabilities, spreading to the reader and 
eventually society as a whole.   
Such unbalanced emotionality, according to Withington, characterizes both sensational 
literature and more introspective forms: “In a somewhat less glaring form it is seen in the novels 
and poems where it takes the form not of over-wrought and sensational plot, but of morbid 
                                                
4 Withington is mentioned in a few sources on the history of American medicine. See Susan Lederer’s Subjected to 
Science (Johns Hopkins UP, 1995); Sickness and Health in America, edited by Judith Leavitt and Ronald Numbers, 
(University of Wisconsin Press, 1997); and Albert Jonsen’s The Birth of Bioethics (Oxford UP 1998). 
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mental introspections and dissections, of wild vaporings, of yearnings for no one knows what” 
(195). The theory of vapors was a key component of early conceptualizations of hysteria, with 
many treatises published on the subject. As Arnaud explains, vapors were thought to emerge 
from the body and create disorders, a term “sufficiently vague to accommodate any theory” (19). 
In Withington’s hands again such anatomical language takes on a dual literary and medical 
meaning; the “wild vaporings” emitted by the text seep into the mind of the reader.  
In laying out the dangers of dime novel reading, these reformers and physicians 
continuously return to the language of contagious excesses: the hysterical structure and content 
of a text can spread to a vulnerable reader. It is also clear from the writing of Withington, 
Comstock, and others, that such language does indeed seem to be contagious. As Southworth’s 
novels will bear out, hysterical language appears to take root not in the supposedly ill women 
whose reading must be regulated, but rather in the men whose intense dedication to such systems 
of regulation, be it the law or medicine, becomes the site of hyperactive emotional attachment. 
This is evident in how reformers and physicians appear to be repeating one another, returning to 
descriptions of the uncontrollability of texts and readers. Furthermore, in the conflation of 
sensationalism and sentimentalism, of books and bodies, difference is obscured and hysteria is 
seemingly everywhere.  
Indeed, Comstock unwittingly proves his point through his description of sinful behaviors 
so detailed that it imitates the lewd material it claimed to revoke. At one point he explains the 
dangers of dime novel plots through a story of young boys mimicking characters’ behavior. And 
at this moment, Comstock himself begins to fall into what sounds like a dime novel plot all its 
own, telling a story of young boys irrevocably destroyed by reading dime novels. These readers 
were all once “sons of respectable parents, but these ‘hurrah-for-hades’ publications had done 
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their work. While robbing the saloon, the proprietor heard them and came down to protect his 
possessions. As he came down the stairs the eldest of the trio deliberately drew his revolver and 
shot him down. After arrest this young murderer said, when it was announced that the man was 
dead, ‘Well, I must be tough if I killed a man’” (Traps 27). In explaining the effects of dime 
novel reading—specifically that the reader will repeat the actions he reads about—Comstock 
himself replicates dime novel plotting; the senseless murder, the remorseless killers, all sound 
like one of the many Beadle and Adams’ westerns.  
In writing about dime novels, reformers are prone to imitate their style. Comstock, the 
“spokesperson for and symbol of [dime novel] censorship during his long reign as Post-Office 
Inspector and as Secretary and Chief Special Agent of the New York Society for the Suppression 
of Vice,” in Bedore’s words, rails against dime novels in the same over-wrought language and 
explicit content that characterizes the literature he condemns (5). According to Comstock, 
popular literature is a “fetid blast of corruption” while the press contains the “sickening details of 
loathsome and reeking crimes” “invading our homes with matters which blast the finer 
sensibilities and spread the pestilential seeds of crime and vice” (Vampire Literature 171, 163). 
Withington warns that the “ill-balanced” emotionalism of a text can replicate itself in the reader 
who also becomes destabilized. Here Comstock’s writing participates in a similar structure in its 
repeated return to the language of decay with superfluously detailed images of rot. Comstock 
sensationalizes the very effects of sensationalist novels: they “educat[e] our youth to murder,” 
“arouse” passions, and provoke “irresistible impulse[s] to make a noise in the world by some 
bloody act” (Traps 35-7).   
 
E.D.E.N. Southworth: Wild and Uncontrollable  
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In Helen Hunt Jackson’s Bits of Talk about Home and Matters, a source Withington cites, 
literature can be hysterical just like an afflicted person or even a whole reading community: 
There are “to be found circles which thrill and weep in sympathetic unison with the ridiculous 
joys and sorrows, grotesque sentiments, and preposterous adventures of the heroes and heroines 
of the dime novels” (194). Once again sentimentalism and sensationalism are conflated as part of 
the same “grotesque” representations that poison the readers.  In “well-regulated households” 
however, this kind of literature “is not tolerated, any more than the correlative sort of physical 
phenomenon would be,—the gasping, shrieking, sobbing, giggling kind of behavior in a man or 
woman” (194). For Jackson, extreme emoting is the problem—“grotesque sentiments” and 
weeping that takes place in “sympathetic unison” is a potential outcome when women read cheap 
literature together. For Withington too one of the dangers of reading is over-sentimentality. He 
clarifies his point:  
A word of qualification is here in place. Sentiment is not a sign of hysteria; sentimentality  
is. The former is, as it should be, controlled by reason and common sense; the latter is  
devoid of any such control. So the most complete type of womanhood has sentiment,  
which may show itself in the strongest evidences of affection. But it is the ill-balanced,  
the hysterical, whose emotions run away with her. (195)  
Here an interesting relationship between sentimentalism and hysteria emerges—Withington is 
careful to distinguish sentiment as a proper female affect while sentimentality is a “sign of 
hysteria.”  
In a brief exploration of the sickly sentimental, Sari Edelstein explains that “the penny 
press fervently represented sentimental literature as feminized, unhealthy, and unimportant” (64). 
Edelstein cites a specific moment in which James Gordon Bennett in The New York Herald 
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describes the “perversity” and “degenerat[ion]” of newspapers that have become “vehicles of 
mere sickly sentimentalism, fit only for the kitchen and the laundry” (64). Edelstein reads the 
“denigration of women’s writing as sickly and rotten” to both limit the possibilities for women 
writers and “code[] ‘good sense’ and journalist objectivity as masculine” (64). “Sickly 
sentimentalism” can make a woman “hysterical” in Withington’s terms, grotesquely “shrieking, 
sobbing, giggling” in Jackson’s. John Jervis, in his critical work on sentimentality in modern 
culture, describes the genre as potentially “cloying, and clinging” for the reader or viewer (18). 
Such “sickly” affect offers a way to think about the intersection of sentimentalism and hysteria 
as two frames through which female identity is both constructed and imagined in the nineteenth 
century. Shirley Samuels explains that the “discomfort” provoked by sentimentalism “comes 
from what can be a coerced or artificial emotional response—being forced to feel what it feels 
like—a response that raises questions about the moral or political status of the works, or 
produces an uneasiness regarding what borders on the prurient or salacious aspects of the texts’ 
subjects” (2). Additionally, and as I have shown, sentimentalism became a blanket term for 
melodrama and sensationalism. For Withington and others, melodrama’s emotionalism is a form 
of sentimental writing that corrupts morals, and the female reader’s affectual experience of the 
text entails an uncontrollable sympathetic identification, an emotionalism that makes her 
hysterical. The impulse to categorize as hysterical that which pushes against the boundaries of 
accepted femininity is a familiar trope. In Ana-Isabel Aliaga-Buchenau’s terms, “medical experts 
as well as literary critics blamed women’s heightened emotional responsiveness and non-
intellectual minds for their ready corruption by reading materials.” Specifically “an identification 
with the heroine could lead to a wish to copy the heroine’s life, which could cause flaws such as 
‘indolence’....Even worse, it could produce adultery and complete disregard for conventions” 
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(50). Books posed a “threat to the desired domestic order” (Aliaga-Buchenau 52) and also, in 
Ender’s terms, “could be fatal to the hysterical temper” (44). 
Thinking through the relationship of hysteria to sentimentality can help us in 
understanding nineteenth-century discourses of both pathology and physicians’ concerns over 
women’s writing. As Ender puts it, “hysteria is but an intensification of the experience of 
femininity. If woman is sensitive in the extreme and if hysteria is a form of extreme sensitivity, 
then hysteria is being a woman” (47). It is not surprising then that sentimentalism, as a 
traditionally female-focused literary form, is thought to provoke hysteria as the pathology is 
itself fundamentally constructed through femininity. Through Southworth’s work we can see that 
it is precisely sentimentalism’s foregrounding of female experience that incites the anxious 
response of physicians and reformers. Indeed Southworth’s novels, and in particular the novels 
examined here, challenge the the norms of the domestic sphere by highlighting the restrictive 
nature of marriage law. Frequently representing women stuck in unhappy marriages, 
Southworth’s novels pinpoint the dense and often illegible laws and contracts that bind women to 
marriage as the place from which hysteria emerges. If a woman is hysterical, Southworth tells us, 
it is because of the hysterical structures that severely restrict her life and destroy her agency.  
I look at Southworth’s trilogy of novels—Her Mother’s Secret, Love’s Bitterest Cup, and 
When Shadows Die— to understand how she represents marriage law and its effect on women 
and family structures. Her Mother’s Secret was first published in the New York Ledger from 
1882-1883, while Love’s Bitterest Cup and When Shadows Die were both published by Street & 
Smith in 1905. The final two novels were published after Southworth’s death in 1899 because 
the Ledger, following its closing, transferred some of its novels to the major publishing firm 
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Street & Smith that were then released in the early twentieth century.5 Looking at these three 
novels, I argue that the trilogy is structured through narrative delay that refuses the resolution of 
the marriage plot and shows the female protagonist’s lack of agency through her persistently 
silenced voice. In other words, the three novels delay the expected marriage that would typically 
serve as narrative resolution, and in so doing trap and silence the central female figure, Odalite. 
Saying very little through all three novels, Odalite is often described as pale, fainting, and even 
willfully drugged, while men speak for her and go to extraordinary lengths to maintain control 
over her future. Stuck in an ever-twisting plot in which her father and potential husbands fight 
over who rightfully possesses her, Odalite stands for a larger critique of women’s lost 
subjectivity in the confines of marriage. Her lack of voice and her persistently rational action 
despite the unreasonable world to which she is confined, render her the opposite of the illogical 
and shrill figure of the hysteric.  
Claire Kahane has looked at the relationship of narrative voice to concepts of hysteria, 
claiming that “the speaking woman had a profoundly unsettling effect on nineteenth-century 
cultural discourse” (ix). Kahane points out that the marriage plot is, in a postbellum context, 
“problematized by the newly emergent figure of the speaking woman as an articulate, desiring 
subject,” a description that could easily apply to Victoria Woodhull explored in a previous 
chapter (ix). Kahane elaborates: “By subverting an implicitly gendered narrative syntax that 
marked the speaking and desiring subject as male, the figure of the woman with a potent voice 
augured a sexual anarchy in a representation that threatened the narrator’s ability to tell a story” 
                                                
5 This information can be found on page 290 in Melissa Homestead and Vicki Martin’s bibliography in E.D.E.N. 
Southworth: Recovering a Nineteenth-Century Popular Novelist. See this bibliography for a thorough accounting of 
the author’s complicated publishing history.  
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(x). This threat is clearly embodied by a figure such as Woodhull, whose speeches were 
disruptive of larger gendered orders.  
Southworth explicitly does not give Odalite a “potent voice,” rather her profound silence 
reaches a point of absurdity. The stark absence of her agency in many serious matters that 
concern the course of her life demonstrates the ludicrous and restrictive nature of marriage. 
Kahane identifies “hysterical representations” in various novels wherein there is a “discourse in 
crisis: excessive splitting and displacements of the subject of the story, frequent paralyses of plot, 
phonemic rather than semantic continuities, and seemingly gratuitous and often bizarre 
disruptions of narrative sequence” (xiv). At the heart of these narrative discontinuities, Kahane 
suggests, is a struggle over ownership of voice fueled by challenges to female submission. 
Southworth’s trilogy is characterized by a delay in resolution that, I argue, participates in the 
kind of disruptive structuration Kahane identifies. Odalite’s silence, an absent center of this 
seemingly irresolvable plot, resonates with the attempt to regulate and decipher female voice 
through discourses of pathology.  
 A woman’s marital state was thought to be a determining factor in hysteria, as Carter’s 
treatise on the disease shows. In one case study “Miss A” is thrown into “anxiety” over the 
“disappointments” of her own life exacerbated by her sister’s pending marriage (29). Though she 
tries to remain composed on a train ride with her family, she is overcome by a “very violent” 
“hysteric paroxysm,” during which she sobs and makes “irregular movements” (29-30). In 
another case, Sarah W, impregnated by a man who refuses to marry her, suffers a hysterical fit 
following a “meeting with her seducer” (30). Despite Carter’s intention to demonstrate his 
patients’ sicknesses as internal, the overbearing power of marriage law is clear in both cases. 
Miss A’s anxiety is brought on by the confrontation with her sister’s marriage and the implied 
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fear that, perhaps unable to attain this goal herself, she will have failed in her life. So too is Sarah 
W’s life destroyed by not being married. 
Marriage and gender are reoccurring themes in many of the essays in Melissa Homestead 
and Pamela Washington’s recent recovery project, E.D.E.N. Southworth: Recovering a 
Nineteenth-Century Popular Novelist. For instance, Beth Lueck’s essay Maniac Brides: 
Southworth’s Sensational and Gothic Transformations explores Southworth’s characters driven 
to insanity by miscegenation, while Annie Merril Ingram’s Change of Dress looks at how cross-
dressing in Southworth’s work reflects shifting gender roles. Indeed, an entire section of the 
project is devoted to Southworth’s interest in marriage law and the profound limitations it placed 
on women. “The problem of marriage in E.D.E.N. Southworth is intimately linked to the 
ambiguities of language,” (What Did You Mean 265) Cindy Weinstein points out, resonating 
with Ender’s assertion that diagnoses of hysteria were rooted in a “prejudice against women’s 
intelligence” (12). As Weinstein explains in more detail, Southworth’s “young women are often 
in a chronic state of misunderstanding because the men who are wooing them frequently use 
language to conceal the truth” (What Did You Mean 265). Relatedly, Elizabeth Stockton points 
out Southworth’s “deep skepticism about the legal system’s ability to produce justice, 
particularly for women” (243). Stockton examines a “seemingly endless series of troubled 
unions” in Southworth’s fiction, attributing this recurrence in part to the author’s own difficult 
marriage (243). Stockton argues that Southworth’s novels demonstrate “the need for the law to 
take into account women’s legal disadvantages in marriage,” as women are otherwise at the 
“mercy of the male legal system” (245). Ellen Weinauer examines the relationship of the ghostly 
to marriage in Southworth’s novels, understanding what she calls “the death-dealing dynamics of 
legal marriage” to motivate Southworth’s use of gothic tropes (222). As Weinauer points out, 
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married women lost ownership of all personal property to their husbands as well as the right to 
enter into contracts or litigation (223). Southworth’s novels often grapple with the ramifications 
of marriage for women’s lives and particularly the harmful effects of such limited freedom; her 
novels also often feature women who seem dead but are later revealed as alive. As Weinauer 
explains, the law holds a “transformative power” specifically for married women whose “interior 
can be vacated and self-possession exposed as a fiction” (229-30).  
Southworth was born in 1819 in Washington D.C. and eventually married Frederick 
Hamilton Southworth with whom she moved to Wisconsin in 1841. He left her and their two 
children and she became a teacher and a writer in order to support her family. They never 
divorced, a fact critics often identify as a significant factor in her novels’ ongoing interest in 
marriage. In 1857, she began an exclusive publishing contract with The New York Ledger, 
published by Robert Bonner. The New York Ledger was recognized for the literary merit of its 
authors while less expensive than its counterparts like Harper’s and thus straddled the line 
between the low and highbrow worlds of print media. As William Gleason points out, the Ledger 
was one of the first family papers to successfully sell romance, and its masthead claimed the 
paper to be committed to “choice literature, romance, the news, and commerce” (qtd. in Belles, 
Beaux, and Paratexts 4).   
Bonner paid Southworth well, and she remained a bestselling author throughout her life. 
Susan Coultrap-McQuin explains Southworth’s prolific career, wherein, “at the beginning, 
Southworth wrote as many as three novels a year; from 1862 until 1890, she produced at least 
one a year” (57). According to Coultrap-McQuin, Southworth “felt her financial motives were 
compatible with her feminine views” because she wrote to “please others as well as to promote 
moral good” (60). Before publishing with Bonner, Southworth published with Henry Peterson at 
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The Saturday Evening Post where Peterson often found her stories immoral (Coultrap-McQuin 
65). He refused to publish one of the chapters of The Deserted Wife, claiming that its 
representation of marriage was particularly problematic because it features a young woman 
forced “into a marriage against her tears and protestations” (qtd. in Coultrap-McQuin 64). For 
the duration of their work together, Peterson continued his critique of her novels’ morality, and 
Coultrap-McQuin cites a particularly unfavorable letter Peterson wrote to Southworth in 
response to her story Miriam, the Avenger, or The Missing Bride. He encourages her to “keep up 
the able and Christian elements of the story” and to “greatly alter” her plot as it “would have 
ruined both [Southworth] and the Post” (qtd in Coultrap-McQuin 65). “That free vein of your 
earlier writings,” Peterson warns referencing his previous critique of The Deserted Wife, “has 
given you a second chance, do not madly throw it away” (qtd. in Coultrap-McQuin 65). While 
we do not have Southworth’s responses to these critiques we can, according to Coultrap-
McQuin, surmise that she was “galled” as she “considered herself to be a Christian woman with 
the best of moral intentions as a writer” (65).  
Recent criticism on Southworth has, in Homestead and Washington’s terms, been 
“narrowed and calcified rather than broadened and deepened” (xvii). This is because of the 
overwhelming focus on The Hidden Hand and its “appearance in a modern teaching edition” that 
has “paradoxically narrowed the Southworth revival and fixed her in her reader’s minds as little 
more than ‘the author of The Hidden Hand’” (xvii). Specifically, almost all of the recent articles 
on Southworth concern The Hidden Hand, and as Homestead and Washington point out, it is the 
only of Southworth’s novels available in a modern edition. As Homestead and Washington put it, 
“Southworth is presented as typical of the supposed excesses of all nineteenth-century women 
novelists: She wrote hastily against the clock and was motivated by money, she created wildly 
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improbable characters and plots, and she serialized her works in popular weekly papers 
consumed by legions of uncritical and unsophisticated female readers” (xvii). As I have shown, 
such an emphasis on her writing as a form of excess resonates with discourses on hysteria that 
similarly diagnosed women’s emotions as overbearing. This correspondence highlights the 
importance of recovery projects that aim to disentangle women’s writing from this nexus of 
negative discourse and pathologization. Like Homestead and Washington, I am interested in 
coming to a more comprehensive understanding of Southworth’s oeuvre. 
Coultrap-McQuin’s insistence on Southworth’s commitment to a stringent Christian 
morality is countered by many of the critics in the recovery project. It is also contradicted by the 
various novels in which Southworth overtly critiques the institution of marriage. Critics such as 
Lueck and Ingram look at the ways Southworth challenges patriarchal structures, particularly as 
they play out in marriage, to present gender-bending characters. Viewing Southworth for her 
more provocative elements sheds a different light on Peterson’s critique. We can see his concern 
as embedded in larger uneasiness over women readers, rather than as simply an inaccurate 
assessment of Southworth as Coultrap-McQuin believes. What particularly stands out in 
Peterson’s writing is his attention to Southworth’s representation of marriage, and specifically 
her female character forced into marriage. As we will see, the central character of Her Mother’s 
Secret and its sequels is similarly unhappily bound in a marriage. Thus arguably a more 
productive way of reading Southworth’s novels is not in how they reinforce normative morality, 
as Coultrap-McQuin suggests, but rather in their challenge to the way social structures enforce 
such morality through the regulation of gender roles. Furthermore, Peterson’s concern can be 
read within the broader reformist conversation of critics such as Withington and Comstock. 
Aliaga-Buchenau explains the perceived danger presented by the female reader:  
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Women’s reading presents a destabilization of a desired status quo. Women’s reading is  
perceived as potentially dangerous in that it can destroy a perfectly ‘good’ family, where  
the husband lives an exemplary life but where the wife goes astray in her addiction to  
reading. Sexual transgression follows in the wake of too much reading and constitutes a  
further deterioration. 46 
This anxiety is clearly evident in Peterson’s response to Southworth’s work—he is agitated by 
the perceived immorality of texts that challenge the institution of marriage, echoing Comstock 
and Withington’s concerns over cheap fiction. Unlike Coultrap-McQuin, I understand such 
critiques not to be inaccurate against authors who are indeed moral, but rather reflective of a 
certain truth inherent in these texts. Southworth’s novels often do challenge social norms through 
melodramatic plotlines that, in their own absurdity, highlight the inherent absurdity of the 
marriage institution and the domestic sphere.  
Southworth represents the laws dictating marriage and divorce as a series of grueling and 
seemingly interminable bureaucratic delays that make the realization of her female characters’ 
subjectivity and desire impossible. As Edelstein points out, citing Southworth as one of the 
authors to whom she refers, “ultimately, this interchange with the popular press manifests itself 
in a literary tradition deeply attentive to the politics of truth discourses, suspicious of objectivity, 
and invested in spreading alternative kinds of news” (2). “Locat[ing] the tradition of American 
women’s writing between the journalistic and the novelistic,” Edelstein argues for a collapse 
between the “private and public spheres” in the works of such authors as Southworth (10). In her 
examination of marriage law in Southworth, Stockton argues that within her novels “the legal 
realm is often insufficient when compared to the realm of feeling” (253). Her Mother’s Secret 
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and the rest of the trilogy counter Stockton’s claim however, as they show the legal realm to be 
insurmountable especially by the realm of feeling.  
Southworth tells the story of Odalite over the course of three novels beginning with Her 
Mother’s Secret —a misleading title as we do not learn the secret’s details until the final novel. 
Odalite is engaged to marry Le with whom she is in love. In keeping with the common trope of 
unfulfilled female desire in Southworth’s work, Odalite’s impending marriage to Le is 
unsurprisingly quickly blocked. Colonel Anglesea, a native of England and a friend of Odalite’s 
mother who grew up there, descends suddenly upon their estate. He then blackmails Odalite’s 
mother into having her daughter marry him — telling her he knows of her potentially devastating 
secret. Her family’s honor and high social position are on the line as Anglesea threatens to bring 
her story to the popular press and “blazon” her name “all over the world as the subject of an 
unexampled scandal in high life” (Mother’s Secret 39). In what could be a grueling slogan for 
the text as a whole, her mother proclaims “there is no deliverance” and resigns herself to the fate 
Anglesea has chosen for her and her daughter (43). Much of the trilogy is consumed by legal 
battles over the legitimacy of multiple marriage contracts, as Odalite’s family fights to prove the 
illegitimacy of her marriage to Anglesea. The secret Anglesea holds over Elfrida is of her own 
legalistically complicated previous marriage, and thus like her daughter, Elfrida’s fate hinges on 
the veracity of marriage contracts and their permutations.  
The “whitest, coldest, saddest bride that had ever seen a wedding morn,” Odalite asks 
that her mother “stupify” and “deaden” her with drugs for her wedding ceremony with Anglesea 
(Mother’s Secret 129). The theme of “undeath” here participates in what Weinauer identifies as a 
marker of a woman’s transition into a kind of death-state through the loss of self in marriage. 
Odalite transitions from life as an individual into the possession of her husband, and indeed her 
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mother, so distressed by this forced marriage, remarks that she would rather be dressing her 
daughter for “her burial than for this bridal” (129). Odalite asks her mother to sedate her to “keep 
down” the “strange, wild, mad risings” she has “in [her] heart, in [her] nerves, in [her] brain” 
(129). In deliberately regulating her own potential for “madness,” Odalite explicitly rejects a 
narrative of female pathology to instead remain calm and silent. The ceremony goes forward 
with Odalite in this “dreamy reverie” until it is dramatically interrupted. “The rites went on, and 
on, and on, to their bitter end,” ominously remarks the narrator until, moments before they are to 
finally come to an end, a woman runs into the church and stops the ceremony (Mother’s Secret 
136). Ann Maria, a woman from California who claims she can pull this marriage “asunder,” 
interrupts the wedding just as the two are completing their vows and claims she and Anglesea are 
already married. Despite Anglesea’s fervent denial of the marriage, Ann Maria has the certificate 
to prove the two were married in California. This moment initiates the ongoing debate over 
various documents that will make up much of the novel and its sequels’ plots— “[t]his thing is a 
forgery” proclaims Anglesea “so authoritatively” that he puzzles those listening to him. Odalite 
remains “half-conscious” throughout the scene, as Ann Maria explains that Anglesea took 
advantage of her to access her wealth (143). The “drama enact[ed] around them” is thus spurred 
not by Odalite, who remains sedated, but by Anglesea whose propensity for lying and multiple 
marriages create the crisis (144).  The family is convinced by Ann Maria’s story and Odalite is 
momentarily saved from marriage to Anglesea despite his claims that he was “free to contract 
matrimony” when he married Odalite (161).  
Before the ceremony with Anglesea, Odalite, in “hysterics,” tells her true love Le that she 
is “no longer [his] own” (Mother’s Secret 85). In this moment of revelation, Odalite’s speech is 
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explicitly linked with hysteria. Odalite implores Le not to “speak” but to “listen,” and then 
explains their terrible fate. Le reacts with disbelief:  
Nonsense, dearest dear! Not my own Odalite? Who else should you be, I wonder? Why,  
you have been my own Odalite all your little life. What can be the matter with you? I 
know now! I have read and heard about hysterics in young girls, and that is what has 
come over you, darling! I took you too much by surprise! You fainted, and now you are 
hysterical! (Mother’s Secret 85-6)  
Odalite rejects Le’s prognosis, insisting that she is “not hysterical” but rather “false and 
faithless” (Mother’s Secret 86). Though Le is one of the sympathetic and ethical characters, on 
the side of Odalite and her family, he nevertheless participates in an ideology of female 
pathology. Le’s perception that Odalite’s behavior is “hysteric” reduces her emotion to illness 
and thereby once again confines her to a world of little agency. When she tries to speak, which is 
rare, even Le prevents her from the full expression of her meaning. Indeed even Odalite has 
internalized her very limited options within this society, claiming that she is “false and faithless” 
because Anglesea has claimed rights to her. His claim is enough to make his possession of her 
true both presently and retroactively, rendering her “faithless” to Le.  
As the narrative moves forward, the question of who possesses Odalite reaches new 
frenzied heights. This question hinges on the fact that Ann Maria interrupted the ceremony just 
as the vows were stated and therefore Anglesea claims he maintains legal possession over 
Odalite. The novel’s language repeatedly emphasizes that the debate is over who can declare 
ownership of Odalite. At one point in the novel, Anglesea visits Odalite’s mother to further 
threaten her and once again lay claim to her daughter: “So, my lady, I am not so mad as to come 
here to claim immediate possession of my wife. I came…to prove to you that I have a legal claim 
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upon her; that I am her lawfully wedded husband; that she is my lawful wife” (Mother’s Secret 
199). Anglesea declares he is “not mad”—a disavowal that unwittingly affirms that he is the 
source of the novel’s chaos. 
The rest of Her Mother’s Secret and much of the sequel are dedicated to decoding the 
legality of Ann Maria’s marriage to Anglesea and deciphering whether Odalite does in fact 
belong to him. At the end of the novel Anglesea reveals that he had a wife at the time of his 
marriage to Ann Maria, adding another layer of complexity to the plot. He argues that his 
marriage with Odalite is therefore legal because his marriage with Ann Maria never was: “when 
I married Odalite Force, I was perfectly free to contract lawful marriage, and so the same Odalite 
is now my lawful wife” (Mother’s Secret 196). This circuitous logic again situates the novel’s 
hysterics in the public sphere and patriarchal law: absurdly, the addition of Anglesea’s third 
marriage holds the power to legitimize his with Odalite. Anglesea displays an obituary for his 
deceased first wife, claiming that its date reveals the validity of his story. He leaves town, but at 
the novel’s end promises Elfrida that her daughter will remain his property: “I entrust you with 
the custody of my life. You must always bear in mind that [Odalite] belongs to me, and belongs 
to me until death, no less shall free her!” (Mother’s Secret 200). 
Love’s Bitterest Cup, the second novel in the trilogy, opens with Odalite in fear that her 
marriage to Anglesea will indeed be legally recognized. In the first half of the novel however 
Odalite is afforded momentary respite when her family comes across Angelsea’s obituary in the 
newspaper and believes he is dead, though the reader later learns it was a forgery. Anglesea’s 
marriage to the other woman, previous to both Ann Maria and Odalite, is mentioned in the 
forged obituary prompting Odalite’s father to remark on the plot’s new complication:  
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Unless there is a misprint, there has been an infamous crime committed, and a heinous 
wrong done to that Californian widow, whose marriage with Col. Anglesea was 
registered to have taken place on August 1, 185--, full six weeks before the death of 
Anglesea’s wife, which took place on August 25th! And in that case—yes, in that case the 
diabolical villain had the legal right, if not the moral right, to marry our daughter! Great 
Heaven! How imperfect are the laws of our highest civilization, when men have the legal 
right to do that which is morally wrong! (Bitterest Cup 41)  
Here the novel draws attention again to the murky technicalities of marriage documents as even 
the border between life and death can be transgressed through forgery. As Weinauer explains of 
Southworth’s use of the theme of undeath, the “trope of the married woman’s civil death made 
frequent appearances” in publications debating marital property rights (224). While Weinauer is 
focused on representations of undead married woman, the undead Anglesea similarly emphasizes 
the power men have over women in marriage. When Anglesea reappears not in fact dead, he 
holds an immense amount of power over Odalite’s life. Again the outrageous nature of his 
scheming in which it is possible to traverse the boundaries of life and death emphasize his 
irrational fixation on claiming Odalite. When she learns he is still alive she proclaims “Oh! Oh! I 
will never acknowledge the validity of that marriage ceremony! I will never call myself that 
man’s widow, or wear a thread of mourning for him!” (Bitterest Cup 41).  
 Echoing with the predominance of court cases in the news like the Beecher-Tilton 
Scandal, and particularly court cases over marital disputes, the second half of Love’s Bitterest 
Cup takes place in the courtroom. As the narrator describes,  
that Anglesea had no moral claim on [Odalite] she was perfectly well assured. That her  
father would protect her against him she felt equally certain. But that the man might have  
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a legal claim upon her--supposing his marriage with the Widow Wright to have been an  
irregular one--and that he might give her dear mother and herself trouble through that  
claim, she was sorely afraid. (Bitterest Cup 11)  
Eventually the question of the legality of their marriage makes its way to court where Odalite is 
solidified further in her position as a transactional object. The judge explains the nature of the 
case to her father: “Mr. Force, you are charged herein under oath, by Col. Angus Anglesea...with 
having...forcibly abducted, and for three years past and up to this present, illegally detained the 
person of his wife, Odalite Anglesea--otherwise Odalite Force” (Bitterest Cup 109). Anglesea 
asks the judge if Odalite can be “delivered into [his] keeping” and, if not, then at least “placed in 
[the custody] of the sheriff” (Bitterest Cup 115). The debate over Odalite’s ownership ends with 
Anglesea “fail[ing] to produce any marital rights over the person Odalite Anglesea,” and she is 
“released into the custody” of her father (Bitterest Cup 121). Her father explains the judge’s 
ruling, further employing language of transaction and possession: “in a doubtful case, when the 
self-styled ‘husband’ cannot prove his right to the woman in question, who is claimed by her 
father as his unmarried daughter and a minor, it is clearly the proper course to deliver her into the 
keeping of her father, always providing the father be a proper man to take the charge” (Bitterest 
Cup 122).  
Although the entire case is about Odalite, and both Anglesea and her father speak 
extensively in court, she does not speak at all during the hearings. Her passivity is in line with 
the period’s conception of ideal womanhood against the figure of the New Woman who, in 
Kahane’s assessment, challenged “heterosexual positioning” by “mounting the platform and 
speaking, by putting herself actually on top” (6). Odalite’s silence continues after the courtroom 
scene is over and even when her family overtly requests that she speak. Her father asks the 
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family if they should still go to England to investigate Anglesea, a plan they had made before the 
trial. Odalite’s sister implores her father to “let Odalite settle the question” and when he finally 
does, Odalite does not prioritize or even acknowledge her own subject position: “Papa, if I could 
go to Europe immediately without detriment to the education of [my sisters], I should be very 
glad to go. But I think everything should yield to the interests of their education” (Bitterest Cup 
126). As a result, the decision ultimately goes to a family vote and thus even at a moment when 
Odalite’s opinion is supposed to hold sway, the resolution is not on her terms. Emphasizing how 
truly irrelevant Odalite’s desire is to the question of her marital status, her father, although a 
morally upright character who advocates for the illegitimacy of the marriage to Anglesea, 
nevertheless pays very little attention to his daughter’s wishes. The father’s ethical positioning 
within the novel yet disregard for Odalite’s own feelings highlights that her agency is not simply 
ignored but in fact irrelevant under laws that deem it so.  
 The judge ultimately finds Anglesea’s marriage to Odalite unlawful, she is released into 
the possession of her father, and eventually, believing Anglesea to be dead, becomes engaged to 
Le. Odalite and Elfrida feel the “thrill of great deliverance” upon hearing the news — a 
foreboding exclamation as the first novel promised that, for women caught up in these legalistic 
marital battles, “there is no deliverance” (Bitterest Cup 42). Unfortunately for Odalite, the 
obituary proves to be a hoax staged by Anglesea to enact revenge on Odalite and her family. 
Specifically, he wants to interrupt her wedding with Le in the style that his with Odalite was. The 
narrator explains Anglesea’s planned disruption of the ceremony: “[Anglesea’s] marriage was 
broken off at the altar by the appearance of his wife, and he is determined that Odalite’s shall be 
broken off, for the day at least, by the appearance of himself, with the claim that he is her 
husband. It is ‘tit for that,’ you know” (Bitterest Cup 91). As Southworth makes clear, this is 
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more than “tit for tat” however, as Odalite must once again resign herself to a devastating fate. 
Anglesea’s false obituary determines Odalite’s course of action and thereby demonstrates the 
power of contracts particularly for women in marriage. However it is ultimately men, and not 
women, who hold claim over the veracity of such contracts—and thus Anglesea decides both 
when the obituary is real and when it is not. It also leads to the doubling of the interrupted 
marriage ceremony plot — a doubling that demonstrates how little control Odalite has in either 
scene, be it the desired or undesired marriage. 
The realization of Odalite’s happy marriage is frustrated by circumstances outside of her 
control. Such delay does not, in Southworth’s hands, lead to the intense or emotionally fraught 
scenes of unrealized love found in best-selling romances, nor are the obstacles Odalite faces 
particularly titillating or lascivious as Withington claims such novels to be. Rather the drama 
plays out in courtrooms and offices where the legality of contracts is debated through questions 
of ambiguous timelines, legitimacy of signatures, and even the veracity of an obituary. Thus the 
outlandishly complex emplotment condemned by Comstock and others is, in Southworth’s hand, 
created through the very legal system that Comstock represents. The narrator remarks that the 
law, separate from morality, is the ultimate determining factor in Odalite’s fate, rendering the 
question of ethics irrelevant: “That Anglesea had no moral claim on her she was perfectly well 
assured. That her father would protect her against him she felt equally certain. But that the man 
might have a legal claim upon her…and that he might give her dear mother and herself trouble 
through that claim, she was sorely afraid” (Bitterest Cup 11). The “intrinsic rhythm of desire and 
delay” that, in Gleason’s terms, characterizes the romance plot, is here driven by ambiguous 
contracts and legal questions (Belles, Beaux, and Paratexts 4).  
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It is not until the end of the third book in Southworth’s trilogy, When Shadows Die, that 
we learn the details of Odalite’s mother’s transgressions that spurred this drama. The third novel 
also reveals yet another ridiculous aspect of Anglesea’s narrative—the Anglesea that has been 
manipulating the Forces and with whom we are familiar has in fact been an imposter looking to 
inherit the family’s estate. Very ill and seemingly near death, Elfrida leaves a letter for her 
husband in which she tells the secret of her life the imposter-Anglesea knows. Like Odalite, 
Elfrida has been a rational actor throughout the trilogy, keeping this secret so as to maintain 
peace for her family. As a young woman, Elfrida fell in love with the charming Prince Saviola 
and, driven by “madness…hero-worship, enthusiasm,” eloped with him (Shadows 160). After a 
hasty marriage ceremony to which their friend (the real) Anglesea bore witness, the two moved 
to Paris where Elfrida discovered Saviola’s penchant for gambling and his overall questionable 
character. He eventually abandons Elfrida and their new son. Elfrida reassures herself that she 
and her son will be provided for financially as they are rightful heirs to Saviola’s estate only to 
receive from Anglesea the tragic news that she is “no wife” and “never ha[s] been” (Shadows 
190).  
Southworth’s third novel then enters into what is perhaps its most damning representation 
of marriage contracts as Elfrida’s marriage to Saviola is found to be unlawful because of a mix-
up in place-names. On the border between Scotland and England there are two cities with similar 
names, Kelton and Kilton, and Elfrida believes that she and Saviola were married in Kilton. 
Anglesea reveals however that the marriage in fact took place in Kelton, England, and therefore 
is not legally binding because she was a minor. Anglesea explains the details of this absurd act of 
deception:  
Saviola had studied the route to Scotland, with the design to deceive you. There are two  
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stations on that route of similar names. One was Kelton, in Northumberland. The other  
was Kilton, in Scotland. Saviola took tickets for us all to Kelton, when he made us  
believe they were for Kilton. We went by the night train, you remember. We got out at  
Kelton, near the border on the English side, believing all the time that it was Kilton, on  
the Scottish side. There, in England, you were married regularly enough; but because it  
was in England, and you were a minor marrying without the consent of your parents or  
guardians, therefore the marriage was illegal, null and void. (193)  
The bearer of this bad news, Anglesea then offers a solution that further speaks to the essential 
entrapment of women within the institution of marriage: “You have no more right to call 
yourself the wife of Prince Saviola than you have to call yourself the consort of the czar. You are 
not a wife. You are free—free to accept the love and devotion that I lay at your feet” (Shadows 
194). Although marriage would not usually be “offered” “under these circumstances,” Anglesea 
extends to Elfrida the opportunity to use her “freedom” wisely and marry him. She refuses the 
offer and instead returns home to her forgiving father, deeply remorseful over her “fatal mistake” 
(Shadows 210). 
Odalite’s fate is thus mirrored in her mother’s past as she is similarly entrapped within a 
marriage contract, and thus the trilogy ultimately represents marriage as a nearly impossible 
terrain for women. “You know now the secret of my life,” Elfrida’s letter declares to her current 
husband, Abel, and to a readership that has waited nearly one thousand pages and three novels 
for this revelation (Shadows 252). To find at the end of this seemingly interminable delay a story 
not simply of heartbreak and love, but additionally and yet again a tale of the technicalities of 
contracts—in this case, the viability of marriage contracts across country lines—sends a 
powerful if not frustratingly mundane and legalistic message. What binds women in the end for 
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Southworth is not the world of romance and feeling, but instead the unrelenting and deeply 
biased contracts which men can easily both manipulate and transgress, while even one letter (the 
difference in spelling “Kelton” and “Kilton”), is enough to derail not only the life of Elfrida but 
the life of her daughter as well.  
Indeed mother and daughter are both manipulated by the same man (or at least a man 
they presume to be the same) as if to emphasize that this is not a coincidence but in fact the same 
structure that makes life perpetually difficult for women who enter marriage contracts willingly 
or not. Though well intentioned in his desire for his friends’ happiness, Anglesea is nevertheless 
an accomplice in Saviola’s deception of Elfrida as he lures her into marriage in the ill-fated 
Kelton. For much of the three-part series, Odalite’s fate is determined by the imposter-Anglesea 
who attempts to force her into marriage with him. And furthermore, just as the true Anglesea 
attempted to force Elfrida to marry him, so too does his imposter attempt to force Odalite into 
marriage — as if being subjected to marriage against one’s will is an inherited trait. And this is 
precisely what Southworth suggests — though this inheritance is not family specific, but rather 
symptomatic of gendered constructions in a society that sees to it that women’s freedom is 
severely restricted within the marital structure. As Cindy Weinstein puts it, and as the many 
incidents in both Odalite’s and Elfrida’s lives demonstrate, “[d]ocuments verifying marriage 
have almost talismanic properties in Southworth. They have the authenticating power that words 
such as ‘I do’ do not” (What Did You Mean 273). Ultimately Odalite marries Le at the end of the 
third novel. She is still, however, a ghostly presence, seemingly vanishing in the context of 
marriage that does not recognize her agency. Echoing with the first novel’s description of 
Odalite as the “whitest, coldest, saddest bride that had ever seen a wedding morn,” she is here 
too the “palest bride that ever willingly gave her hand” (Shadows 285). Thus the text’s final 
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depiction of Odalite suggests female subjectivity is still lost and irrelevant even in a desired 
marriage. 
Southworth stages a drama of laws and contracts despite Withington’s claim that 
melodrama is powered by unreal and hysterical plots:  
The old fashioned melodrama with its abducted heir, its stolen diamonds, its forged will,  
its smooth rich villain, its betrayed girl, its rightful heir, preserved by a faithful servant 
through countless perils, its agonizing situations eked out by tremulous music from the 
violent, all this is unnatural, unreal, ill-balanced, hysterical. (195)  
The pathologization of female emotion through an emphasis on unbelievable emplotment is 
emblematic of a larger move in the 1890s to do away with sentimentalist domestic literature in 
favor of a “more authentic, more objective” masculinized realism (Williamson 8). Jennifer 
Williamson explains this history:  
Despite realism and naturalism’s need for a sentimental aesthetic to define themselves  
against, authors of these genres self-consciously argued that sentimentalism had no place  
in the modern era. They emphasized Darwinian, scientific, and objective analyses of  
social conditions over texts that promoted new world orders and Christian moral  
allegories. (8)  
As Suzanne Clark puts it, modernism “constitutes itself by conflating the romantic with the 
sentimental and the popular. The private discourse of feeling and the public community of 
women, guardians of feeling, are, under modernism, both sentimental” (19). This conflation is 
clear in the medical discourse I have discussed here, further demonstrating how embedded such 
discourse was in the gendered construction undergirding the establishment of literary genres.  
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The twists and turns of Southworth’s trilogy certainly qualify it as a “web of a story” in 
Comstock’s terms. However, though it features the familiar plot of counterfeit marriages, 
Southworth’s “web” does not consist in “highway robberies” and “attempted murders,” but 
rather the complexities of marriage law. Her first publisher, Peterson, was blunt in his 
recognition that this is precisely what made her work threatening when he criticized The 
Deserted Wife for its depiction of a woman unwittingly forced into marriage. In Her Mother’s 
Secret, published over thirty years later, Southworth persists with this theme despite Peterson’s 
warning. The largely negative reviews of Southworth’s work reaffirm Peterson’s concern that 
her books could harm a susceptible readership. As I have shown, critics were particularly 
concerned that the sentimentalism of cheap literature would provoke alarmingly heightened 
emotion in women. Such hysterical sentimentalism was seen as both an aesthetic and textual 
apparatus—a frenzied mode of representation that resulted in ornately large headlines and 
byzantine plotlines. This concern with the materiality of the publication as well as its content 
appears in the aforementioned review of Southworth’s Shannondale, accused of being printed 
“with bad type, on wretched paper,” two damning signs of cheap literature. “Vampire literature,” 
according to Comstock, is the “sensuous product” of a writer’s mind, the “unclean stories” 
published in “cheap books and papers” (Vampire Literature 161-2). The fact of “cheapness” 
comes up in many of these critiques, pointing to the economics that contribute to classifications 
of literature’s morality. As Nan Enstad points out, dime novels were “both inexpensive enough 
for women to buy and available for purchase in working-class neighborhoods” (55). She argues 
that dime novels “were so important in working women’s collective experience of daily life and 
work itself that they were part of the process of becoming a working woman. That is, the 
romances, as valued objects, played a role in subjectivity formation” (57). Thus in the concern of 
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physicians and reformers over what Jackson calls the “shrieking, sobbing, giggling” readers lies 
an implicit anxiety over the expanding accessibility of inexpensive literature to a wide audience 
of working-class female readers. In this light, the “struggle for order against anarchy,” as 
Withington puts it, is an effort to control the reading practices of working-class women and 
regulate their exposure to the “wild” writing of authors like Southworth.           
 
Coda: The Hysterical Aesthetics of Story Papers  
The destabilizing power of popular literature on women’s minds and emotions was 
believed to arise not only from melodramatic plot lines but also from their aesthetic presentation; 
story papers “equally extravagant in words, in type and in ink, are for all the world like the grand 
movements of a hystero-epileptic” (Withington 195). The parallel between language and its 
aesthetic presentation further underscores the contaminative power of this version of hysteria. To 
better understand the extravagancies of “type and ink” I look at the baroque design of the 1874 
story paper Belles and Beaux, published by Beadle and Adams and, according to William 
Gleason, the “first romance-centered dime novel and story paper” (Belles, Beaux, and Paratexts 
1). In its romantic imagery and content explicitly directed toward a female readership, Belles and 
Beaux offers a unique example of the kind of publications with which Withington and other 
physicians were concerned. Running for only thirteen issues, Belles and Beaux was ultimately 
unsuccessful with its intended audience, raising questions about the supposed communities of 
what Jackson refers to as “giggling” female readers. Gleason argues that the paper failed because 
it did not include compelling love stories, instead publishing narratives that were not “romantic” 
enough and too frenzied in style. I take a different approach than Gleason to situate the paper 
within the cultural concern over the dangers of dime novels and sentimentality. I argue that 
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Belles and Beaux’s failure on the market, in a structure similar to the inner-workings of 
Southworth’s novels, demonstrates that the true hysteria lies in perceptions about female readers, 
and not in the readers themselves. Belles and Beaux’s inability to reach a female audience is 
indicative of Beadle and Adams’ larger misunderstanding of these readers. Though filled with 
precisely the kind of “extravagant” content women supposedly wanted, it did not draw the kind 
of audience reformers and publishers might imagine; rather it seems romance story papers’ most 
attentive audience was the reformers themselves. 
Dime novels and story papers directed to a female readership were not only misread in 
their time, but continue to be misunderstood in contemporary scholarship as well. Despite recent 
efforts to digitize dime novel collections, materials marketed to female readers remain under 
acknowledged (Postbellum, Pre-Harlequin 58). According to Gleason,  
[t]his gap not only helps perpetuate the myth that dime novels and story papers on the  
whole were a male affair, a misconception that has contributed to narrow accounts of the  
late nineteenth-century fiction market as a whole. It also constrains us from  
understanding more fully the broader genealogy of American romance fiction, a  
genealogy in which the women-centered dime novel and story paper weeklies play an  
important part. (Postbellum, Pre-Harlequin 58) 
Attention to this archive can also elucidate nineteenth-century theories of reading that so often 
asserted the vulnerability of women, particularly when consuming precisely this kind of romantic 
and sentimental literature.  
 Belles and Beaux was part of a larger influx of romantic story papers in the 1870s with 
Beadle and Adams’ Girls of Today in 1875, and Norman Munro’s publishing firm releasing the 
New York Weekly Story-Teller also in 1875 (Postbellum, Pre-Harlequin 58). Like Metta Victor’s 
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The Dead Letter, Belles and Beaux challenges the usual critical assumption that dime novels 
solely promoted what Daniel Worden has called “masculinity for the million” through adventure 
tales written by and for men (1).6 Though, as Randolph Cox indicates, such a reading is 
understandable as there were not many publications explicitly “designed for and marketed to 
young female readers” (xxi). This does not necessarily suggest that only boys read dime novels, 
as Streeby points out, but rather that Beadle and Adams found it “more profitable to target a 
large mass audience not explicitly marked by gender” (Cheap Sensation 242). Those that were 
published for female readers were largely unsuccessful—in addition to Belles and Beaux which 
ran for only thirteen issues, “Norman L. Munro’s New York Weekly Story Teller, designed to 
appeal to women, lasted 67 issues, slightly more than a year, while Street & Smith’s My Queen 
ceased publication after only 37 issues” (Cox xxi). Furthermore, in 1882, “the firm’s flagship 
story-paper Beadle’s Weekly began to run far fewer stories by women and disguised female 
authorship, as in the case of The Dead Letter, by using male pseudonyms or initials instead of 
female names” (Cheap Sensation 242). This shift away from female authorship, as Streeby 
remarks, had “dramatic consequences for how the dime novel as a literary and cultural institution 
has been remembered,” establishing its identity as male-oriented form (Cheap Sensation 242).7 
The failure to draw an attentive female audience through romance stories contradicts the 
reformist stance that women needed to be prevented from eagerly consuming this toxic literature. 
                                                
6 As William Gleason points out, Belles and Beaux published a story by Metta Victor, the subject of the first chapter. 
The story was entitled “Poor Wykhoff Jones” and came out in the February 1874 issue. 
7 see Sara Lindey’s “Boys Write Back: Self-Education and Periodical Authorship in Late-Nineteenth-Century Story 
Papers.” American Periodicals vol. 21, no. 1, 2011, pp. 72-88 for more information on story papers written for boys. 
Also see Lorinda Cohoon’s Serialized Citizenships: Periodicals, Books, and American Boys, 1840-1911 (Scarecrow 
Press, 2006) for its look at how boyhood was imagined and constructed within story papers. 
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Indeed, Belles and Beaux’s brief thirteen-issue run on the market demonstrates women’s 
disinterest in purchasing such material. 
Gleason attributes the failure of Belles and Beaux to publishers “incoherently mixing love 
and passion with nonromantic and even aggressively antiromantic material” (Postbellum, Pre-
Harlequin 59). Gleason’s reading is compelling, and my interest here is not to also speculate on 
why the paper failed, but rather to embed this failure within the ideology that deemed these 
papers such a harmful form of entertainment. What can Belles and Beaux’s inability to garner a 
female audience reveal about the supposedly susceptible women fervently consuming such 
“vampire literature”? The difficulty of selling these various story papers indicates that there was 
not in fact a large audience for such an “over-wrought” form. Gleason’s central argument is that 
the paper failed because of its “surprisingly heterogeneity in point of view” in place of the more 
homogenous romances readers would have expected (Postbellum, Pre-Harlequin 59). He 
explains that Samuel Richardson’s Pamela established a norm for courtship drama in which the 
heroine’s feeling for her love object is at the center of the novel:  
Certainly this is true of the major works being newly organized into what we might call a  
nineteenth-century American romance canon, such as the novels of E.D.E.N. Southworth, 
which like Pamela are also often named for their female protagonists. But this is not 
exclusively, or even overwhelmingly, the pattern of the novels and stories circulating in 
the mid-1870s in romance periodicals like Belles and Beaux. Instead what we find there 




In its “incoherently” mixed content, Belles and Beaux appears to fit the definition of hysteria-
inducing and hysteric text. However, according to Gleason, it is for precisely these reasons that 
the paper did not appeal to female readers.  
Its layout reflects its chaotic stories: at sixteen by eleven inches with each page made up 
of four-columns, it is significantly larger than other story papers. It is one of Beadle and Adams’ 
most ornate publications in both its elaborate plots and equally elaborate design, and it also lacks 
a clearly delineated relationship between its various contents. A March 1874 edition for instance 
quickly transitions between unrelated subject matters often within the same page: it moves from 
“Historical Marriages” to a brief article on the importance of ventilation in the bedroom and then 
to the quick detailing of an anonymous dead woman’s tomb. As Paul Erickson explains of dime 
novels’ varied formatting, “[d]ime novel publishers soon figured out that different types of 
textual presentation, such as different sizes and styles of binding and illustration, could be 
applied to the same texts in order to reach different segments of the market, and began issuing 
their works in endless numbers of different ‘series,’ each with a different look and feel” (98). 
Erickson discusses a reading public, like Withington, increasingly concerned with the “physical 
appearance of reading materials,” referencing Comstock’s notion that we “assimilate what we 
read. The pages of printed matter become our companions” (99). Erickson explains that “[t]his 
vision of the connection between books as material objects and their moral impact, heightened 
by the long term analogy of reading books as ‘eating’ and ‘devouring’ them, fed logically into 
Comstock’s attacks in the 1880s on dime novels” (99). As Erickson elucidates, Comstock’s 
emphasis on the physicality of these texts foregrounded a viscerally harmful form of reading.  
Belles and Beaux contains recipes, poems and serialized love stories, and in most issues a 
page of music. It also contains a "Letter Box," with answers to questions on love, etiquette, and 
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even politics: one reader asks “can you tell me how old a man must be before he is eligible as a 
Representative to Congress or Senator?” Editors proclaim in a March 1874 edition that in its 
romance stories the paper “caters for those who love and are beloved,” while also including 
many advice columns that have nothing to do with love. Gleason points out that in surrounding 
its serialized love stories with “collateral materials” or “paratextual material,” Belles and Beaux 
was too frenetic to be appealing: “Romance buyers, it would appear, demanded a coherent 
reading environment. They were unwilling to commit to series that were themselves unwilling to 
commit, wholeheartedly, to romance” (Belles, Beaux, and Paratexts 4). Gleason here references 
Christopher Looby’s work on paratextuality in the serialization of Southworth’s most famous 
novel, The Hidden Hand. As Looby explains, the term, coined by Gerard Genette, encompasses 
such literary elements as “titles, subtitles, and intertitles; epigraphs and dedications; forewords 
and afterwords; jacket copy and promotional blurbs; footnotes and headnotes; and every other 
sort of supplemental or framing device or text that attaches itself to what we customarily think of 
as the text proper” (182). In his consideration of how Southworth’s publications interacted with 
paratext, Looby’s analysis offers another connection between a story paper like Belles and Beaux 
and the work of Southworth. Southworth was “highly conscious of the formal and ideological 
implications of seriality,” in Looby’s understanding, and was thus particularly attune to the 
relationship of her text to the rest of the paper in which her work was included (183).  
  Belles and Beaux’s formatting reflects the structure of the serialized romance plots that 
also weave together a multitude of characters and storylines. One such complex plotline in Belles 
and Beaux can be seen in Jennie Davis Burton’s The Maddest Marriage Ever Was, published for 
a few issues beginning in February 1874 and bordering on incomprehensibility in its plotting. 
The story features Berenice, a young coquet who has many admirers, including Cecil a 
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“malcontent” artist not wealthy enough to win her heart. Instead she is engaged to Trelawney, a 
seductive villain whose own complex backstory of wrongdoing and dangerous romantic 
entanglement takes up many chapters. The plot traverses several locations, time periods, and a 
range of character back-stories, to tell multiple tales of unrequited love and failed marriages. 
Thus the experience of reading a Belles and Beaux story is similar to an encounter with the 
aesthetics of the magazine itself in their shared disordered structures.  
In identifying a hysterical aesthetics, I of course do not simply affirm the fearmongering 
rhetoric of Comstock, but rather aim to provide a way to think about the relationship of aesthetic 
form to content in story papers. In failing to appeal to the reading public it was supposedly 
infecting, Belles and Beaux demonstrates the contradictions at the heart of reformist and medical 
discourse—the hysteria resides not within the readers who were, as it turns out, largely 
disinterested in these papers, but rather in the reformers who were in fact their most captive 
audience. The “incoherence” Gleason identifies is precisely what physicians and reformers found 
so troubling, as they feared that disorder could spread from a text to its reader. Though it goes 
without saying that this theory of reading had terrible repercussions for women, the notion of 
contagious hysteria is nevertheless a useful way to understand the relationship between 
materiality and content in a paper like Belles and Beaux. I have argued that frenetic stylization 
does indeed spread between its content and design, making for a text that was too “hetergenous,” 
to borrow Gleason’s terms, for a reading public interested in a different kind of romantic story. 
Thus the hysteric disorder physicians found so troubling within these texts is precisely what, 
according to Gleason, repelled readers. This market failure demonstrates how erroneous the drive 
to police women’s reading truly was as publishers struggled to even attract these readers in the 
first place. Similarly, Southworth’s novels speak back to physicians and reformers by showing 
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that true hysteria lies in what Phelps calls the “sickly sentimentality” undergirding men’s fear of 
women’s knowledge. If women are not in fact reading these dangerous story papers then 
reformers and physicians are left as the actual “shrieking, sobbing, giggling” readers, anxious 
about the papers’ dangerous effects and enacting laws and creating pathologies that, as 
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